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JUST  WHEN  YOU  THINK

YOU’VE  HEARD  IT  ALL

In the “general” news yesterday, as usual, there was

mostly harangue about things of no value to society.  But, as

you are bombarded by nit-wits and “nothing” news, you

might consider that  which you hear and to which you

instantly pay no attention.  The argument arises over Viagra,

a new drug for assisting men into and maintaining of an

erection for sexual enhancement.

Assistance is being offered by public assistance programs

like Medicare and Medicaid, etc.  Now, that is important, isn’t it?  Even

though one of the most notable side-effects of this drug is heart-arrest death

during or after intercourse—the treasure of the important “if it feels good,

do it” looms ever brightly above the beds of people on welfare.  Well, poor

people deserve good sex too, it reads.  So, YOU the taxpayers run up more

national debt so such as Bob Dole can have a more enduring erection.

Good for you, people, as you move into a more IMPORTANT phase of the

“getcha” game.
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6/6/98    DR.  AL  OVERHOLT

ISRAEL’S  HALF-CENTURY

Excerpted from the  INTERNET, 5/14/98:
[quoting]

...Israel’s greatest days have been those when
it stood boldly against aggressors.  In an era of
extremely weak leadership—and in the case of
the Untied States,  an era of  no leadership
whatsoever—Israel’s bravery has earned the
world’s respect and admiration.  On this f iftieth
anniversary, an unusual aggressor has emerged:
the President of the United States and his wife.
Last week, Mr. Clinton tried to give Prime
Minister Netanyahu an ultimatum.  The US
media may be Clinton lapdogs, the American
people may have been deceived into thinking
that the First Buffoon has a foreign policy, but
Benjamin Netanyahu is more in the Thatcher
mold, and he quite rightly told Mr. and Mrs.
Cl inton,  and Secretary of  State  Madeleine
Albright, to get lost.  Nonetheless, his resolve
still  needs sharpening.  It  is ironic that he
should be spending this special anniversary day,
recognized worldwide except  in Israel ,  not
celebrating in Jerusalem with his people, but at
the  Wil lard  In tercont inenta l  Hote l  here  in
Washington as a pawn in the Clinton saga.

The issue at stake is how much land Israel
should surrender in exchange for “peace”.  This
is attempted blackmail:   Israel  has already
surrendered too much land, and there has been
no peace .   Have  we not  ye t  l ear ned  tha t
negotiating with blackmailers and ter rorists
never works?  Israel is a tiny nation, just nine
miles wide without the West Bank.  It cannot
surrender any more land to Mr. Clinton’s vanity.
It is astounding to recall that, just a few short
weeks ago, Mr. Clinton’s Beverly Hills whore
justif ied her refusal to tell the truth by claiming
that Mr. Clinton was a friend of Israel.  Israel

needs no friends like Mr. Clinton.  It already
has plenty of enemies, though most are more
obvious than America’s First Couple.

Of course,  Mr.  Clinton’s Foreign Policy
buffooner y  i s  des igned  so le ly  to  d i s t rac t
attention from his many pressing problems.  In
similar vein, he decried India for testing its
nuclear weapons in the face of the immense
threat posed by China.  But why shouldn’t India
take steps to protect itself?  Mr. Clinton has
sided with the world’s most brutal dictatorship
against the world’s largest democracy.  At least
Ind ia  has  the  courage  to  s tand  up  to  the
‘Butchers of Beijing’ as Mr. Clinton described
them in 1992.

There is no courage in foreign policy or in
anyth ing  e l se  because  nobody be l ieves  in
anything anymore.  In the politically-correct era,
all beliefs are neutralized and deemed equal.
All religions are deemed equal.  Therefore, if
we sit down to worship, shall we say, a banana,
it is deemed equal to worshiping the Creator of
the Universe.  What utter nonsense!  The idea
of the claims of all  religions as equal,  the
deceptive philosophy at the root of the Middle
Eas t  and  many o ther  problems,  may be  a
pleasant way to approach polite conversation
over tea and cucumber sandwiches, but it bears
no resemblance to the truth.

No doubt that’s why Jesus said: “I am the
way and the truth and the life.  No one comes
to the Father except through me.”  (John 14:6)

Either Jesus was a liar, a lunatic or He was
the Messiah of Israel and the World.  If Mr.
Clinton were a Christian instead of a Bible-
carrying poser, he would know that the way to
solve the Middle East problems, and all others,
is to unite the protagonists f irst in Christ.

Last week, Hillary Clinton, the White House
cookie-baker, declared that “it would be in the
long-term interests of peace in the Middle East
for  there  to  be  a  s ta te  of  Pa les t ine ,  a
functioning modern state on the same footing as
other states.”  Some suggest that Mrs. Clinton’s
intrusion into foreign policy stems from over-
conf idence or grandiosity, or is a payoff for
ta lk ing  her  husband out  of  the  Lewinsky
debacle.  That may be partly true, but the real
explanation is more subtle.  Behind the apparent
Clinton allegiance to the Palestinians lies their
servitude to the Rockefellers.  The Clintons owe
their status to the family which owns or controls
almost all the US media, and more importantly
in this  case,  most  of  the world’s large oi l
companies.  Understandably, they support the
Arab world.  It has nothing to do with ethics,
morals or rel igious values.   I t  is  a simple
business decision.  Nobody in the oil business
can afford to alienate the Arabs.  That is the
truth behind all the Mideast negotiations, the
Gulf War and all Western Foreign Policy.

How else could we explain that, prior to
1967, when 100% of the disputed territory was
under Arab control, there was no initiative to
create a Palestinian state?  The fact is that there
is no such place as Palestine, just as there is
no such thing as a Palestinian.  Jordan makes
up 78% of “Palestine”.   In fact ,  Jordan is
Palestine.  So-called Palestinians are Jordanians
in exile, and should be peacefully repatriated.

Only a strong Israeli government will have the
courage to do that, but if this long struggle is
to be brought to an end, it must be done...
[End quoting]

The war is on amongst the different factions
of the NWO, and expect it to heat up very
fast—the time schedule is running out!

MILITARY  DEPLOYMENT
IN  THE  U.S.

From the  INTERNET,  cour tesy  J im
Seabourn ,  <cr t i sad@inland .ne t> ,  6 /2 /98:
[quoting]

Of  la te ,  we’ve  wi tnessed an  inordinate
amount of military movement in our area.  We
also hear of the same thing happening in other
areas.

We live in a semi-rural area where tanks
were never seen, until recently.  There are no
military installations within 250 miles south of
us and literally nothing to the north.  We live
just short of where Columbus’ 4th ship fell off
the edge so military movement of this sort is
highly unusual.

We would  apprec ia te  any  RELIABLE
information as to:

1. Any unusual or large military movements.
2. Where and when.
3 .  Poss ible  or ig in  and  des t ina t ion  of

movement.
4. What types and possible national origin of

equipment.
5.  Description of personnel transporting

equipment, i.e., uniforms, insignias, accents, etc.
6 .  Accounts  of  any  verba l  o r  phys ica l

contact made with personnel and/or equipment
and type response received from said personnel.

7 .  Any o ther  per t inent  o r  unusua l
information regarding these movements.

Please forward this request to as many as
possible.  Any information would be greatly
appreciated.

Remember the frog in a pot of water.  When
the heat is slowly turned up, he hasn’t a clue
tha t  he’s  be ing  boi led .   Wi thout  re l iable
information we are as ignorant as that frog and
we will be just as dead or worse.  I pray that
our Lord will protect us and sustain us through
these troubling times.

Jerry
Please visit http://www.eagleflt.com
To receive posts from this list send an E-

MAIL to me with the word “subscribe” in the
subject box.  [End quoting]

COMMUNICATIONS
BREAKTHROUGH  SEEN

AS  THE  WAVE  OF  THE
FUTURE

Movies by telephone; instant stock
market trades between buyer and

seller; advanced surgical
procedures—

DART will change your life.

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/1/98: [quoting]
Exclusive to  The SPOTLIGHT ,  by Todd

Blodgett
DART (Digital Analog Receiver Transmitter),

an innovative technology breakthrough newly
developed and soon to be released, will  be
announced on May 27 at the National Press
Club here.

The  News  Desk

(639-4242)
1 (800) NEW-GAIA

* ~ *New Gaia
Products
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The Nat ive  Amer ican  Communica t ions
Network (NACN), chaired by Gail Eldridge,
newly  for med and  represent ing  Amer ican
Indians, announced plans to utilize the DART
technology in the construction of their new
Educational Television Network to broadcast
educational programming to all Indians in the
Western Hemisphere.

DART technology will impact our society in
a manner  s imilar  to  Edison’s  te lephone or
Marconi’s wireless.

Present ly,  na tura l  l aw l imi t s  da ta
transmission to 33,000 bits per second (without
compression) over a modem.  DART, with its 64
mi l l ion  b i t s  per  second t ransmiss ion  ra te
obsoletes f iber optics, the modem and other
temporary solutions in one rapid technological
step.

As DART will  dramatically increase the
transmission rates of existing communication
procedures ,  h igh speed DART with analog
transmission rates  up to 4 bi l l ion bi ts  per
second will drive telecommunications through
the 21st century.  DART technology applies to
both  wi re  and  wire less  t ransmiss ions .
Ever y th ing  f rom computer  sys tems to
entertainment will be favorably impacted.  (See
related story below.)

Stocks and other securities will be bought
and sold without large broker fees.  Airplane
“black boxes” will be replaced with real-time
t ransmiss ions  to  g round command centers
ensuring passenger safety.  For the f irst time,
banking transactions will be instantaneous and
totally safe from hackers and thieves.

Telev is ion  wi l l  be  rev i ta l ized .   DART
television will obsolete Digital High Def inition
(DHD) television transmissions by supplying
digital high def inition and the existing low
def inition signals in the same transmission.
This will mean the older sets can continue to
be used until replaced by attrition in some 20
years.  Further, f ive channels will be broadcast
in both high def ini t ion and low def ini t ion
within the same signal, giving the viewer f ive
times as many channels to choose from and the
stations f ive times the advertising revenue.

All  this ,  without  the need of  conver ter
boxes.  Additionally, AM and FM radio as well
as  weather,  s tock  infor mat ion  and  o ther
information will be supplied on extra voice
channels.  This makes the present controversy
over DHD television moot.  [End quoting]

There is a statement above about Marconi
and Edison which is very misleading.  Tesla has
been given credit for the radio by the U.S.
government after many years of telling us that
Marconi brought it to us and Edison has also
pilfered credits for many inventions having to
do with Tesla’s works.  Both of these men were
lackies of the elite—particularly of J.P. Morgan.

Isn’t  i t  g reat  to see the Indians f ind a
method to  benef i t  socie ty  with  an honest ,
honorable and dignity-restoring project that will
benef it all humans and support themselves in a
soul-fulf illing manner.

WILL  MICROSOFT  FADE
TO  BLACK?

The battle between Microsoft’s Bill
Gates and various agencies of the
federal government may be moot.

From SAME AS ABOVE, [quoting]
The  DART (Dig i ta l  Analog  Rece iver

Transmi t te r )  h igh-speed  da ta  t ransmiss ion
technology made desirable the development of a
new high-speed operat ing system and web
browser.

The new operating system, called UDOS
(Universal Digital Operating System) and the
new web browser, termed “DARTBOARDCOM”,
will be supplied with the DART.  No other
operating system or web browser will operate
with the DART because they cause a drastic
decrease in speed.

Because of this, Microsoft Windows ’95 and
’98, Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape
Navigator, the major operating systems and web
browsers presently being used, will be obsolete
and will not be used in the future.  All DOS-
based programs including Windows 3.11 will
operate within UDOS.

This  wi l l  cause a  major  impact  on the
software industry in that most programs are
presently dependent on Windows ’95.  Since
UDOS is a return to the original standard of
DOS, it permits the industry to flourish without
a Windows dependency.  [End quoting]

It’s about time that the computer industry
had some real competition.  I’m certain that the
Native Americans will put this project to much
bet te r  use  for  soc ie ty  than  the  present
monopol i s t s  have  done  wi th  the  presen t
communications networks.  And it is indeed an
important breakthrough.

MORMON  MANUAL
MUM  ON  WIVES

Critics say polygamy lapse is
part of ‘homogenized pap’

but church rejects barbs

Excerpted from the ASSOCIATED  PRESS,
?/98: [quoting]

SALT LAKE CITY—Valeen Tippetts Avery,
a professor of history at  Nor thern Arizona
University, had never met the perplexed young
woman who came knocking at her door.

Newly married to a Mormon, the student
had been reading up on the faith and attending
its women’s auxiliary.  She was confused now,
and someone had suggested she talk to Avery.

The young woman, Avery recalled, had just
received a new Relief Society manual about
Brigham Young.  “And he only has one wife!”

Avery, a Mormon who knew the pioneer
leader had 55 wives, couldn’t explain why the
lesson manual, used since January by church
members in 22 languages, paints America’s most
famous polygamist as a monogamist.

But she had some advice.
“The Mormon church is trying to say to the

new people coming into the church, as well as
to the larger American society, that there was
nothing questionable in the Mormon past.”

Avery told the woman.  “And if you want
answers to these kinds of sticky questions,
you’re not going to f ind them inside accepted
Mormon manuals and doctrines.”

The absence of any mention of polygamy is
just one complaint leveled at the manual, the
f irst of a series based on selected teachings of
presidents of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latterday Saints.

“Homogenized pap,” snorts Will Bagley of
Salt  Lake City,  a historian of 19th-century
Mor monism.   “ I  th ink  i t  rea l ly  shows a
contempt for the intelligence of the members.”

“Whoever  compi led  the  manual  i s
extraordinarily embar rassed by the church’s
second president,” says Ron Priddis of Signature
Books, a publisher of Mormon-related works.

“It’s a religious tract, not history,” scoffs
historian Nancy J.  Taniguchi,  of Cal State-
Stanislaus.

“This isn’t about Brigham Young.  It’s about
what  somebody in  the  church  Cor re la t ion
Department thinks is Brigham Young,” says Glen
Hettinger, lawyer, Mormon and amateur church
historian in Dallas.  [End quoting]

The Mormons have far worse actions from
their historical past than this that they are doing
their best to keep hidden.  The truth will come
out, however, no matter how hard they try to
hide it.  Eventually the curious uncover the
inconvenient.

Check or Money Order; no phone orders
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Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
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INTERNET—
THE  NEXT  GENERATION

Excerpted from PC MAGAZINE ,  June 9,
1998: [quoting]

Everyone deserves a second chance—even
the Internet. No, the Internet has not completely
failed us.  But if we can ever expect it to catch
up  wi th—let  a lone  exceed—our  lof ty  and
growing expectations, a major revamping is
vital.  Fortunately, one is on the horizon: the
Internet2 Project.

The point of Internet2,  or I2,  is  not to
replace the cur rent Internet but to provide a
platform of technological experimentation and
innovation.  The bottom line for current users?
The clearing of many bandwidth bottlenecks, for
one  th ing .   Other  goa ls  inc lude  more
sophis t ica ted  audio-  and  v ideo-s t reaming
technologies and true data-sharing capabilities.

The  I2  Pro jec t ’s  s ta ted  miss ion  i s  the
aggressive pursui t  of  advanced networking
technologies that break through the Internet’s
cur rent limitations, and the preparation of a
network structure worthy of the future—one
requiring high-speed data transmissions, real-
time collaboration and data sharing, quality
ser v ice  (QoS)  guarantees ,  and  mul t imedia
streaming.  Solutions will eventually make it to
mains t ream Internet—by 2002,  i f  a l l  goes
according to the plan set forth in the Clinton
adminis t ra t ion’s  Next  Genera t ion  In te r ne t
Initiative.

The Project will also police developmental
front l ines to ensure that any forthcoming,
hardware and software developments are based
on open standards and that new solutions are

readily available to commercial network users
and ISPs.

Currently, I2 is a closed but not separate IP-
based network dedicated to 117 universities,
government, and about 25 corporations.  It’s
also plenty fast; MCI claims that the 622-Mbps
rate is speedy enough to send 322 copies of a
300-page book every 7 seconds.  [End quoting]

This  i s  cer ta in ly  “horse  and  b uggy”
compared  to  the  ear l ie r  a r t ic le  about
communications—but this is already active.

2  MILITANTS  PLEAD  GUILTY
AS  TRIAL  OF

FREEMEN  OPENS

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 5/28/98:
[quoting]

Two more of the Montana Freemen, who
stood together  through 81 days of  a  1996
standoff with the FBI, broke ranks Wednesday
and pleaded guilty.  Twelve other Freemen went
on  t r ia l  on  charges  in  a  40-count  federa l
indictment, although nine of them boycotted the
session and had to be dragged to a holding cell
to watch the proceedings on closed-circui t
te lev is ion .   The  judge  and  lawyers  began
questioning about 80 potential jurors for the
anti-government militants’ trial, expected to last
four to f ive weeks.  [End quoting]

You can be sure the government criminals
will use every deceitful trick at their disposal
to  mal ign  the  t r u th  where  th i s  g roup  i s
concerned.  They have embarrassed too many
crooks in high places.

ADM  TO  PAY
$11  MILLION  FINE

From the INTERNET, 5/98: [quoting]
Archer  Danie l s  Midland  Co.  ag reed

Wednesday to pay $11 million to the Canadian
government to resolve a price-f ixing case.  The
agribusiness giant pleaded guilty in Canadian
federa l  cour t  to  a  th ree-count  ind ic tment
alleging it used anti-competitive conduct in
relation to the sale of lysine and citric acid,
ADM spokeswoman Karla Miller said.  Lysine
is widely used in feed for poultry and hogs.
Citric acid is used in various processed foods
and beverages.  In October 1996, ADM pleaded
guilty in the United States to federal criminal
charges of price-f ixing, and agreed to pay $100
million.  [End quoting]

Just  another par t  of  the cost  of  “doing
business” the New World Order way.

NEW  REPORT  FINDS
IDENTITY  THEFT  INCREASING

From the  INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 6/1/98: [quoting]

The General Accounting Off ice released a
report on May 26 f inding that cases of identity
theft are increasing.  The GAO found that no
federal agency has primary jurisdiction over the
problem and a lack of a clear def inition is
hampering efforts to track it.  Credit bureaus
are also largely ignoring the issue, with only
one—Trans Union—keeping track of consumer
inquiries.  Its representatives told the GAO that
two-thi rds  of  the  f i rm’s  522,000 customer
inquiries in 1997 involved identify theft.

One important issue is the use of the Social
Secur i ty  Number.   The  SSN is  a  common

identif ier used by many agencies and businesses
and is also frequently used as a password by
credit card companies.  Possession of an SSN
makes it possible to steal an identity.  The
Social Security Administration reported that
there were 1153 investigations for SSN misuse in
1997, up from 305 in 1996.  The Justice
Department reported that it prosecuted over 2000
cases of SSN misuse between 1992 and 1997.

In response to concerns about privacy and
identity theft, Rep. Jerry Kleczka (D-WI) last
year  in t roduced  H.R.  1813,  the  Persona l
Information Privacy Act of 1997.  The bill
would limit the sale of personal information by
credit bureaus, the use of SSNs for commercial
purposes, and the dissemination of SSNs by
state motor vehicle departments.  The Associated
Credit Bureaus, a trade association, told  the
GAO its  members  made  “tens  of  millions
of dollars annually” selling information from
credit  repor ts  to  marketers ,  merchants  and
others.

The  repor t  a l so  d iscussed  the  ro le  of
encryption in preventing crime.  Representatives
of  the  Secre t  Serv ice  to ld  the  GAO tha t
“without effective encryption measures, Internet-
related ident i ty  f raud wil l  increase.   [End
quoting]

I doubt if the government will spend very
much time or money to remedy this situation—
remember it’s their actions that got us into the
mess by allowing every kind of business to
require our Social Security Number.

POISON-EATING  PAINT
DEVELOPED  IN  GERMANY

From THE CITIZEN, 2/17/98: [quoting]
BAYREUTH—Microbiologists at the University
of Bayreuth in Germany have developed a paint
which absorbs poisons such as cigarette smoke
and car fumes.

The paint contains the bacteria oligotropha
carboxidovorans  which  feeds  off  carbon
monoxide (CO), said Bayreuth microbiologist
Professor Ortwin Meyer.  In the process, it
transforms poisonous CO into harmless carbon
dioxide (CO

2
), he said.

The process regenerates itself automatically
and consumes no energy.

It even gives off an automatic warning when
CO levels are too high.

As  the  bac te r ia  feed  off  the  carbon
monoxide, electrons are released which alter
certain colour pigments in the paint.  When
there is too high a concentration of smoke, the
walls change colour, signalising that the room
needs ventilating.

Biofilter paint of this kind has already been
tes ted  sucess fu l ly  in  road  tunne ls .   The
scientists now hope the paint will be available
for use in homes within two or three years.

They are investigating ways of manufacturing
the poison-eating bacteria in large quantities and
are seeking the key to this process in genetic
technology.

The  Ger man s ta te  of  Bavar ia ’s  gene t ic
technology and environmental protection fund
has  promised 500,000 marks  (Rl  390,000)
funding for the project.

“So far, only one percent of the bacteria
mass contains the biof ilter we are looking for.
Our am is to increase this to 20 percent,” said
Professor Meyer.

This would also make the bacterium cleaner

This was THE first work by �dharma�,
thought to be a Fantasy but now
appreciated as the beginning of an en-
Light-ening Reality Journey.  With help
from Little Crow of the Lakota, Dharma�s
public mission of translation for Higher
Teachers begins here, as a sensitive love
story of the Purification Times, which
brings together a mystical �ancient�
group from the �past�, a Pleiadian space
expedition from the �future�, and some
awakening volunteers from Earth�s
�present�.

Sipapu Odyssey is in the early stages
of being made into a motion picture
ut i l iz ing the  Ple iadian advanced
technology of Futuronics.
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to produce.  —Sapa-DPA.  [End quoting]
This sounds like a very unique and useful

invention.

SHORTWAVE  (RADIO)  REPORT

From FREE AMERICAN newsmagazine, June
1998: [quoting]

Apr 21,1998; 1601UT BBC 9740kHz
Former French ministers have given more

evidence  of  involvement  in  the  Rwandan
Genocide of 1994.  A parliamentary committee
has been investigating the arming of Hutu rebels
which led to the murder of 2 million Tutsies.
Even after the killings were underway, France
continued to provide military aid to the Hutus.

Apr 22, 1998; 1119UT BBC 9740kHz
The Immigration and Naturalization Service

has begun issuing new green cards which are
said to be almost impossible to counterfeit.
Holograms, digital photographs and an “optical
memory stripe” are part of this new card which
cost $38 million to develop.

(Similar to a CD-ROM, this card can hold
lots more encrypted information than the old
magnetic stripes. RDH)

Apr 23, 1998; 1114UT BBC 5965kH
The communica t ion  sys tem for  the  US

Department of Defense has been penetrated by
“The Masters of Downloading”.  Among the
stolen software is the control system for the
Global  Pos i t ion ing  Sa te l l i t e  a r ray.   The
“Masters” are also said to be able to disable any
intruder alert at NASA.  Hackers worldwide are
breaking into the most secure computer systems
with alarming frequency.  [End quoting]

Nobody need even steal this information—
Clinton will sell you anything and I do mean
anything.  The buck is his god!

[quoting] Apr. 26, 1998; Voice of Taipei
5950 kHz

A th i rd  Afr ican  count r y  th i s  year  has
switched its diplomatic recognition from Taiwan
to China.  Political pressure and aid packages
from China have convinced these nations to
off icially drop recognition of Taiwan.

Apr 27,1998; Radio Australia 9580 kHz
One week ago, two Catholic Bishops in

China were invited by the Pope to attend a
month-long synod of Asian Bishops.  Chinese
off icials today refused them permission to leave
the country because China has no diplomatic
ties with the Vatican.  China maintains that it
will not reestablish ties with the Vatican until
it breaks its relationship with Taiwan.  The Pope
has been courting China to reaff irm diplomatic
ties before the year 2000.

ibid. @ 1106 UTC
Indian police have taken six Tibetan hunger

strikers to hospital for treatment, breaking up
the month-long protest of China’s policy on
Tibet .   “India  has  given in  to  t remendous
pressure from China,” said an Indian off icial,
“Everyone is giving in to China, even the US
and UN.”  (China could not allow the protesters
to die and become martyrs for Tibet. RDH)

Apr 29,1998; 1001UT BBC 9740kHz
Madeline Albright, in Beijing, says the US

and China are well on the way to strengthening

their strategic partnership.  She is in China to
pave the way for Clinton’s visit in two months.
It was stated in this report that Japan has signed
an agreement not to interfere with any conflict
between China and Taiwan!  The next day it was
heard that “The relationship between China and
Taiwan is at the heart of US-China relations.”
[End quoting]

Some very interesting news gets out on
shortwave that we don’t hear on the networks.

CIA  ADMITS  TO  DEAL
WITH  DOJ

TO  OBSTRUCT  JUSTICE

From FREE AMERICAN newsmagazine, by
Michael Levine with Laura Kavanau-Levine,
June 1998: [quoting]

As an ex-DEA agent I found the complete
lack of coverage by mainstream media of what
I saw during last month’s congressional hearings
into CIA Drug Traff icking both depressing and
frightening.

I  sat  gape-mouthed as I  heard the CIA
Inspector General testify that there has existed
a secret agreement between CIA and the Justice
Department, wherein “during the years 1982 to
1995, CIA did not have to repor t the drug
t ra ff ick ing  by  i t s  asse t s  to  the  Jus t ice
Department.”

To a trained DEA agent this literally means
that the CIA had been granted a license to
obstruct justice in our so-called war on drugs;
a license that lasted, so the CIA claims, from
1982 to 1995, a time during which Americans
paid almost $150 billion in taxes to “f ight”
drugs.  Of course the evidence indicates that
they did not stop obstructing justice in 1995
either, but that I suppose is going to be another
congressional hearing.  As far as the current
hearings go, this Catch-22 “revelation” means
that all the present hearings are for nothing; that
if they are caught violating the drug laws they
have been given “secret” license to do so by our
Justice Department.  This might also explain
Janet Reno’s recent and unprecedented move in
blocking the release of a Justice Department
investigation into CIA drug traff icking.

God, with friends like these, who needs
enemies?

It is now clear that this agreement began
with the events described in THE BIG WHITE
LIE: that the top drug traff ickers in Bolivia,
then supplying virtually all the world’s cocaine
(including Sonia Atala) were CIA assets that had
to be protected from our deep-cover probe.

Those watching the hearings cannot have
helped but notice the snickering on the part of
Chairman Porter Goss, an ex-CIA off icer, as
congresswoman Maxine Waters spoke.  Now
here’s the reason why: Sources of mine, who
speak to me from inside this veil of secrecy out
of conscience and because I am cheaper and
more reliable than a psychiatrist, have told me
the following:

1. There is secret communication between
CIA and members of the Congressional staff
indicating that  the whole hearing is  just  a
smoke-and-mirror show so that the American
people—particularly the Black community—can
“blow off  some s team” without  doing any
damage to CIA.  The CIA has been assured that
nothing real will  be done, other than some
embarrassing questions being asked.

2. That the hearings will result in the CIA

receiving an even larger budget than the current
$26 billion that they admit to.

One of the most distressing things for me as
a 25-year-veteran of this business to listen to
was when Congresswoman Waters said that the
hearings were not about CIA off icers being
indicted and going to jail.  “That is not going
to happen,” she said.

Almost in the same breath she spoke of a
recent case in Miami wherein a Venezuelan
National Guard general was caught by Customs
agents smuggling more than a ton of cocaine
into the US.  Despite named CIA off icers being
involved in the plot, as Congresswoman Waters
stated, the Justice Department will not tell her
anything about the case because of “secrecy
laws” .   No wonder  cha i r man Goss  was
snickering.  She could not have played more
neatly into CIA hands than to surrender before
the battle was engaged.

END
[Michael Levine is the author of The Big

White Lie and Deep Cover and is the host of
THE EXPERT WITNESS radio show WBAI, New
York City, 99.5 FM, Tuesdays, 7-8pm]  [End
quoting]

CONTACT readers know that the government
leaders are the gangster-profiteers.  We just
pay the bills for them to protect their f ifedoms.

BANKERS’  BILL  GIVES
GO  AHEAD  FOR

BIOMETRICS  IN  BANKING

Digital Signature and Electronic
Authentication Law (SEAL)

Excer p ted  f rom FREE AMERICAN
newsmagazine, June 1998: [quoting]

A bill was introduced in the U.S. Senate on
March 2, 1998, by Senator Bennett which, if
enacted,  wil l  set  the s tage for  the coming
cashless society.  Once the electronic f inancial
t ransact ion authent icat ion technologies  are
legitimized (which this bill will do) the totally
electronic f inancial transaction system will be
off and running.

The bill is cosponsored by Senator McCain.
Senator Bennett’s bill is referred to as the

“SEAL” bill, which stands for “Signature and
Electronic Authentication Law”.  What the bill
does is authorize banks and f inancial institutions
to establish electronic funds transfer systems
which rely on “identi ty authentication” for
conduct ing f inancia l  t ransact ions .   Total ly
electronic transactions will necessitate the use of
either digitized biometric data submitted by a
cus tomer  on  demand a t  the  po in t  o f  the
transaction (such as f ingerprints and retina
scans), or else the use of embedded microchips
which can electronically store a customer’s
“electronic signature”.  However, in this case,
the “signature” is not referring to a traditional
wr i t ten  s igna ture .   I t  i s ,  ins tead,  an
electronically-stored representation of any one of
an  ind iv idua l ’s  many unique  ident i fy ing
a t t r ibu tes ,  re fe r red  to  as  “b iomet r ic”
identif ication data.

As  you  will  see,  this  bill  is  pretty
much  a “blank check” for the banking industry
wi th  regards  to  e lec t ron ic  au thent ica t ion
technology.

It basically says that if the banking industry
establishes a f inancial transactions system which
incor porates technologies to authenticate a
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document  and  the  document ’s  or ig ina tor
“electronically”, it will be OK for them to use
it.  This bill is just that broad.  Rest assured,
the banking community has already placed their
“SEAL” of approval on Senate bill 1594.

In a previous ar t icle,  I  refer red to new
biometric technology applications as “Biometric
Authentication and Identif ication Technology”,
or “BAIT” for short.  It now looks as if, as far
as  b iomet r ic  ident i f ica t ion  technology  i s
concer ned,  a  few Sena tors  have  a l ready
swallowed the bankers’ “BAIT”—hook, line and
sinker....  [End quoting]

One good thing to look forward to is that
their time is running out—FAST!

WAR  CRIMES  COURT

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
In June the UN will meet to establish an

International Criminal Court with a prosecutor
that has the right to drag U.S. soldiers on UN
peacekeeping missions before it.  Clinton and
Albr ight  have  endorsed  th is  idea ,  bu t  the
Pentagon i s  concer ned  about  “unbr id led
discretion to start investigations. . . and broad
and vague def initions of war crimes.”  [End
quoting]

How many of us are going to heed these
warnings??

TURKEY’S  WAR  THREAT

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
Turkey continues to insist  the  delivery  of

S-300 missiles to Cyprus by Russia will be a
cause for war.  The Pentagon is looking at a
scenario with two NATO members at war with
each other, Greece and Turkey along with Russia
supporting Greece and the U.S. having to make
a tough decision.  [End quoting]

The  NWO is  a r ming  to  ge t  the i r  wars
going—one way or the other!

PILOT  SHORTAGE

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
New stats on pilots show the USAF will be

short 835 of the 14,000 needed by the end of
the year.  So far, 775 experienced pilots have
resigned in the f irst f ive months of FY-98.  In
[all of] 1997 the number was 632 and 479 in
1996.  The Navy reports only 10% of the carrier
pilots intend to stay.  Reasons for quitting are
airline jobs, constant deployment and uncertain
futures due to drawdowns.  It will take years to
develop the experience that has been lost.  [End

quoting]
It doesn’t pay the NWO for us to have a

s t rong  defense  so  they  a re  d i sabl ing  our
defenses.

FOGGY  BOTTOM
ON  DEFENSE

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
Our State Department wants to have a say

in the development of weapons systems.  The
danger is, State is heavily involved in disarming
the world,  s tar t ing with the f act  that  U.S.
Madeleine Albright’s bureaucrats are not the
ones who understand what is needed on the
battlef ield.  [End quoting]

They understand one thing—and that is, they
don’t want the U.S. to have any defense.

COLOMBIAN  LOSS

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
The defeat of a 153-man combat patrol of

the Colombian Army by 400-plus guerrillas is
a matter of concern for U.S. military leaders.
The U.S. may be a step closer to committing
troops in Colombia.  [End quoting]

Sounds like this is par t  of Bush’s army
being wiped out so we’ll have to send some
more “gun fodder” to help him protect his
property.

CONTROLLING  ISRAEL

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
Cl in ton  cons iders  Netanyahu as

unmanageable  and  i s  cour t ing  (g rooming)
Israel’s defense minister, Yitzhak Mordechai as
his successor.  Mordechai is encouraged to visit
Washington more often than any other Israeli
off icial.  A classif ied FTX, code-name Jennifer-
4, with U.S. and Israeli forces was kicked off
in March.  [End quoting]

Clinton can’t manage an intern, let alone
another world leader.

JENNIFER-4

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
U.S.  s taff  off icers  for  the FTX por t ion

operated out of a command and control HQ in
Israel.  The U.S. staff arrived in civilian clothes
and the training exercise was classif ied so as
not to stir up additional Arab anger, because it
involved joint operations against the Arab world.
Tactical air and Navy exercises followed with
forces from both nations working together.
[End quoting]

What’s so unusual about the Mishpucka
working together for their own good against we-
the-people.

SLOW  RUSSIANS

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
The Russians are dragging their feet on an

investigation of the sale of missile navigation/
guidance equipment to Iran that was intercepted
in Austria.  [End quoting]

Why should the fox investigate itself??

AID  TO  COLOMBIA

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
While details are classified, it’s estimated we

have between 130 to 250 U.S. military on the
ground.  This includes about 80 men for two
radar  s ta t ions .   About  $140 mi l l ion  was
allocated for aid to Colombia last year.  [End
quoting]

You certainly don’t expect Bush to pay for
his own army—do you??

RUSSIAN  TRAINING

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
U.S. off icials suspect that Iranians are being

trained in missi le  propulsion and guidance
technology in St. Petersburg and at the Moscow
Aviation Institute.  [End quoting]

This would be funny if it wasn’t so serious.

NATO  EXPANSION

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
Clinton’s NATO Expansion Treaty has been

forged to give him a foreign policy center piece.
NATO was born to halt the Soviet invasion of
Western Europe, a threat that no longer exists.
The expansion will place U.S. troops at risk to
defend borders in Eastern Europe that are the
product of 1,000 years of ethnic wars.  [End
quoting]

The elite know what they are doing and they
will continue sabotaging us until we stop them.

VOA  IN  AFRICA

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
Clinton has directed a version of Voice of

America be established in Africa to be called
“Radio Democracy in Africa”.  [End quoting]

The name “Voice of the NWO” is more
truthful.

U.S.  $  MACHINE

From MILITARY magazine, 6/98: [quoting]
The 1995 bailout for Mexico involved U.S.

taxpayer dollars given to Mexico so they could
repay the New York banks that made foolish
loans to Mexico.  The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) now wants to bail out Asian banks
with $18 billion taxpayer dollars without telling
Congress how the money will be loaned/given
out.  This deal, as was the one for Mexico, has
Clinton’s blessing.  Asian banks gave big time
to his 1996 campaign.  [End quoting]

This is nothing more than the same old
method of stealing trillions of our tax money
for use by the elite to buy up the world.

SANCTIONS  OPPOSED

From THE MODESTO BEE ,  5 /21/98:
[quoting]

The  Cl in ton  adminis t ra t ion  worked
Wednesday at trying to stop Congress from
imposing sanctions against Russia for allowing
missile technology to leak to Iran.  A top White
House off icial told a Senate Foreign Relations
subcommittee that  President  Clinton would
likely veto the sanctions.  The House already
has voted for the sanctions and Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lott promised at a pro-Israeli rally
on Tuesday that the Senate would vote on them
this week.  [End quoting]

Laws aren’t made for the elite to follow
unless they can gain an advantage against us—
their real (mortal, they think) enemy.
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Nora�s  Research Corner

The Book Of Tephi

And British-Israel
5/23/98    NORA BOYLES

In my last article titled “The Tribe Of Dan
(aka The Tuatha de Danann and the Druids)”, I
gave  a  ske tch  of  the  changes  in  and  the
suppression of the Gaels’ and Celts’ worship of
Father-God (Bel) brought about by the Tribe of
Dan,  a  Jewish  t r ibe  ac t ive  wi th  Phoenic ian
traders in Briton (former name of lands now
mostly called Britain) and Gaul (now known as
France and Germany).  The Druids’ religion,
according to Masonic sources, was a forerunner
of Masonry.  Also, the early time of the Druids
coincided with the time of an incarnation of
Lucifer as King Tyrus of Tyre, a city-state and
trading center of Phoenicia.  I reminded you that
according to Albert Pike’s statement about 1865,
the  higher  degrees  of  Freemasonry worship
Lucifer.

There was also an example in the article of
much earlier civilizing work done by the Aryans
in Ireland.  The Aryans were worshippers of
Father-God (Bel) and observers and teachers of
the phases of the moon and the solar cycles.

According to L.A. Waddell, it was the Aryans,
also known as the early Phoenicians, Hittites and
people from Sumar, who sent branches of their
people out as civilizing agents to Briton and
Gaul, Syria and Egypt, India, and later Germany
as  ear ly  as  4 ,000  B.C.   As  a  resu l t ,  the i r
language became the basis of all of the languages
which were later developed in harmony with the
cultures of these countries.

After the article on the Tribe of Dan was
printed, I was loaned a box of books on Ireland
and the Druids by a co-worker and friend, B.P.T.
In the box I found  The Book Of Tephi,  which
persuaded me to continue a little farther with the
history of Ireland and the Tribe of Dan (aka the
rulers and aristocrats of Briton and Gaul and
known as the snake people).

You may recal l  tha t  in  severa l  previous
articles I have elaborated upon the elite’s efforts
to establish a lineage to King David of Israel.  I
believe the reason for this is that the doctrines of
the Jews require that any King of Israel and their
planned world government must be a descendant
of King David.  The elite’s efforts have included

OUTHOUSE  ANGEL

From ANGELS ON EARTH, Mar./Apr. 1996,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]

Sixty-seven years ago I clung to the cemetery rail
fence, grief-stricken, staring at my mother’s new grave
with raw, red Louisiana dirt mounded over it.  She had
died of the summer flu right after my ninth birthday.

My family and the other folks who had been
at the graveside service had all gone home.  The
setting Sun cast a pale-lemon light on the little
frame church nearby.  Mama had been what they
called in those days a “shoutin’ Methodist”, but I
knew her only as a loving mother with long, dark
hair and soft, reassuring brown eyes.  At last with
a shiver I hurried home to the small house I shared
with my daddy, my f ive brothers and baby sister.

When I got there Daddy was trying to send my
baby sister off with a relative.  Daddy drank a lot
and we all feared his violent outbursts and beatings.
But when I begged him not to send Gertie away, he
grunted, “All right, girl.  But you got to tend to her.”

Later that night, after everybody was asleep, I had
to go to the bathroom.  We had an outhouse way in the
back.  Mama had known my fear of the dark and had
always gone with me to the outhouse at night.  Big dogs
lurked around the house and often the lantern caught
the wild yellow of their eyes, making my heart freeze.
Holding Mama’s hand was the only way I was able to
make the trip.  Now what would I do?

I could hear Daddy snoring in the next room.  I
knew he slept with a big gun under his pillow, and if
startled awake he might come up cursing and fighting.

I stood at my bedside trembling. I was so
frightened, so alone.  What would I do without
Mama?  Then a shining f igure appeared in the
darkness—a white, misty being.  Somehow I knew
it had come to take me outside.

Together we walked into the night.  Dogs
moved in the shadows, and the looming pecan
trees seemed to reach out for me.  But I felt
absolutely no fear as the misty f igure traveled
wi th  me to  the  ou thouse  and  back .   The
comforting presence stayed with us, hovering over
our house for three days and three nights.

Mama’s chores fell to me now.  My brothers
built me a wooden box to stand on so I could cook
at the stove.  We laughed when Daddy threw my
hard biscuits at the wall, or when the underwear
I made from flour sacks came undone.  I carried my
baby sister with me to school every day and kept her
at my desk.  Best of all, I lost my fear of going to
the outhouse at night.  That misty presence seemed
to have a lasting effect on all of us, even on Daddy.

My older brother, Calvin, went to church and
got saved, and Daddy threw him out of the house,
afraid he would influence the rest of us.  For a
while Calvin slept on a courthouse bench, but the
Lord told him to go home to his brothers and
sisters.  Oddly enough, Daddy didn’t say anything
when Calvin returned.  So one by one we all went
to church and got saved!  When Daddy had a
stroke, Calvin got the pastor and his wife to come
pray for him and Daddy’s paralysis disappeared.

After he died, we orphans stayed together.
With the Lord’s help we all grew up and had
families of our own.

Today our children and grandchildren continue
to serve the Lord.  And I’ve told all of them about
the hot summer night God cared enough for a frightened
young girl to send her a figure of mist in a time of need.
—Lonna Tripp, Cullen, Louisiana  [End quoting]

It always inspires me when I read how God

tends our fears and needs.   
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a widely published book titled: Holy Blood, Holy
Grail (HBHG), which tells how the Merovingians
(a  dynas ty  tha t  ru led  France  pr ior  to
Charlemagne) had the blood of Jesus in their
veins through intermarriage with a grown child
sired by Jesus and mothered by Mary Magdalene.
These allegations have no supporting facts.

The elite also tried to establish that some of
the people from the “lost” ten tribes were related
to  King  David .   This  involved  a  fami ly  of
Bagratids (aka Bagratunis, Bagrats, etc.) who
lived in the Caucasus area and claimed descent
from King David in the tenth century A.D.  No
ver i f ica t ion  was  presented ,  a l though the
Bagratids were accepted as Jewish royalty in
Russia when Russia took over their country.

There is also a list of descendants of King
David compiled by the Pharisees in the schools
of  the  Babylonian  Talmud ,  which  schools
flourished after the first century A.D. in the
Middle East.  This list has no identified authors,
and many gaps  in  informat ion.   I t  inc ludes
descendants from King David only, who was of
the Phares (aka Peres)  l ine of  descent  from
Judah, the eponymous forefather of the Tribe of
Judah who had twin sons, Phares the first born
and Zerah (aka Zarah).  These lists from the
Phares  l ine ,  s tar t ing wi th  King David ,  re ly
heavily on Old Testament accounts and Jewish
tradition.  They were first published in their
present  form in  the  s ix teenth  century  A.D.
However ,  wi th  more  recent  a rcheologica l
discoveries of the late nineteenth century and the
twentieth century, the early history of the Jews
has come into serious question and cannot be
verified.

Also, there are a number of present-day Jews
who claim descent from King David.  These were
identified among the communities of Jews in
their dispersion from Jerusalem.  They claimed
the position of chief bankers in the Ottoman
Empire and were recognized leaders ,  cal led
“Exilarchs” and “Nasi” by the Jews.  The more
well-known among them do not wish to accept
these t i t les today, although the Sassoon, the
Mendes and the Rothschild families  have either
claimed the ti t le or been offered the ti t le of
“Nasi” by the Jews in the past.  According to the
Encyclopedia Judaica the title of “Nasi” is now
a complementary one given to the head of the
State of Israel.

In addition we find a newcomer, Maitreya,
promoted  by  Benjamin  Creme of  London,
England, and claiming to be the returning Christ
of  the  Chr i s t ians ,  the  Iman Mahdi  of  the
Moslems, the Buddha Maitreya and the Messiah
(which means “anointed one” who must be a
male descendant, scion, of King David) of the
Jews.  I believe you will find, if the truth ever
comes out,  that  this person will  claim to be
re la ted  to  one  of  those  secre t  Exi la rchs .
Otherwise, the true Jews will not accept him as
their “Messiah”.  However, today we are in the
time of those who say they are Jews and are not,
but are of the “synagogue of Satan”.  What these
false Jews will accept and perpetrate will differ
from Jewish tradition and law (See Rev. 3:9).
This Maitreya’s policies, which approve abortion
among other things, do not follow God’s Laws.
Also ,  accord ing  to  Benjamin  Creme,  th i s
Maitreya follows  the Lucis Trust philosophy
very closely.  Lucis Trust’s former newsletter
was in the early twentieth century called “The
Lucifer”.  In Madame Blavatsky’s material we
see  a  benign  a t t i tude  toward  Luci fe r  and

promotion of Freemasonry.  Her work was the
forerunner of Lucis Trust.  Lucis Trust was also
housed in the United Nations Building in New
York City, and was sponsored and funded by the
Rockefeller Foundation.

Having  reminded  you  of  known,  publ ic
information on Descendants of King David, we
can re turn  to  The Book Of  Tephi ,  which  i s
claimed to be a legend in Ireland, told as a ballad
with no identified author or date of beginning.  I
have seen it referred to in material promoted by
persons and organizations who were trying to
show that the British Monarchy and even the
British people received their heritage and descent
from Israel!  I had not yet had the opportunity to
read the book.  The copy I have been loaned was
written by J.A. Goodchild, who based his work
on the “translations of Messrs Standish O’Grady,
Whibly Stokes, and others”... Mr. Goodchild first
published fragments of the work in 1886.  He
prepared the more complete version which was
published by Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner &
Co., Ltd., in London, 1897.  This is a reprint of
the book by Destiny Publishers.  (Keep in mind
that Adam Weishaupt, the “old boy himself”,
according to Hatonn, was a known counsellor to
the Rothschilds in the late nineteenth century,
about the time of The Book Of Tephi’s publishing
and a resident counsellor to the House of Saxe-
Gotha, which gave him asylum when he was
banished from Bavaria when his plan for world
domination became known.  He was then the
secret head of Freemasonry in Germany.  The
British monarchy is related to the House of Saxe-
Gotha through Queen Victor ia  who marr ied
Albert of that House.)

In the previous article we left the story of the
Tribe of Dan (aka Tuatha de danann, Druids, and
the rulers and aristocrats of Briton and Gaul) at
the time when Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon,
overcame Phoenicia, Egypt and Jerusalem.  Ten
thousand of the most important Jews were taken
captive to Babylon in 606 B.C., according to
Ussher’s Chronology of the Bible.  According to
The Book Of Tephi, Tephi was a descendant of
King David, who was living in the kings palace
wi th  her  two s i s te rs  a t  the  t ime of
Nebuchadnezzar’s seige.

Accord ing  to  the  ba l lad ,  Tephi  was  a
beautiful woman, taught and protected by the
prophet, Baruch.  However, it is a well-known
fact that women were not given a place in the
public life of the Jews.  Even as late as the early
twentieth century women were relegated to a
cloistered place in the Jewish synagogue.  While
there were some Bible women who gained fame
and respect, none were Queens of Israel except as
a spouse of the King.  Yet, Tephi, with the help
of  Baruch ,  i s  sa id  to  have  escaped  f rom
Jerusalem, travelled with her two sisters and
sacred articles from the temple in Jerusalem
(articles which included the Ark of the Covenant
as well as Jacob’s stone) to Egypt and go on to
Ireland and the Seat of the Irish Kings at Tara
with these objects, having been “anointed” by
Baruch as the “hidden seed of the royal line of
Judah”!  Why this title was used in The Book of
Tephi over, for example, “the Royal line of King
David” is a question.  It would appear that Tephi
was, or was made to appear to be, widening the
options of the royal line to include both the twin
sons of Judah, Phares and Zerah.  The reason for
this will become more clear as we go along.

(This is an aside, but needs inclusion here:
Interestingly, the so-called “sacred objects” Tephi

was supposed to have taken were, according to II
Kings 24:13 broken up and the pieces carried
away to Babylon by King Nebuchadnezzar’s
army.  There is no mention of Tephi throughout
the Old Testament.  Of course, the Jews returned
in 557 B.C. with descendants of King David and
rebuilt the temple, which was destroyed again in
70 A.D.  There has been a lingering question
about the location of the temple treasure from
this second temple.  The two events should not
be confused.  The so-called “sacred objects” from
the  second temple ,  exc lus ive  of  “Jacob’s
stone”—which I shall discuss later, are said to be
now under the control of Pierre Plantard, head of
the Preiurre de Zion and a Plantagenet, a family
related to the English Monarchy and claiming
descent from the Merovingians in the book, Holy
Blood, Holy Grail (HBHG).  He is quoted as
saying that the temple objects will be “produced
at the right time”, which I believe is or was
intended to be at the time when the third temple
is rebuilt in Jeruselem.  Of course these objects
could be reproduced again, as they were when
the second temple was built, but one wonders
why the Plantagenets would make such a claim.
Being descended from the Merovingrans and
Jesus, as claimed in HBHG would not by itself
give them access to the temple treasure even if
the story about Jesus and Mary Magdalene could
be proved, which it cannot.  On the other hand,
the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered prior to the
publication of HBHG .   Among these was the
Copper Scroll, which was taken to England and
the University at Manchester to be unrolled and
translated.  It is said that this Copper Scroll tells
where the t reasure from the second temple,
destroyed in 70 A.D. ,  was buried—a strong
indication that the cache of scrolls in the Dead
Sea area were from the temple in Jerusalem and
not from an Essene group.  In any event, if the
t reasure  was  located f rom direct ions  in  the
Copper  Scro l l ,  i t  i s  conce ivable  tha t  the
Plantagenets and their cohorts now have access
to the treasure.  If they took a few years to locate
it, it would help account for some of the forty-
year  de lay  in  publ ica t ion  of  the  Dead Sea
Scrolls.  Part of the treasure is said to be located
under the site of Solomon’s temple, according to
translators  of  the Copper Scrol l .   This  is  a
possible reason why the Jews of today have dug
a tunnel, which they refuse to seal up, and which
is under the Islamic Mosque called the Dome of
the Rock in Jerusalem.  The Jews now claim this
is the site of Solomon’s former temple, although
the site is much in dispute.  It was, at the time
of the Crusades, believed to be the location of
Solomon’s horse stalls!  In any event, it appears
that those in control of the media and the English
monarchy are heavily involved in spreading
diverse stories pertaining to their “royal descent
from Israel” and the temple treasures.

To return to Tephi, what was given as her
excuse for traveling to Ireland and their king’s
seat at Tara?  As the “royal line of Judah” she
was said to be needed to lead Bethel and Dan in
their dispersed location!  According to the book,
Bethel is said to be “Jacob’s stone”!  That means
tha t  Tephi  i s  be ing  made  to  appear  as  the
sa lvaged  “seed  of  Judah”  now heading  the
aristocrats and rulers, Tribe of Dan, in Britain
and Gaul after the fall of Jerusalem in 606 B.C.,
and potentially all of Israel—Bethel representing
Jacob/Israel.  Also, the primary thrust throughout
The Book of Tephi  is to destroy the belief in
Bel—“Bel” being a generic term of the Aryans
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and Babylonians for Father-God.
The given history of the Tribe of Dan must

have been totally unknown to the ballad maker
and its promoters, or intended to be suppressed
for the consumption of the ignorant people.  Why
would it be most unlikely that a woman of the
Tribe of Judah would be welcomed as leader of
the Tribe of Dan in Briton and Gaul?  Because
the Tribe of Dan was one of the ten tribes which
separated from the temple in Jerusalem and the
tribes of Judah and Benjamin in 975 B.C. (937
B.C. according to Assyrian records), due to the
excesses of King Solomon, and well over 300
years prior to the fall of Jerusalem and Tephi’s
supposed escapade.

The ballad carries on with a colorful tale of
Tephi’s arrival in Ireland, rule, family, problems,
warfare, etc., most of which I cannot follow or
verify as the available histories of Ireland start at
about 400 B.C.

To return to the subject of Bethel, or Jacob/
Israel’s stone, said to have been carried by Tephi
in her entourage from Jerusalem to Egypt and
finally to Ireland after the fall of Jerusalem in
606 B.C.  Until  very recently this stone was
claimed to be the same as that located under the
coronat ion  cha i r  o f  the  Engl i sh  monarchs .
However,  in researching information on this
stone I encountered a number of stories which do
not match either with Tephi or each other:

1. It was first called the “Lia-Fail”, or “Stone
of Destiny” on which the ancient Irish kings sat
when at their coronation.  It was removed from
Tara (the seat of the Irish kings) by Fergus, the
first Scottish king to Dunstaffnage in 513; thence
to Scone by Kenneth II in 840; and finally by
Edward I of England to London in 1296, and is
now under the coronation chair in Westminster
Abbey .   This  s tone  was  sa id  to  have  been
brought  by  the  Tuatha  de  Danann f rom
Scandinavia  and  possessed  the  remarkable
property of making a strange noise wherever a
king of pure Irish blood sat on it. . .(The New
Larned History, 1923)

2. King James Version of the Holy Bible,
Gen. 28:11 and 28:18 (quote):

Genesis 28:11 [speaking of Jacob and the
stone] And he lighted upon a certain place, and

tarried there all night, because the Sun was set;
and he took the stones [plural] of that place, and
put them for his pillow, and lay down in that
place to sleep.

[The events of his dream and the ladder to
heaven follow in Genesis 28:12-17.]

Genesis 28:18:
And Jacob rose up early in the morning, and

took the stone that he had put for his pillows,
and set it up for a pillar, and poured oil upon it.
[End quote]

3. Quoting from Ancient Ireland, pg. 40:
Given  tha t  Tara  was  a  r i tua l  s i t e  o f

surpassing importance, it is difficult to know
how far the grass-grown mounds and earth works
we see  today  were  used  for  permanent
occupat ion .   Many may have  been  u t i l i zed
temporar i ly  on ly  when sacred  func t ions
demanded.  Within Rath na Riogh (or Rath of the
Kings)  a re  two conjo ined  ra th- l ike  smal le r
structures, one known as the Forradh—King’s
House or Royal Seat—and the other Cormac’s
House, where the mythical king lived, at least in
the eyes of the medieval poet.  Placed there now
is the Stone of Destiny,  the Lia Fail  which,
legend says, cried out when a proper king was
inaugurated.  In shape it seems like an Iron Age
phallic cult stone associated with royal fertility,
and  i t  o r ig ina l ly  s tood  a top  the  Mound of
Hostages, that prehistoric passage-tomb which
may have  been  in te rpre ted  as  ho ld ing  the
ancestral remains of earlier prehistoric rulers of
the site.

Close by is the Rath of the Synods.  Between
1899 and 1902 [This would be about the time
that The Book Of Tephi was published.]  It was
the focus of rude digging activity by the British
Israelites in their—need one say—fruitless search
for the biblical Ark of the Covenant, the result of
a revelation contained in a pamphlet bought at a
second-hand bookstall in London’s Charing Cross
road.  Just over fifty years later the Rath was
excavated  by  Sean  P .O.  Riorda in ,  Prof .  o f
Archeology a t  Univ .  Col lege ,  Dubl in . . . i t  i s
known tha t  a  bur ia l  mound there  was  la te r
over la in  by a  ser ies  of  mul t i -per iod,  round
wooden enclosures which, in turn, were followed
by inhumation and cremation burials.  These last

produced Roman pottery and glass which
help to date them to early centuries A.D.,
so that  the enclosures  may have been
constructed at a slightly earlier date. [End
quote]

Obviously, the Lia Fail has been the
subject of many tall tales.  A group of
scientis ts  more recently analyzed that
thick, heavy, squarish, black stone under
the ample seat of the English Monarch’s
coronation chair and declared it had come
from a river site!  The stone was soon
thereafter returned to Scone in Scotland!
However, Tephi’s story of the stone was
used for a long time to give credit to the
idea of the monarchy’s claim to descent
from Israel and will remain ever thus in
the minds of untold numbers of people.

Why was Tephi’s ballad important?
Because it was made to lend credence to
the  Br i t i sh- Is rae l  movement ,  whose
organizers  and  fo l lowers  be l ieve  and
promote the idea that the British should
rule the world through their descent from
Judah and King David of Israel.  If you
recall that in one of my earlier articles,
published by CONTACT newspaper on 7/

30/96, I provided a picture of the coronation
chair with the stone [see previous page], and a
copy of  the  genealogica l  char t  [ see  be low ]
prepared by C.M. Murray and published by the
British-Israel World Federation’s in 1984, which
purports to show the descendants of Judah’s twin
sons ,  Phares  and  Zerah ,  wi th  the  c la imed
descendant ’s  o f  Zerah ,  Darda  and  Calco l ,
followed by a long list of kings (unverified, of
course, and mostly unverifiable from any public
source) which end with the present monarchs of
Britain.

I did not see Tephi mentioned except as an
alternative name for “Tamar” after King Zedekiah
of David’s line.  Such a person as this “Tamar”
is not mentioned in the Old Testament.  However
we know that Zedekiah, Tamar/Tephi’s supposed
father, was considered a corrupt king who caused
Nebuchadnezzar to war with Jerusalem.  He was
led in chains to Babylon and his two sons killed!
(Ref.: II Kings 24:11-20, 25:1-7)  Interestingly,
in this genealogical chart the line of descent from
Phares is shown to end with Tamar/Tephi, and
the line of descent which includes Jesus the
Christ  ends with him, not the Merovingians.
This would not pose a great problem to anyone
who wanted to build further upon these myths.
The British Israel World Federation is obviously
focusing at this time promoting the Zerah line of
descent from Judah, strangely called the “Royal
Line of Judah” in The Book Of Tephi.

There is  a further clue to the connection
between The Book Of Tephi and the British Israel
World Federation’s published genealogy in an
only too fortuitous and calculated statement made
by Charles A.L. Totten, M.A., at the front of The
Book Of Tephi.  It is quoted below:

The Riddle Solved

For if Darda, the Egyptian, son of Zarah, was
Dardanus, the Egyptian founder of Troy, and if
Chalcol was the Egyptian Cecrops or Niul and
the contemporary founder of Athens and Thebes,
and i f  Heman,  the  brother  of  Niul ,  was the
likewise contemporary Egyptian Agenon who
inherited Phoenicia, and if Mahol, the son of
Zerah and the father of these famous Egyptians,
was  Scytha  o r  Fenes ia  Farsa ,  the  Egypt ian
ancestor of the Milesians whose records, full and
complete, enable us to blend the whole into one
continuous recital down to the present day, surely
we have means at hand in TROJAN, GRECIAN
and MILESIAN sources,  to continue out the
record of the Sacred Chronicles, and lend them
greater reverence as we come to understand and
prize them at their worth!

And i t  i s  jus t  th i s  c la im tha t  we  now
advance ,  for  by  rescu ing  th i s  f ragmentary
reference to Zerah’s line (not Zarah’s), found in
I  Kings  IV .  30-31 ,  f rom the  ignorance  and
misconception with which all former generations
seem to have treated it, and by reading in it a
clear and intentional reference to the famous
heroes of secular history, to the founders of
Phoenicia, Grecia, Troy, and the Milesians, and
indirectly to Rome, the child of Troy, to Cathage
and to the Brigantes of Hispania, we place in the
hands of Our Race, and before their open eyes,
the peer of the Rosetta Stone itself—in that all
men who are “wise” may read the conclusion in
their own language between the lines of Sacred
History itself!

The Greeks ,  in  imita t ion of  o ther  pol i te
nations of antiquity, began to cultivate history,
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leaders .   St i l l ,  there  is  that  Uni ted Nat ions
World-Wide  Rel ig ion ,mandated  by  i t s  Bio-
diversity Treaty, which must be set up, and the
Jews in tend to  run  i t !   So  who wi l l  be  the
designated King and Priest of Israel?

Interestingly, in order to f it in with what can
only  be  te rmed “myth ica l  h i s tor y” ,  Pr ince
Char les  i s  sa id  by  h is  b iog rapher,  Anthony
Holden, to be descended from “King Niall of the
Nine Hostages, and the dynamic Iron Age scral

kings of Tara, the great sanctuary of Ireland.”
(Ref.:   Wisconsin Report ,  8/28/92 issue.)  I t
would appear the Mr. Holden has, inadvertently
perhaps, admitted to us that the seedline of those
early “aristocrats and rulers”, of Briton and Gaul
(aka Tuatha de Danann, Druids, Snake People and
Danites) is still present in the “aristrocrats and
rulers” of today.

There  i s  a  fac tor  in  the  Hebrew/I r i sh
relationship which may not be realized by most

and committed these relat ions,  such as they
found them, to writing: but unable to trace the
precise periods of these transactions, they gave
them the best form they could.  Irish history will,
however, I think, to universal satisfaction, clear
up  these  d i f f icu l t ies ,  and  prove  tha t  even
tradition itself in history is not to be despised.

—Charles A .L. Totten, M.A.

If you will look up Mr. Totten’s reference on
“Zerah’s sons” found in I Kings IV. 30-31, you
will clearly see that absolutely no connection is
made in the Old Testament between “Zerah (aka
Zarah) and Darda, Chalcol, Heman and Mahol!
Mr. Totten appears to assume that people will
accept without question that the history of these
men is as he suggests, yet he gives no references
to that “history” that we might check it out.  To
this shakey foundation he would add The Book
Of  Tephi  and  ca l l  i t  the  “ rose t ta  s tone”  of
history!

What can it mean?
If, in fact, the world accepted the idea that

the “Royal Line of Judah” includes both the
descendants of Zerah and Phares, then we would
have a division among the claimants in Israel to
the Throne of Israel.  Thinking about this “Royal
Line from Jucah” I considered the fact that such
a presumption need not end with Judah!  From
there anyone in the future could claim the “Royal
Line” goes back even to Abraham—making all
the Jews Princes and Princesses!  Perhaps this is
the real  purpose of the Brit ish Israel  World
Federa t ion ;  one  does  no t  know.   The
ridiculousness of their position should become
apparent to everyone.

But is there perhaps another reason for this
propaganda?  I think so.  The supposed sons of
Zarah were said to be important leaders in the
Medi te r ranean  a rea .   Mr .  Tot ten  may be
attempting to establish that the Phoenicians and
Danites of “Tephi’s time”, and later merchants of
the  Khazar ian  l ineage  were  bu i lders  of
civilization.  It is interesting that several of these
are listed in the British Israel World Federation
geneologies of Zerah’s line.  For example, Sigge,
from the Black Sea area at the turn of the first
millenium A.D., became ruler in Scandinavia and
was apotheosized with the name “Odin”, an early
name of God.  The English monarchy claims
descent  f rom this  person in  Bri t ish  Israel’s
geneology.  There are others, i.e. the Guelphs,
etc.

So—what is next?  I have a feeling that the
elite of Europe have temporily stopped promoting
Kings of Israel myths, although they still linger
in the air and too many people believe them.
The  myths  may have  a l ready  served  the i r
intended purposes.  They may not be critical at
this point to the English Monarchy’s present
positions.  They all have very powerful jobs
within the Committee of 300 and the organizing
and managing work of the New World Order.
Pr ince  Phi l l ip  i s  heavi ly  involved  in  the
International Monetary Fund and its control arm
as well as the environmental movement.  Queen
Elizabeth is head of the Club of Rome, a long-
term planning body.  Prince Charles, whom you
al l  thought  might  fade  away af te r  Pr incess
Diana’s death, is also securely ensconced in the
environmental movement, heading very wealthy
groups of business people in the primary work of
“sustainable development” world-wide, which is
control of all resources on planet Earth!  Charles
will  have enough power to dwarf most other
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people.  It has been said that the Irish language
is almost pure Hebrew!  This is why, I believe,
that even many Irishmen consider themselves to
be descended from Hebrew stock.  The Book of
Tephi certainly tried to reinforce that idea.  What
could  i t  mean  f rom an  anc ien t  h i s tor ica l
perspective?

If you recall that L.A. Waddell, through his
very many years of study on people, ancient
inscriptions and languages, has determined that
the Aryan language is the basis for most of the
languages developed in Britain, Germany, Syria,
Egypt and India (Sanskrit), then you can know
that the Aryans, who were early civilizing people
from 4,000 B.C. among the Gaels (Irish {Galic},
Scotch ,  Welsh  and  Br i tons)  brought  the i r
language with them and taught it to the people.
This was the same language used by people
calling themselves “Hebrew”.  This statement is
suppor ted  by  Barbara  Mer tz  in  her  book,
Temples, Tombs, and Hieroglyphs, The Story Of
Egyptology ,  where she states that the l ingua
franca of the day at the time of Akhenaton in
Egypt  ( in  the  four teenth  centur y  B.C.)  was
northern Babylonia, then called Akkadian, and
used by all nations from Babylon to Egypt in the
correspondence found at Tel el-Amarna.  This
was the site of Akhenaton’s administrative city,
ca l led  Akhenta ten .   I t  was  red iscovered  by
archeologists in 1897 and showed that there were
no “Hebrews” in Egypt or Palestine prior to
Akhenaton, thus the very foundation of so-called
“Hebrew history” prior to Akhenaton vanished.
1897 was the same year that The Book Of Tephi
was published in London, but how many were
informed of the f ind at Tel el-Amarna?  The
Encyclopedia Judaica , in the article on Tel el-
Amarna, acknowledges that Akkadian is the basis
for Hebrew, but it is “very primitive”.  There was
no  poin t  sys tem in  p lace  a t  the  t ime of
Akhenaton to help def ine the meanings of the
consonontal words and no written vowels until
the f ifth century A.D.

Therefore, instead of looking to “Hebrew” or
“Danite” sources, I beleive the Gaels, and others,
should seek their roots within the early civilizing
people of their various countries, called Aryans
or Phoenicians (early) Hittites and people from
Sumar by L.A. Waddell.

Of course several languages of today have
been manipulated and obsoleted to conform to
Grimm’s Law and those who control the language
factor in our lives.  The languages of Gothic, Old
English, Old Norse, Low-German, Greek and
Sanskrit were radically altered by this law, which
came out in 1822.  The Irish language, the High-
German and Hebrew were unchanged.  Could
there have been a special reason for this?  It is a
fact that many of the High German and Gothic
words were used in the Khazarian Jews’ language
known as Yiddish, which writes the words using
the Hebrew letters.  It appears that the the Jews
had a great deal to do with the language changes
which would tend to make it appear as if the
Khazars and Hebrews were the original Aryans or
civilizing people through their languages, the
only one preserved inact after “Grimm’s Law”.
Most people today are unaware of the changes
made in the languages by Grimm’s Law. (See
Bibliography for references.)

One must consider that, even the Jews, who
still believe their unprovable biblical history, do
not claim its beginning before Abraham, about
2,000 B.C.  This makes them really newcomers
to the scene.  Whoever they prove to be, or have

been, they used the language of the day, just like
everyone else!

A further comment on that infamous stone:
It is not generally known that the stone under the
coronation chair in London was important to the
monarch not only as an indication of their line of
descent  f rom Jacob/ Is rae l ,  bu t  a l so  as  an
important sign and claimed historical artifact in
the rituals of Freemasonry, in which the family
has always been heavily involved.  The picture of
the stone in Masonic books looks like the one in
the coronation chair.  Apparently no one ever
took the time to read the Bible description of the
stones used by Jacob/Israel when he had that
dream of  a  ladder  going to  heaven and was
supposedly promised the land from Egypt to the
Euphrates River as a perpetual inheritance.  Of
course, the main theme and hidden purpose of
Freemasonry is to reestablish the Kingdom of
Israel in Jerusalem as a worldwide throne and to
rebuild the Temple of Solomon.  It is also important
to know that the Masonic agreements and contracts
with the heads of state, most of whom are aligned
with Freemasonry, make it clear that the head of
Freemasonry must always be of the lineage of
Solomon, whom they agree to serve!

Remember, Hatonn said in effect that the god
of the Jews is Lucifer!  This is supported by the
fact that the heads of Freemasonry are Jews and
the highest head must be a Jew of the lineage of
Solomon.  Also, the head of Freemasonry in the
U.S. of A. after the Civil War, Albert Pike, stated
that the higher degrees of Freemasonry worship
Luci fer !   We cer ta in ly  know f rom bibl ica l
accounts that the so-called Yahweh/Jehovah does
not follow God’s Laws.

This does not  mean that  al l  Freemasons,
especially of the lower degrees, are cognizant of
that fact, or that all of the Jews, Christians or
others realize it yet.
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6/3/98  #1    HATONN

APPRECIATION

This has been a period of such stresses on
“time” that there are not enough words available
to me to express the deep gratitude for a team
that continues, under heavy circumstances of all
types, to present the best paper in the world
today.  As I had to back off from the writing
regime to attend other matters, and Dharma
continues buried in mountains of legal paper,
meetings and required attendance at varying
things, the paper has continued even better in
its content.  I hope all will pay close attention
to the topic on Satan, serpents and evil doings.
You must SEE what is taking place and also
realize it has ever been thus.

Earth “Shan” is a pretty typical “prison
planet”, wired to the physical expression in
classroom learning.  However, the prison has
become worse than the sum total of evil cosmic
presentation, and survival of the “graduates”
gets more and more marginal and tenuous.

There are  a  whole  bunch and heaps of
choices presented for your consideration in these
days of chaos which always present at  the
change of civil izations.   Let us work hard
toward a remnant in remaining species.  Nuclear
splitting and fusion, run wild, will mutate even
the soul energy cells and the resulting life-forms
are “interesting” indeed.

The answer, of course, is a massive, and
finally, a total change of direction of intent of
the species—toward SPIRITUAL TRUTH in
concept and in action.  But I repeat something
I say often: If you don’t know what is wrong
and where it went into a tailspin of downward
spiral—you cannot realize what is  looming
ahead of you.

Never mind “religions” as you can see the
religious doctrines change with the swinging
pendulum of time evolvement—moving right
back  in to  sanc t ioning ,  under  the  name of
modernization, all manners of deviations of life-
styles and permissions given for things outside
any semblance of God’s positive guidelines.  I
would comment that today’s religions are much
like choosing a social club as to which ideas
you prefer, for NONE EXISTING TODAY ARE
VALID OR RIGHTEOUS.  A “church” is but
a  c lub  house  to  p lay  a t  games  of  your
preference in choosing those games.  The more
ser ious  you  a re  in  f ind ing  TRUTH and
righteousness within your experiencing chosen
religion—the more disheartened you become in
the fragments of realization, which come to
your attention.  It can only require a loose
priest or rabbi to disappoint you right out of

Seeing  The  Light

Despite  Media  Blackout
your own chosen doctrine.  You do NOT need
be in a “membership” or “ON A LIST” or
within a “larger body”, of anything to have
Spiritual connections RIGHT TO THE SOURCE
OF TRUTH AND LIGHT.  You tend to move
toward  o thers  who have  the  same open
realization and that is what denotes a “body”
but this does not mean “cult” or “church”.  It
can be defined as a community or brotherhood
of living sovereignty in religious or Spiritual
realization.  Nobody else has to believe what
you may KNOW, for that is THEIR choice.

You become expectant of “aliens”?  Well, an
alien is anyone not a member or citizen of any
other given place.  And I stand amazed, even
in my own long-time experience, that you flock
to even the “alien nonsense” of UFO knowers
and braggarts.  Why then, don’t you have nice
aliens making the presentations rather than self-
proclaimed researchers?  Research indicates, by
its definition, a science of some sort.  God
forb id  tha t  you  accept  th i s  nonsense  as
“research” to somehow prove existence of E.T.s.
God is an E.T., Angels and Christ are E.T.s.
You show your own ignorance and lack of
understanding by your very acceptance of such
stupid thrusts upon your consciousness.  Of
course there are alien E.T.s—how else can you
EXPLAIN and DEFINE—SOUL?  If these be
STRANGE—then look  aga in  a t  the  bas ic
makeup of SELF!  Are you not, as a species,
quite strange indeed?  And, are you not more
disorganized and foolish than the local ant-city?
Certainly you are more distracted than the
termite community destined and determined to
eat your dwelling.

When you get  off  your individual  EGO
tripping, you will find a nice gathering of truly
Spiritually intended parties who are quite eager
to have you among them.  Don’t fall for the
political rhetoric of politicians as in George
Bush and his “kinder-gentler” nation.  Go read
Trance Formation of America by Phillips and
O’Brien and see just how kind and gentle Mr.
Bush really is.

THANK  YOU
TO  V.K.  DURHAM

Speaking of Bush, et al., I am nudged to
offer appreciation to V.K. (Grandma) for her
service during these past six weeks.  She has
mailed the information from the paper to the
Treasury Department’s Mr. Munk, the CIA, the
FBI,  the IMF and scattered about a lot  of
stuff—hoping it would fall against us.  We are
happy to report that the response has been of
confirmation of both the truth of the contract
AND the validity of Herman’s signature which

she claimed was a “poor forgery”.  ALSO, it
has brought forth the ones who KNEW when
the transmittal took place and some who even
worked for its accomplishment.

What are our intentions?  Well, to keep Mr.
Martin SECURE, for potential money, and more
especially gold, brings out the very worst in
human beings.  And if there is expectation that
a lot of scattered people are going to get rich
off our blood, forget it—go suck the rest of the
turnips dry.  The world has enough problems
without having a document worthy of pulling
down nations and worlds under more tyrannical
control of unbalanced kings and queens.

Do we intend to pull down any players with
such toys?  No, why would we come against
evil intenders of that magnitude?  They have far
bigger guns and that is especially true of us
who have NONE.  If Grannie wishes to further
destroy her own nation and its constitutional
freedoms, then allow it, please, to rest on HER
HEAD and not on ours.  And, please, just leave
Rick Martin alone—he has enough problems up
on the 127th floor with me.  So, what do “we”
plan to do with the things?  Little to nothing!
Let Grannie sink the world if she feels it to be
her call ing—it is  NOT OURS.  Real?  Oh
indeed, it is real, and is in use DAILY for the
further benefit of the unworthy grabbers.  By
the  way,  che las ,  you  CANNOT BUY
FREEDOM OR TRUTH.  The very concept is
grossly terrible to perceive in its own merit.
To BUILD freedom you have to have substance
and some amount of abundance—but what you
MUST HAVE is the desire of people to HAVE
and live in freedom!  No, you do not have such
on your place—you have purchased the very
sp i r i t s  o f  people  wi th  your  wel fa re  and
controlling governments—for their own use.

To achieve freedom, peace, and revolvement
back into some order of  fel lowship among
mankind—you must wish to SERVE that end in
whatever contributes TO THAT END.  Does
this require abundance in whatever is called
money?   Yes  indeed ,  BUT FIRST IT
REQUIRES MEN AND WOMEN WHO
DESIRE A BETTER WAY IN JUSTICE TO
ALL.   A TYRANT FROM EGYPT IS NO
MORE ENTERTAINING OR WORTHY THAN
A TYRANT FROM MID-MANHATTAN.  AND,
FURTHER, A BLACK MAN SIMPLY WANTING
TO OVERCOME AND WIPE-OUT THE WHITE
PEOPLE IS EVEN WORSE IN INTENT.
BIGOTRY, BY THE WAY, IS SIMPLY GROSS
STUPIDITY!  THINK ABOUT IT.

And what of the tricks and games of the
el i te  show-offs?  Well ,  take a look at  the
following:

[QUOTING:] The Orlando Sentinel, May 31,
1992.

CHACHA, India — When Haji Shamshudeen
felt the ground sway under his feet and saw the
plates and spoons tumble from the shelf inside
his home in this sweltering desert village, he
thought the world was coming to an end.

“I ran outside,” the farmer and herdsman
said, “and prayed to God to be spared.”

Two weeks later, two of Shamshudeen’s five
cows are dead, and two-thirds of his flock of
300 goats are sick with diarrhea and getting
dangerously thin.   Many neighbors here in
Chacha, a farming hamlet of 150 families, feel
weak and ill.  Last week, one man tore off his
clothes, began to rant and had to be taken to a
mental hospital.
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Shamshudeen blames the problems on the same
awesome power that earlier this month ruptured
and emptied his underground water cistern and
cracked the red sandstone walls of his house.

“It  was the tests ,”  said the 45-year-old
resident of this  sett lement f ive miles from
India’s  Pokaran range,  where  f ive  nuclear
explosions were set off May 11 and 13.  “It is
the tests that have driven up the temperatures
so much that my cows weren’t able to stand it.”

In the scrub-dotted Thar Desert of western
India, where temperatures have recently reached
a near-record 118 degrees, people fear the blasts
may be the cause of personal woes.

“Af te r  the  11 th ,  my nose  has  s ta r ted
bleeding three or four times,” said Multana
Ram, 60, a farmer whose village of Khetolai is
less than two miles from the test site.  “My
knees ache—I can’t bend my legs.”

His wife, Ram said, has had bouts of fever
over the past two weeks.

A doctor who visited Khetolai after the tests
told Ram his problems were caused by the
intense summer heat.  Ram thinks he knows
better.

“It is the heat and the gas generated by the
explosions that are causing this,” Ram said.

The farmer remembers a dark brown cloud
r i s ing  in to  the  a i r  and  dus t  b lowing  in to
Khetolai for two hours on May 11, the day of
the first tests.

Indian authorities, both in New Delhi and in
this remote and sparsely populated district 70
miles from the India-Pakistan border, insist that
the  explos ions ,  which  were  car r ied  ou t
underground, pose no health risk.  [END OF
QUOTING]

and:
[QUOTING:] Same source, 5-30-98:
NEW DELHI,  Ind ia—Doctors  warned

Indians on Friday to stay out of the Sun as

eas te rn  Ind ia  baked  under  RECORD
TEMPERATURES.  Nationwide, the death toll
rose to nearly 500 people, a news agency reported.
Hot, dry winds swept New Delhi on Friday.  Its
streets and playgrounds were empty, even though
children were on school holidays.  In eastern India
the mercury shot up to 118 degrees in the state
of Orissa, which recorded 112 deaths from the heat
wave, Press Trust of India reported.  In the past
month, 493 deaths nationwide have been attributed
to the weather, the agency said.

[END OF QUOTING]

Well, I guess it is just El Nino!
However, students of geography: “Death Toll

May Reach  More  Than  5 ,000”  goes  the
headline.  And where pray tell is Afghanistan
from where these EARTHQUAKES (just the
latest) emanate?  Right next door to Pakistan
and India!  But then, “they” say there is no
effect from nuclear testing?  Try looking closely
at what happens in the next California quake—
being next door to Nevada Test areas, that is.
THIS is the best chosen method of destroying
life on a planet—go look closely AT YOUR
NEIGHBORS IN YOUR OWN SOLAR
SYSTEM!  And I bet YOU thought there was
no political INSANITY left undiscovered in
your world!  May the irradiated rest in peace
and welcome to Armageddon.

Will you remember where you were on the
day “they” shot President Clinton and the year
of Flash Willie Zipper?  Well, where were YOU
on the days they blew up India and Pakistan?
Where were you when they blew up Nevada?
And did you remember that the French and U.S.
have not even stopped testing these things off
Australia?  Sic, sic, students of history and
world prophecies—it is upon you now.  And
interesting, isn’t it, that we have to attend the

greedy mongers of the Flathead Flatland in
more and more stupid court garbage!  Well, you
have turned your lives over to the lawyers and
judicial system of an Admiralty system out of
control.  Oh indeed, your enemies DO NOT
COME FROM OUTER SPACE—IN FACT,
OUTER SPACE PEOPLE DO NOT DARE
EVEN COME TO YOUR DEADLY PLACE.

WISDOM  OF
THE  GREAT  PRODUCERS

[QUOTING same source, 5-29-98:]

NEW  SUPER  GERM
FUELS  FEARS  ABOUT

ANTIBIOTICS  IN  FARMING

Some scientists think the use
of antibiotics in farming is

breeding powerful germs
resistant to antibiotic treatment.

WASHINGTON—Worried sc ient is ts  say
farmers using antibiotics in chickens, cattle and
fruit orchards are creating drug-resistant germs
that can wind up in the food people eat, a
disturbing twist on the growing concern that
antibiotics are fast losing their power to fight
diseases.

Scientists have long suspected that farming
was  adding  to  the  problem of  an t ib io t ic
resistance, but now they’re finding the first
strong evidence:  A salmonella strain impervious
to five antibiotics is rampant in Britain.  U.S.
scientists this month reported it has sickened
thousands of Americans, too—including nearly
killing a Vermont dairy farmer.  Chickens sold
in Minnesota were contaminated with another
germ, campylobacter, resistant to a powerful
antibiotic.

The U.S. government is about to impose
stiff new requirements on makers of new animal
antibiotics, and the World Health Organization
is calling experts to Geneva next week to search
for other solutions.

“We’re at the point right now where we...
have got to do something,” said Minnesota
epidemiologis t  Michae l  Os te rholm,  who
discovered the campylobacter risk, “This can’t
continue.”

“We know there  is  a  problem,”  agreed
WHO’s Dr. Klaus Stohr.  The question is, how
big a problem?

Some industry groups deny there’s proof that
antibiotics on the farm harm human health.
“We don’t  know if  i t ’s  t rue  or  not ,”  sa id
Kenneth May of the National Broiler Council.

Others acknowledge some risk—but insist it
must  be balanced with the real izat ion that
antibiotics are vital to animal health.

If farm antibiotics are restricted, “the real
question is, ‘What will it do to the world’s food
supply?’” said microbiologist Gail Cassell of Eli
Lilly & Co.  “My plea is that we need more data.”

But  the  Food and Drug Adminis t ra t ion
considers the threat serious enough that it is
prepar ing  s t i f fe r  ru les  for  new animal
antibiotics, including requiring manufacturers to
track treated animals for early resistance signs.

Ant ib io t ics  are  fas t  los ing  the i r  power
against  numerous germs,  part icularly those
spread  in  hospi ta l s .   Many exper ts  b lame
doctors who overprescribe drugs and patients
who take them improperly.

New Gaia Products
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&
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But scientists say antibiotics on the farm are
helping foodborne germs mutate, too, even as
the government is under pressure to approve
more agricultural drugs.

Almost half the 50 million pounds of U.S.-
produced antibiotics is used in animals—80
percent to help animals grow faster, not treat
disease—and 40,000 pounds are sprayed onto
fruit trees.

[END OF QUOTING]

What do I suggest?  I suggest that you keep
up your colloids, especially Silver and OxySol,
for the life you save might well be YOUR
OWN.

And just  WHO creates these antibiotics
AND the diseases that the antibiotics don’t
longer kill?  That’s right—the same shrewd
gamesmen who are going to rule your world.
Will YOU be next to go?

“Boy,” I’m told, “are you ever a downer!”
No, I am an “upper” for I have that which will
save your life AND POSSIBLY YOUR SOUL.
So be it and may your life be frivolous and
cutsie as you hide from truth and facts.

THE  ANNUAL  MEETING
OF  THE  BILDERBERGERS

Now, we can turn to the nice things planned
by the Head Bilderbergs:

*  Establishing a global court that would be
superior to the U.S. Supreme Court and to those
of all nations;

*  Pressing British Prime Minister Tony
Blair to have the political courage to drag his
country into the European common currency, the
euro;

*   Pressur ing  the  U.S .  Congress  in to
approving $18 billion to make interest payments
to international banks which made bad loans to
uncreditworthy countries on the assurance that
taxpayers would make them good.

These are just three of the full-line of closing
the noose about the world’s nations’ necks.

I t  might  be  fun  to  of fe r  a  ta le  f rom
SPOTLIGHT by Angus McLachlan. [Quoting:]

ANTI-PLUTOCRAT  RIOTS
CLOSE  DOWN  GENEVA

Issue  of  June  1 ,  1998 ,  GENEVA,
Switzerland—In the worst public disturbances in
Switzerland in memory,  thousands of  anti-
globalist protesters rampaged through the streets
here May 16-17, smashing shops and cars and
fighting with police and Swiss army personnel
brought in as reinforcements.

At  the  t ime,  th is  c i ty  was  hos t ing  the
United  Nat ions ,  the  World  Heal th
Organizat ion (WHO),  the  World  Trade
Organizat ion and GATT enforcement
agencies.

Presidents from 132 countries had converged
here officially to celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the WTO but in fact they had come to get
their economic and political marching orders
from the Bilderberg honchos after their pow-
wows in Scotland and England.

Hillary Clinton was already in attendance,
staying in a room next to Fidel Castro at the
Geneva Intercontinental Hotel.

There, communists and capitalists fed on
champagne, caviar and the luxury they are
accustomed to l ive with—courtesy of their
respective slaves and taxpayers.

While they were awaiting the arrival of Bill
Clinton during the May 16 weekend, celebrating
in endless parties in the balmy Swiss spring, the
globalists were suddenly jolted by the furious cries
of thousands of anti-globalist protesters demanding
an end to “globalist tyranny and dictatorship”.

SWISS,  TOO

The an t i -g loba l i s t s—the  People  Wor ld
Action—include various populist grass roots

organizations from all over the world.
Of  par t icu lar  shock  to  the  Swiss
government was the presence of many
Swiss citizens among the protesters.
The  s l igh tes t  d i s turbance  in
Switzerland has always been blamed
on “aliens”.

The protesters  targeted al l  the
most  representa t ive  emblems of
global ism such as  big  banks ,  b ig
mul t i -na t iona l  corpora t ions ,  b ig
international bureaucracies such as the
International Labor Organization and
the World Trade Organization and
dozens  of  o ther  in te rna t iona l
bureaucracies which they perceived as
be ing  the  enforcers  of  the  “New
World Order”.

The Swiss government, which saw
the international confab as welcome
relief after having been kicked around
by Edgar Bronfman’s World Jewish
Congress  for  months ,  l i t e ra l ly
panicked  a t  the  uns ight ly
demonstrators.  Thousands of police
were sent to disperse them with water
cannons, tear gas and billy clubs.

The orders were to run out of
sight or arrest all the “aliens” at any
cost and restore Geneva to globalist
serenity.

GOVERNMENT  PANICS

The police interpreted the orders as a green
light to beat up everybody and waded into the
defenseless demonstrators with batons and great
relish.

Pol ice  bru ta l i ty  on ly  infur ia ted
demonstrators, who until then had engaged in
peaceful protest.

The anti-globalist protest turned into a riot
which split the protesters into different streets
of the city center, where they started to smash
the windows of shops and institutions.  The
Swiss army was called in to cordon off the big
Swiss bank buildings.

Despite massive police reinforcements, along
with 42 police and army helicopters buzzing
non-stop over the city, it looked as if they were
losing control of the situation.

In panic the authorities closed down at least
20 border crossings between Geneva and France
as well as all the roads leading to the city.
Geneva was brought to a standstill.

From their luxury suites and plush offices
the globalist elite could hear the riots and for
the first time became apprehensive.  Clinton
was advised to cancel his planned appearance on
May 18, but the Trilateral Commission told him
the show must go on and ordered him to deliver
his prepared speech in person.

Amid extraordinary security measures he was
flown by helicopter back from the airport and
the United Nations and whisked away again as
soon as he finished; an unsightly exit.

The Geneva riots are coming on the heels of
other disturbances around the world against
globalist tyranny such as those in Malaysia and
Indones ia  and  pro tes t s  f rom other  As ian
countries whose economies had been devastated
by the IMF, the World Bank and George Soros.

Many Swiss people and foreigners were
amazed that the three-day riot in Switzerland
was only covered in their local newspapers and
television.  Not a word was printed in the
establishment press and media anywhere else in
the  wor ld .   Nei ther  CNN nor  The Herald
Tribune, the establishment’s main mouthpieces,
uttered a word over what the Swiss considered
very major news.

In the U.S., only The SPOTLIGHT carried
the story.  [H: I’m sorry to say, inclusive of
CONTACT.  Unless, of course, Dr. Al caught
it.  Dharma can’t be everywhere at once.]

Damage to the city was calculated in the
millions in addition to the loss of work hours
and loss of business and freedom for the city
inhabitants.

The globalist honchos were shocked that
“ungrateful serfs” could protest their rule and
policies, and mad as hell with the Swiss for
having allowed such a crime of lese majesty to
happen in a city they had designated to be the
impregnable seat of globalism in the world.

The plutocrats are said to be looking for
some other bastion of luxury where they can
meet in calm and comfort without the sight and
sound of the unkempt masses, and certainly
without their protests and scrutiny.

[END OF QUOTING]

And just what was the media telling you
about during this international time of chaos?
Billy’s zipper antics of course!  Who cares?
Well, citizens, YOU had better start caring!
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Good friend Spotlight caught it again—so
HELP THOSE PEOPLE AT SPOTLIGHT AND
LIBERTY LOBBY  FOR THEY ARE UNDER
FULL-OUT ATTACK BY/FROM THE ADL
AND THE MOSSAD AS WELL AS THE CIA
AND CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY.  And no,
I am not “kidding you”. [Quoting:]

WHAT  WENT  WRONG  IN
THE  ELITE  PLANS  FOR  THE

PHILIPPINES?

POPULISM  TRIUMPHS
IN  PHILIPPINES

A populist victory in the Philippines has
stunned the Establishment both there and at
Foggy Bottom in Washington, D.C.   by Paul
Motier, Spotlight May 25, 1998.

MANILA, Philippines—They said it couldn’t
be done.  A populist candidate couldn’t win the
presidency of this island nation—not after all
the time and money an internationalist cabal had
devoted to destroying the Ferdinand Marcos
administration.  This, followed by 12 years of
rule by hand-picked toadies of the would-be
masters of the Global Plantation.

But on May 11, Philippine voters gave an
overwhelming nod to Vice President Joseph
“Erap” Estrada, a man who has been “ridiculed
for  h i s  overhanging  be l ly ,  h i s  g reased
pompadour, his mangled English”, according to
Keith Richburg for the Washington Post.

Opponents have “questioned his grasp of
economics and hinted at shady liaisons with
gangsters and thugs.  And the influential Roman
Cathol ic  Church  has  cr i t ic ized  h is  mora ls
because  of  h is  admit ted  pas t  pass ions  for
women and drink,” Richburg wrote on May 10.

But  the  voters  weren’t  l i s tening to  the
elitists.  What went wrong?

When the U.S. State Department organized
the overthrow of the democratically-elected
populist government of President Marcos in
1986, and the kidnaping of the Marcos family into
12 years of exile and non-stop prosecutions, the
internationalist Establishment thought they had
buried populism for good in the Philippines.

YEARS-LONG  EFFORT

Stephen Bosworth, the Trilateral hatchet man
doubling as U.S. Ambassador to the Philippines,
was the point man in the putsch.

For years prior to the overthrow, Bosworth
and a cabal of State Department bureaucrats
worked together feverishly to destabilize the
Marcos government and defame it to such an
extent that its illegal overthrow could appear
palatable to the general public.

The cabal included George Shultz, Michael
Armacost, Paul Wolfowitz, Charles Hill, Gaston
Sigue, Nicolas Platt, John Whitehead, Morton
Abromowitz, Peter Rodman, Richard Armitage,
John Poindexter, Philip Habib, Bernard Kalb,
Henry Kissinger and assorted CIA luminaries such
as Robert Gates and William Casey, William
Crowe and P.S. Kelley, former Rep. Stephen
Solarz (D-N.Y.) and Sen. Richard Lugar (R-Ind.)
and ex-Sen. Paul Laxalt (R-Nev.).

The conspirators were aided and abetted by
the 16 top public relations agencies in the U.S.

Their jobs consisted in creating hatred and
disinformation among members of the U.S.
Congress who had always regarded Marcos as a

staunch al ly of  the U.S.  and to int imidate
President Ronald Reagan into not defending his
long-time friend.

The betrayal and resulting ordeal of exile
and persecution by the bureaucrats led to the
untimely death of Ferdinand Marcos.  But it did
not destroy his widow Imelda, their children or
populism in the Philippines.

The Establishment’s first shock occurred
when Imelda finally returned home in 1992
from her forced exile in the U.S. where she was
greeted in this capital city by no less than 6
million well-wishers.  The conspirators had
predicted that a vengeful populace would kill
her on arrival.  The opposite happened and the
plutocrats were stunned.

Against all odds, Imelda Marcos was elected
to a  seat  in  the  Phi l ippine Congress  by a
landslide.  The plutocrats had poured millions
into her home district of Leyte but the people
still voted overwhelmingly for her.

[H: In fact, $300 million was unlawfully
transferred from one  Marcos  “frozen”
account  in  Switzer land INTO THE
ACCOUNT OF HER OPPOSITION’S BANK.
THIS HAS YET TO BE RESOLVED BUT
THEY WERE “CAUGHT” AND THIS IS
NOT A DREAM, READERS.]

In the meantime, the usurping regime of
Corazon Aquino, who the State Department
clique and the media had sold to Congress as
a  kind of  Fi l ip ino Joan of  Arc ,  ins t i tu ted
plutocratic rule.  The first order of business was
the theft of the Marcos assets.

Aquino’s appointed successor, Fidel Ramos,
followed course and prepared to perpetuate the
plutocrats’ stranglehold on the Philippines for
another six years in this year’s elections.

PICKED  CANDIDATES

Aquino had her candidate: Alfredo Lim, the
mayor of Manila and former police chief—a
murderer and crime syndicate boss.  Ramos had
his  own candida te :  Jose  de  Venet ia ,  a
Machiavellian politician who inspired distrust
and loathing among the people.

The  people’s  on ly  champions  were
candidates Imelda Marcos and Estrada, a movie
star turned politician.

For 12 years of Aquino-Ramos rule, the
plutocrats grew even richer, but the general
public grew markedly poorer.  Such staples as
rice and sugar had to be imported.  A bottle of
water cost more than a soft drink.  During the
Marcos years, rice and sugar were export items.

Several weeks before the May 11 election,
Ramos realized the handwriting was on the wall,
and nothing short  of declaring martial  law
would  prevent  e i ther
Imelda Marcos or Joseph
Est rada  f rom be ing
elected president.

CUT  HIS
LOSSES

Hardliners from the
Bosworth-Armacost cabal
urged him to do so, but
when Ramos  sen t  ou t
fee lers  to  the  Cl in ton
Adminis t ra t ion  on
whether or not the White
House  would

countenance such a move, Clinton himself told
Ramos that he did not have the stomach for
another major intrusion into Philippine affairs.
[H: Could this be due to his own zipper
problems?—or those of other below-the-belt
activities such as with China, et al.?]

It was then that Ramos decided to cut his
losses .   Wi th  the  he lp  of  the  Boswor th-
Armacost cabal, he performed a major arm twist
on the Swiss authorities and somehow managed
to convince them to send $300 million of the
Marcos assets—frozen illegally for 12 years in
Switzer land—to a  bank owned by Chinese
interests.  The Swiss bank and the Swiss judge
who allowed this transfer to be effected in spite
of a stay of appeal motion, face huge damage
liabilities.  The Swiss Federal Tribunal has stated
that the transfer was a serious “mistake”.

In the meantime, Imelda Marcos was advised
by her counselors to withdraw from the race
which was rigged against her because of ballot
fraud, death threats and the illegal seizure of her
campaign funds.  She directed her support to
Estrada.  As a result, Estrada won by a landslide.

In addition, Imelda’s son, Ferdinand Jr., won
the governorship of the important province of
I locos  Nor te  and  her  daughter  won a
congressional seat—both by landslides.

Imelda’s  fami ly  (her  maiden  name i s
Romualdez) also won a number of seats, all by
significant  margins.   The results  leave the
Bosworth-Armacost cabal in disarray, wondering
how to seize the Marcos fortune and what to do
about Philippine populism.  The current odds
are against them.

[END OF QUOTING]

I guess I don’t have to comment on this last
article because I think freedom hope in a world
of hurting people speaks for itself.  However,
i t  is  with great  appreciat ion that  we offer
gratitude to one GERRY SPENCE for having
the compassion and care for the injustice foisted
off against Imelda Marcos.  This gives the
downtrodden of the Philippines an opportunity
to begin to pull out of their oppression.  Any
time you think you can’t “believe” a thing such
as this, go back and read the list of players in the
elite circles who perpetrated the assault against the
Philippines.  Surely enough, there looms the Bush
Bandidoes and HENRY KISSINGER, ET AL.
And Richard Armitage?  My goodness, that man
turns up everywhere the heavy-duty traffic in
DRUGS and the CIA pups in control, show up.
Isn’t this an interesting world after all?

Good morning, and I salute you who have
eyes to see and ears to hear—that you may “see

the Light”!   
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News Desk Special Report

Korton: Is Your Life Worth

Some Basic Preparations?
5/25/98    KORTON

Commander Tomeros Maasu Korton here,
in the Radiant Light of Holy God.  May Aton
see  you  through another  Memor ia l  Day
Holiday, you who reside in America, for this
may well be your last observance of a day set
aside to honor your dead who fought for your
liberties and freedoms.

As you experience all manner of “fallout”
from the effects of the secret wars waged by
the adversarial foes against each other, your
non-news programs cannot help but show you
the aftermath.  These events seem disconnected
to  most ,  o r  puzz l ing  a t  bes t ,  wi thout  the
insights  which “connect  the dots” into the
fabric of overall intent.

Let’s see now: assassinations in your Papal
Secret Service are followed by triggered mud
slides a few days later, depicting elite-faction
skirmishes in Italy.   Then there is  nuclear
saber-rattling in the East, new Vietnams being
readied in Afghanistan and other CIA-KGB-
Mossad  war- torn  Thi rd  Wor ld  count r ies .
Meanwhile Israel continues to whine publicly
for  “peace”  whi le  manipula t ing  genocida l
atrocities behind the scenes in the Middle East
and extracting the funds and weapons for same
from your controlled Congress.

Yes ,  Satan i s  amass ing  h is  troops ,
cherished friends, and this time your United
States  of  America wil l  be the sacrif ic ial
lamb upon the altar christening World War
III (NUCLEAR WAR ONE).

THE  WAR  WILL
COME  TO YOUR  NATION

THIS  TIME  AROUND

It is time your citizens face facts as they
are—and as events have been prophesied since
the  d iabol ica l  p lan  was  drawn up .
ARMAGEDDON OF GOD’S PEOPLE AND
THEIR SOCIETIES IS THE LAST ACT TO
THE ADVERSARY’S SCRIPT,  AND YOU
ARE IN THE FINAL CHAPTER.

You dream and wish and pray that it would
not be YOU who would experience and suffer
these terrible things.  You hoped that somehow
the buildup of nuclear and chemical arsenals
would magically go away before anyone dared
release such weaponry upon living humans and
precious animals.

In short, you hoped for a miracle.  There
is no miracle in the works to swoop down

from heaven to “save” you at the eleventh
hour.  I’m sorry to say that, for I know there
are bubbles bursting among those who dared to
believe in benevolent space brothers coming to
their rescue.

Then  why have  your  cosmic  re la t ions
come?   For  the  same reason  your  Chr i s t
Teacher came.

You have been lied-to in every instance
regarding those who have been sent by God to
your world.  You know not what to expect
when you a l low the  poss ib i l i ty  of  sa in t ly
beings, extraterrestrials, or evolved humans, to
enter into your daily thought processes.

On the  one  hand ,  you  perce ive  us  as
mythical figures from your ancient books (such
as  your  B ib le )  who remain  unseen  and
intangible to you who call out for help.  On
the other hand, we are portrayed in stage and
screen adaptations as sometimes all-knowing
and kindly apparitions and magicians, lethal to
evil and vile creatures seeking to enslave and
devour the bodies and souls of the meek.  It is
a wonder you have managed to create any
semblance of a functioning civilized society at
all.

Your “help” comes to you from the outer
reaches of what can best be called in your
language as the Mind Universe of God, to
SHOW YOU  how to do it .   YOU  have to
save selves from that which is come upon
you!

Is there a way to survive it all?  Yes!!!
More  than  95% of  your  popula t ion  could
survive not only a raging nuclear holocaust,
but devastating earth movements and floods,
chemical and biological attacks, and sustained
hurricane-force winds—IF YOU PLAN AND
ACCOMPLISH THIS “MIRACLE”
YOURSELVES!  Remember what we have told
you many times: we can and will work WITH
you, but neither we nor God will do it FOR
you.

AREN’T  YOUR  BABIES
WORTH  AFFORDABLE

SHELTERS?

A couple hundred dollars per person, plus
additional funding for each person of half that
amount for food and medical supplies,  can
she l te r  every  school -aged  ch i ld ,  f rom
kindergarten through college, from everything
in the Soviet and Chinese nuclear arsenals.
And it  can be accomplished in a matter of

weeks through a “crash course” program!  Are
your children and your future not worth the
price of the family vacation to Disneyland?

Your elite-controlled politicians will give
you excuse after excuse as to why such is not
a  prac t ica l  p ro jec t .   But  I  remind  you:
whatever  pro jec t s  and  programs your
government deems more important will  not
matter if there are no people left to use them!

Fifteen to twenty-five minutes will be the
maximum time you will have before literally
many HUNDREDS OF POWERFUL
NUCLEAR DETONATIONS blanket your
nat ion’s  populat ion centers .   A she l ter
system to  house  a l l  your  chi ldren the
moment they are warned does not even call
for  tear ing  down exis t ing  s tructures  or
breaking-up roads .   Now,  does  that  not
sound feasible even to the most hardened
pessimist and rosy-eyed optimist?

The elementary school shelters could be
located under the playgrounds, with tunnels
leading f rom exis t ing  basement  and bomb
shelters halfheartedly built during the sixties,
when president Kennedy called for a national
shelter system for the American people.  (Yet
another reason why he had to go.)  Because of
the Cuban Missile Crisis, Kennedy wanted to
ensure  tha t  Amer ica  would  go  on  as  a
society—with its PEOPLE alive, so that you
could come out of the ground and rebuild your
nation after a potential nuclear war.  However,
your secret rulers had other plans for you-the-
people and, as expendable pawns, it is to be
your broken and burnt bodies—the ashes of
American sovereignty—upon which the New
World Order would be built.

For mid-level schools (public and private)
through college, your football  and baseball
fields would be utilized.  And for those of you
who s t i l l  don’ t  get  the  p ic ture ,  and th ink
dis rupt ion  of  spor t s  schedules  i s  more
impor tan t  than  safe ty  she l te rs ,  you  can
construct them under the baseball fields during
football season and under the football fields
during baseball season.  The teachers would
accompany their own classes into the shelters.

For those of you who think it would be too
traumatic for the children to practice for the
possibility of nuclear war, just remember that
parents  probably  a lso  fe l t  tha t  way about
school  f i re -dr i l l s  when  they  were  f i r s t
suggested.  Do you suppose it is less traumatic
to  watch  them die  horr ib le  and agoniz ing
deaths from burns and radiation?
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Does it not make more sense to teach them
to act fast ,  and move quickly and survive,
giving them peace of mind in case it  does
come?  Knowing what to do in an emergency,
should one arise, is what gives you confidence
and removes the paralyzing fear that leads to
nervous hysteria and deadly inaction when
trouble looms on the horizon.

It is not just nuclear war from which these
shelters protect you ones.  You are in the days
of great change upon this planet, as Mother
Earth goes through her own cleansing.  Below-
ground dwelling places and communities will
protect you from the worst you can image.

However, they must be self-contained and
correctly built.  It does not require great and
exotic materials; compressed earthen bricks,
with ten feet  of  soi l  between you and the
conflagration above, is all it takes.

By out f i t t ing  these  she l te rs  wi th ,  for
ins tance ,  appropr ia te  genera tors  for  a i r
c i rcu la t ion  and  genera l  e lec t r ica l  power
ut i l iza t ion ,  p lus  water  coolan t  sys tems to
cont ro l  the  tempera ture ,  and  compressed
oxygen canisters  and carbon dioxide f i l ter
packs for at least three days (two weeks would
outlast the densest of radioactive fallout or
allow tidal waters to recede),  you can just
about survive the worst man or Mother Nature
can  d ish  out .   Some ones  a re  qu i te
knowledgeable  about  a l l  o f  the  de ta i l s
concerning how to build safe and effective
underground shelters—and have already done
so.

What  i f  the at tack comes af ter  school?
What if the children survive and the teachers
are their  only guardians?  Should they be
burdened with looking after your babies when
you cared not to see to it that their parents
also survived?  You have been greatly lied-to
about the days after a nuclear war and about
the survivability of the effects of radiation
contamination.

When foreign troops from Mexico, Cuba,
Cambodia ,  China ,  the  Sovie t  Union ,  e tc . ,
invade your shores—MERE DAYS AFTER AN
ATTACK—and f ind  your  newly  orphaned
children, those children will have nice new
“guardians” to teach them values and labor
skills you never had time to teach them.

You have  a l ready  a l lowed your
manufacturing industry—which represents THE
VERY BACKBONE OF YOUR UNITED
STATES—to LEGALLY be taken over and
expor ted  by  fore ign  in te res t s .   I  guess  i t
matters not if you give them your offspring
too.

YOUR  SOLDIERS  WILL  PERISH
JUST  AS  SURELY

Your sons  and daughters  who serve  as
defenders of your lands will die just as easily
as  the  res t  o f  you  who are  unpro tec ted .
THERE IS  NO SHELTER SYSTEM FOR
YOUR TROOPS WHO LIVE ON YOUR
MILITARY BASES—AND THESE BASES
ARE YOUR FIRST TARGETS, NO MATTER
WHICH SCENARIO YOUR ENEMY USES!
This is to ensure that you have no ground
personnel to thwart an invading army.  Your
government knows this and so do your top
general and admiralty officers.  However, they
place their career goals and aspirations within
the elite power structure above the lives of

their soldiers and sailors and nation.  You give
your l ives to your country’s rulers and, to
them, you are not worth a few hundred dollars
each to  be protected from that  which you
would otherwise have no chance to survive.

The only  th ing  that  would  s top the
invaders  from marching free ly  into  a
smoldering BUT INHABITABLE (AFTER A
FEW DAYS OR WEEKS)  AMERICA IS
YOUR DEFENDING TROOPS EMERGING
FROM THOSE SAFE AND SECURE
SHELTERS!

DO YOU NOT SEE HOW YOU HAVE
BEEN SET-UP?  A nuclear war is  total ly
survivable!   Your scientists did studies after
the Japanese blasts at Nagasaki and Hiroshima,
and exploded many bombs on test ranges to
devise protection against attack; however, the
results were not made public.

There are  scat tered reports  that  can be
found which detail the real damages in Japan
and how survivors survived with the protection
of conventional bomb shelters that  did not
even have doors!  Documented cases record
people living through near-ground-zero air-
burst detonations WITH NO AFTEREFFECTS.

Ground-burs t  (as  opposed  to  a i r -burs t )
detonations pick up dirt and pull it into the
mushroom c loud ,  caus ing  the  par t ic les  to
become radioactive.  Depending upon wind
direction, this fallout is most dangerous if it
falls on you.  Living under ten feet of dirt,
however, will protect you from the radiation,
which is lethal for several days,  and then,
because of its rapid decay expansion (which is
what  ki l ls  you),  quickly dissipates  and i ts
effects become non-life-threatening.

U.S .  mi l i ta ry  h igh  command has
underground facilities for the Bolshevik brass
and  the i r  fami l ies—where  most  of  them
present ly  res ide  whi le  gene t ic  rep l icas
( inaccura te ly  labe led  c lones)  walk  a round
giving programmed orders to your troops, who
are  a l l  bu t  s i t t ing  ducks  for  what  your
warlords have in store.

Many of your Air Force commanders have
fled the country to places abroad, like the Pine
Gap facility in Australia.  They seem to know
more than anyone else about what is coming.
Do you think they bothered to tell the rest of
you what they know?  Considering that the Air
Force is under more or less complete control
by the U.N. and Israel, I would think you ones
in  America  would  be  the  las t  to  f ind  out
Truth!

WHAT  ABOUT
THE  REST  OF  YOU?

Now that you know it can be done, what
are you going to do about it?  For starters,
you are going to have to understand that it
must be a community project or else it won’t
get off the ground.  You cannot depend on
your  po l i t i c ians  to  take
care of it for you.  They
a l ready  have  the i r s ,  and
they would lose their jobs
if they bucked the system
single  handedly .
Remember, the ones from
whom your elected leaders
get their marching orders
do not want you to have
shelters.  If you are going

to have them, YOU will have to see to it that
they are built.

Civi l  Defense  should  now be  your  top
priority in all of your political and military
dealings.  Once your so-called leaders realize
you mean to have protection for yourselves—
AND THAT YOU WILL FIRE EVERY LAST
COUNCILMAN,  MAYOR,  GOVERNOR,
STATE LEGISLATOR, AND CONGRESSMAN
WHO DENIES YOU YOUR RIGHT TO
LIFE—I am qui te  sure  the i r  g roundless
excuses will evaporate just as they see their
jobs evaporate, come November elections.

YOU elected these ones, friends; what are
they there for?  To collect princely incomes
while doing nothing for you but give away
your industries and national assets?  And now
you need  she l te rs—WHICH A PIDDLING
PORTION of  your  defense  budget  would
FULLY FUND.   And th is ,  too ,  mer i t s  no
action from your servants?!

Your evil planners set up wars for your
chi ldren  to  f igh t  to  f i x  your  soc ia l  and
economy problems.  However, in a nuclear
exchange you in the U.S. would never again
be an independent country.  You have to have
living people left if you are to continue as a
nation with a society that will rise out of the
ashes of your buildings and structures.  These
things can be rebuilt one day—IF you have the
will and inner strength to again build them.

You cannot  do  th i s  a lone ,  fami ly  by
family, as your government suggests; they say
it is not their responsibility.  However, you-
the-people dole out for their lavish below-
ground shelters and communications networks,
yet they do nothing for your babies or soldiers
or you?  Does this not seem like a greatly
unbalanced system of governing?

Chelas ,  th i s  i s  never  go ing  to  change
unless  YOU demand and  cause  these
politicians to do that for which they were first
elected.  Aren’t they supposed to be YOUR
servants, instead of the other way around?!

For those of you who do not already have
it, please get a copy of Commander Ashtar’s
Surv iva l  I s  Only  Ten  Fee t  From Hel l ,  a
Phoenix Journal—AND STUDY IT!  [Editor’s
note: This is Phoenix Journal #6, an early
volume from 1989,  and i t  is  not  present ly
available for purchase.  Maybe one of these
days ,  when someone donates  funds  for  i t s
reprinting, it can be again offered.]  It is a
most important Journal and he lays it all on
the table as to how foolish it  would be to
al low yourselves  to  per ish when ALL can
survive the possible coming holocaust.  If you
can understand the urgency and imperativeness
of having bomb/disaster shelters for your cities
and communities—as well as for your troops—
YOU CAN ACTUALLY CHANGE WHAT
YOU BELIEVE TO BE THE PROPHECY;
YOU CAN PREVENT NUCLEAR WAR.

NO NATION IS  GOING TO ATTACK

For  Cleaner,  Healthier  Air

Air-Ionizer & Ozone-Producing Machine

Call:
Jack Kunick

805-823-9703, Evenings Only
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YOU IF  THEY CANNOT KILL YOUR
POPULATION.   THEY CAN DESTROY
YOUR BUILDINGS, BUT YOUR BUILDINGS
ARE NOT YOUR NATION—LIVE HUMANS
ARE THE HEART AND SOUL OF YOUR
COUNTRY.

COLLECTIVE AND C-O-M-M-U-N-I-T-Y
(NOT COMMUNE) IDEOLOGY AND GOOD
MORAL VALUES ARE WHAT MAKE UP A
PEOPLE AND YOUR ENEMY KNOWS
THAT.   IT  IS  YOU AMERICANS WHO
NEED REMINDING OF WHO  YOU ARE
AND WHERE YOUR VALUES ARE
PLACED.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:  THE
CHINESE PEOPLE HAVE TOTAL
PROTECTION (THAT YOUR OWN
G O V E R N M E N T - C O N T R A C T E D
CORPORATIONS HELPED TO BUILD)
FROM YOUR MISSILES; THE RUSSIANS
HAVE MANY HUNDREDS OF HARDENED
PENTAGON-SIZED BELOW-GROUND
SHELTER COMPLEXES,  PLUS MANY
MORE SMALLER SHELTERS,   ALL
CONNECTED BY A VAST UNDERGROUND
TUNNEL NETWORK, PROTECTING THEIR
PEOPLE; THE SWISS HAVE DONE SUCH A
MAGNIFICENT JOB THAT NO ONE DARES
ATTACK THEM (ALTHOUGH THE
KHAZARIAN BANKSTERS MAY WELL

DEFEAT THEM THE SAME WAY THEY
LONG AGO CONQUERED YOUR NATION—
ECONOMICALLY).  THE LIST GOES ON
AND ON.

DOES NOT YOUR LACK OF ANY SORT
OF CIVIL DEFENSE SHELTER, OR EVEN
CONSIDERATION FOR LIFE AFTER
NUCLEAR ATTACK, TELL YOU
SOMETHING  ABOUT YOUR OWN
CARETAKERS?  IS THIS ALL YOU’VE
LEARNED FROM YOUR FOUNDING
FATHERS ABOUT LIBERTY AND
FREEDOM?  DOES MEMORIAL DAY
MEAN NOTHING TO YOU BUT PICNICS
AND LOW-TURNOUT PARADES WHERE
YOU ALL BUT FORGOT WHY  YOUR
FATHERS,  UNCLES,  AND BROTHERS
DIED IN FOREIGN FIELDS AND MUDDY
TRENCHES?

IS IT NOT TIME TO WAKE UP,
DAYDREAMERS?  YOUR ENEMY HAS
ALL BUT WON THE WAR—AND SO FAR
THEY HAVE DONE IT THROUGH MIND
CONTROL.

Look at your news media.  How else can
you explain the wil lful  manner in which
your nation has been divided up among the
victors (your former  enemy governments),
while the media talking heads tell you that
your jobs and your medical plans and stock

markets are all secure and in good hands?
The news media practices mind control in
its most blatant form!  And most of you fall
for this hypnotic deceit as willingly as a
small child believes in fairy tales.

You do not allow a burglar to con his
way into your home, and then trust him
with the family car and the keys to your
rifle cabinet!  Can you see that you have
been set-up for the slaughter?

Your patriots and other truth-bringers
shout and petit ion for you to open your
eyes, but you call them fanatics or whatever
labels your Bolshevik-dominated media tells
you to call them.  Only mind control and
manipulat ion techniques—repet i t ive
suggestion and electronic conditioning—can
explain why a nation full of freedom-loving,
God-respect ing ,  Chris t - fo l lowing people
wil l ingly march in step with those WHO
ARE OPENLY ANTI-GOD!   The ones  in
whom you put so much good faith and trust
are the very ones who despise your people,
your beliefs, and your very way of life!

THERE  IS  STILL  TIME

While your national leaders play musical
chairs with your enemies with your grain, your
missile technology, your foreign policies—you
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can quietly but earnestly build your shelters.
Afraid it will just make the dragon and bear
angrier at you?  Would you rather “go out”
not making an effort to save yourselves?

When the beasts are done with the bits and
pieces of bait tossed to them by you ones in
the hopes of  appeasing them through your
capitalist trinkets, they are going to turn on
the hand that feeds them.  While you are told
that  the assis tance is  to  s tabi l ize  unstable
regions, you are not told that your enemy has
moved in with you.  It is they who occupy
your places of influence and power.  Who do
you think came up with the capitulation idea
(through spies and traitors) in the first place?

Your  government  has  not  been by- the-
people and for-the-people for so long that you
do not even recognize that your own “made in
America” products have been merged into the
evil  One World Global  Community.   Your
local stores now carry products with labeling
in several languages.  As for the quality of
food and merchandise, it no longer compares
to your high standards of yesteryear.   You
have been reduced to a Third-World country
and you recognize it not.

Did anyone ask your opinion?  Was it put
before  you for  a  vote  to  see  i f  you were
complacent enough to allow it to happen?

Perhaps  i t  was  a  smooth  se l l  l ike  the
introduction of your debit ATM cards?  These
cards  s tand  ready  to  he lp  you  make  tha t
transition to a cashless society.  Is that a bad
thing?  That is for you to decide.  However,
any change of  that  magnitude,  planned in
secret over a period of many decades, that
involves the public, does suggest that what is
coming is not something you-the-people would

be thrilled about.

THE  SECRET  CONSPIRATORS
ARE  YOUR  ENEMY

Anything  done  in  secre t  BY YOUR
PUBLIC  SERVANTS,  tha t  has  to  do  wi th
anything short of legitimate national security,
should  be  suspec t .   You have  a  running
tasteless  joke regarding your poli t ic ians;  I
believe it goes something like, “they are not
born, they are excreted.”  If you do not hold
your  po l i t i c ians  in  h igh  honor  and  mora l
courage, why does reason escape you when
your very lives are the issue?  Is it that you
don’t value your own existence and that of
your children?  Are your beer and gladiator
events more important than simple survival?

Animals  have  more  concern  wi th  the i r
survival when they perceive a threat to their
existence than do you people of the lie.  Isn’t
it time to prove to God that you are indeed
worthy of being “saved”—or do you no longer
care how this life-stream turns out?

We of the Hosts are doing everything we
are allowed to do to help you through this
period.  Without your efforts, however, there is
not much that can be done.

We show you where you can find Earth
sources for proof of what is secretly being
done  to  you .   We te l l  you  how you can
neut ra l ize  your  ev i l  adversary’s  p lans  of
genocide against you and how to take back
that which was given to you BY GOD.  And
we offer protection to those of you who are in
service to God and His Hosts, and to those
who but ask.  What other excuses do you have
for not acting?
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As the rumors of wars turn into wars, so
too do your rumors of death manifest  into
death.  You have been forewarned, precious
ones, as to what is on the horizon.  Each new
day brings with it either renewed hope to save
a massive remnant, or the final sequence of
events that will sound your death knell.

Your individual and collective destinies
have  a lways  been  wi th in  your  power  to
create—that  is  your  God Power in  act ion.
However, it is from WITHIN your being that
you must first commit if you are to make use
of that power.  God is as near as your silent
breath, which is also true of His fulcrum of
Power.  Ask not without acting, for if you do
not  fol low your  prayers  with  effor ts ,  God
cannot work the miracle through you.

It is our desire that ALL of Aton’s reflections
come back into safety and oneness within The
Source.  If we could do it for you, not one of us
would hesitate to assume your burden—but you
would gain naught from the experience, and you
would have to repeat same for the lessons.

The schoolroom in  which you are  now
experiencing is arduous and painful, I know,
but  i t  i s  a l so  g lor ious!  Dear  hear t s ,  the
physica l  rea lm is  only  a  smal l  por t ion of
Crea t ion ;  the  res t  i s  beyond words  of
descr ip t ion .   We unders tand  your  p l igh t
because we walked similar roads in times and
places past.   Heed these words, chelas, for
your survival surely depends upon them.

Korton to standby, please.  AU DAI PA
DAI CUM.  (One who walks with their hand
in the hand which is the Hand of God.)

May you have the strength and wisdom to
both see The Truth—and ACT UPON IT!

Salu.   

Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
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6/6/98    ATON, THE ONE LIGHT

Good afternoon, little one.  It is I, Aton,
The One Light!  Be at peace and relax, for I am
with you always.  I have come directly myself
so that there be no misperception by anyone.

Wake up, little ones!  Your reality of
experiencing is fast approaching a massive
shift  and many of you are st i l l  awaiting
YOUR sign from Me or one of my Angels.
Consider this YOUR sign, for there is no
more direct a sign than one of this type.

Calm yourselves, get quiet, and go within
and hear my voice for yourself!

I am your Inner Voice when you quiet the
confusion of mental calculations, concerns, and
worry.  I am the Consciousness that allows you
to perceive self.  You each can and do hear Me,
but very few ever listen, let alone pay attention.
Quit awaiting another to hear on your behalf!
Accept who you are and allow for My quiet
Inner Voice to be heard directly.

Let there be no excuses!
You each have what is necessary and it is

now time to accept responsibility for yourself.
Quit taking for granted that you will always
have access to this information source, for you
will NOT!  In the upcoming times on your
planet, all will be in chaos, and there will not
be  a  weekly  newspaper  coming  to  your
mailboxes.

What will you do then?  Will you claim to
be a victim because you did not get your mail?

Many have accepted this responsibility for
self and are “hearing” quite well.  But, many
more  a re  s t i l l  s i t t ing  upon the  fence  of
procrastination, self doubt, and fear.  This is to
say that the majority reading this are too busy
making excuses for self instead of disciplining
self to go within and connect for self.

Note I said discipline.  For those of you
who THINK that taking drugs will somehow
enable you to connect more easily, you are
GREATLY mistaken.   The drugs wil l  only
assist you in mentally escaping reality, whereas
self-discipline will only serve to clarify your
reality.  The low-frequency ones (dark ones)
will always come to soothe you while in a
drugged state, for you are easily distracted away
from recognizing the true Inner Potential of
your being, and thus they win.

Quit fooling yourselves, for the only true
pa th  towards  sp i r i tua l  en-Light -enment
(Unders tanding)  i s  th rough menta l  and
emotional  d isc ipl ine .   Some wil l  ca l l  th is
medi ta t ion ;  o thers  wi l l  move  beyond the

will wonder how you ever missed it in the first
p lace .   Again ,  i t  i s  as  na tura l  as  i s  your
breathing.  Like the breath that nourishes your
physical body, I give forth Life Energy that
a l lows for  you to  have consciousness  and
awareness.

Re-read the messages that I have sent
through my various Messengers, for they are
all focused upon getting you each to learn to
help yourself.  No one will do it for you, but
many wil l  ass ist  you i f  you ask for and
ALLOW for the assistance.

Your physical  environment  is  a  perfect
schoolroom for generating optimal conditions
that will cause you each to desire to tap into
your own unique God-self potential.  This need
not  be  through harsh ,  ca tac lysmic  events .
However, it seems to be the “pound of cure”
that motivates your species moreso than the
“ounce of prevention” approach.

By now you all should be prepared with
several months worth of food and water for
your physical survival needs.  If you have made
excuses for not having done so, then that is
your choice.  Will you be among the desperate
scavengers who will take another’s food out of
desperation and lack of fortuitous insight?  Will
your family go hungry because you are “too
busy” to take reasonable precautions?  Is your
conscience bothering you?  Hmmm...wonder
Who that might be?

This is offered as a reminder to many of you
tha t  respons ib i l i ty  for  yourse l f  and  those
children entrusted into your care begins within.
There  wi l l  be  many ones  of  reasonable
intelligence and ability who will simply perish
due to ignorance of this Inner Connection to
Higher Guidance.   Will you be among them?
Anyone reading this will have no excuse to
offer.

If you find yourself denying this message as
being of little or no importance to you, then
you do so out of fear of personal responsibility
for self and no other reason.

I am Aton.  My name translates into English
as “The One Light”.  I am Father-God.  I am.

Salu.   

Aton: Stop Making Your
Excuses And HEAR Me!

YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE
TO CONTACT  BY

CALLING
1-800-800-5565

limitations of such words and realize that they
can be walking down the street, talking with
others, while still maintaining what many would
refer to as a “meditative” (connected) state.
This  can  only  be  ach ieved  through se l f -
d i sc ip l ine  and  a  s t rong  des i re  to  forever
progress  forward  in  unders tanding  and  in
application of that understanding.

Quit  ta lk ing  and s tart  doing  for
yourselves!

You need no gurus, avatars, or anything of
the sort.  You have ME—Creator God!  Learn
to hear MY voice within.  It may very well
sound like your voice to you, but remember that
you are borne of MY DESIRE and MY WILL.

You are a part of Me and I am a part of
you.  I gave you free will to choose as you may
desire.  You are free to choose to allow for MY
WILL to  be  yours .   I  p romise  tha t  the
experience will be both challenging and quite
rewarding, and that your life will take on a
significant meaning.

None of you are ever too old or too young
to allow for this Inner Connection.  Many of
you will claim that you are too busy and that
you do not have the time to sit and listen
within.  I say: turn off your televisions and
radios, and devote to yourself 15 minutes of
quiet time.  Most of you watch or listen to
these electronic devices several hours a day.

You can hear Me while we wash your dishes
or the car.  You can hear Me while we drive to or
from work each day.  Yes, my scribe, I said “we”,
for I am with EACH of you always.  It is you who
choose to ignore this fact.  Most of you simply
tune Me out, and thus the perception of being
disconnected.

I have sent many a Messenger to you ones,
and yet many of you do not want to truly accept
the messages offered and will simply await the
next message or Messenger, not realizing that
they have just given you the key that will
unlock unlimited resources within you.

It is not difficult to connect within.  It is
easy and natural and you ALL do it already.
YOU ALL “CHANNEL” ME—GOD!

Channel is a bad word to use for most of
you, but it will have meaning to others.  View
it  as al lowing yourself  to “tune-in” to the
proper mental awareness (frequency) and you
wi l l  be  f ind ing  the  “channel”  for
communicating.  Like a radio must be tuned to
the proper frequency (station) in order to hear
the message offered, so too must you each learn
to recognize, within, your ability to “tune-in”.

Once you recognize this connection, you
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Perhaps you should make this drug a part of
every AIDS victim’s regime—you know, “You
are going to die, but die happy!”  A lot of AIDS
can  be  spread  about  in  the  seeking  of  th i s
pleasure moment—but who is going to protect
the public and the women of the world?

Wel l ,  we  ge t  over  tha t  “angry  women”
syndrome by giving them something equally as
interesting—a drug to enhance fertility.  The
problem is  tha t  the  a rgument  i s  no t  about
enhancement of life—it is about the fact that if
Assistance Programs pay for one, then the other
must also be given freely to any wisher.  This
drug enhances orgasms in females.  So what are
you doing?

What you are doing is arguing and fighting,
yet, for the right of the poor people to engage in
be t te r  sex  and  be  more  fe r t i l e  whi le
accomplishing that little trick on weeknights as
well as on special occasions.  You are paying for
free drugs to enhance the reproduction of more
and more babies at welfare expense.  Then, with
the argument over abortions looming dead ahead
after these give-outs, you will simply kill off the
resulting offspring.

I suggest that by year 2000 you will all be
screwing-off while the mainframe computers

blow out.  But, who cares?  The big-biters are
secure and the new records will either delete you
or enslave you—whichever the intent is on that
day in time.

And, you want GOD to fix it?  Oh, I don’t
think so!

Some people, such as Gary North, who has
gifted you with a whole bunch of good truth and
a larger bunch of facts and warnings, hit the year
2000 computer blow-out or shut-down with a lot
of attention.  Do you really think the New World
Order hasn’t already fixed YOU in cement and
the chaos will simply enhance their programming
expectations?  He particularly notes that Chase
Manhattan Bank has 250 million lines of code to
check and then repair, Citicorp has 400 million
lines.  I ask you: “Why do you think the major
banks and business interests  are merging so
quickly?  Don’t sit waiting for some collapse of
the  New World  Order  SYSTEMS,  my good
friends.  This is when the rest of the “snatchit”
game can be fully implemented.  This is the
built-in excuse for taking everything from you
“to protect you”.

Is Mr. North correct in his assessment?  Yes.
Except, of course, for the realization that it is
PLANNED THIS WAY.  And, in addition, do

you know what Mr. North says about this little
computer  g l i tch  coming  up?   Wel l ,  you
SHOULD learn  because  i t  i s  go ing  to  be
interesting what will be foisted off on you-the-
people under the shelter of some glitches in
hardware on day one of year 2000.  Are you
trying to tell us that a sophisticated computer
can’t count 1999+1?  This little PC on which we
type endless words and symbols can do so, so
where is that big hitch?  In all the places that
control YOU THE PEOPLE.

Let us just share what Mr. North wrote last
Fall, 1997.

[QUOTING:] Free American Newsmagazine,
Oct. 1997.

Y2K
BLIND  MAN’S  BLUFF
IN  THE  YEAR  2000

by Gary North

[H: We must take care to not spend so
much time on historical education that we
miss the daily input on your lives which can
and will collapse a societal structure if not
attended.  I suggest you pay attention to your
own business and if the BIG banks are going
to be affected—then for goodness sakes deal
with independent banks.  Oh yes you can, the
BIG BANKS just don’t want you to know.
Use  your  God-given brains  as  something
besides spacers for your ears.]

What are you going to be doing for a living
in the year 2001?  Unless you’re a fix-it man
living in a small town, you won’t be doing what
you  do  today .   I f  you  make  your  l iv ing  in
financial  services,  you wil l  surely be doing
something else.  If you’re a journalist, you will
be in a new profession.  But what?  What other
useful service can you provide?  You have very
little time to make the switch.  Let me show you
why.

[H:  In  the  regular  rout ine  of  caus ing
everything to happen and not be blamed for
it, the bullies of society will present chaos and
you won’t know the difference, will you?  You
wil l  be  busy with  your new Viagra whi le
Rome burns, this time.  If you are on Social
Security—the payments will stop and it won’t
be the politicians’ fault.  The welfare system
will collapse and it won’t be the politicians’
fault and right on down the line.  You won’t
even have to  worry about  payments  from
Medicaid for these enhancing addiction pills.
How clever the adversary of God actually IS.]

We live in a world that depends on a high
division of labor.  That world has less than three
years  to  go .   In  one  g igant ic  co l lapse ,  the
division of labor will implode.  This implosion
will begin in 1999.  It will accelerate in 2000
and thereaf te r .   Those  who work  in  h ighly
specialized fields will find little or no demand
for  their  ski l ls ,  in  the  face of  an enormous
supply of desperate, low-wage competition.  Any
job classification that did not exist in 1945 will
probably not have a lot of demand in 2001, with
one exception: computer software programming.

[H: So what is the plan?  We will get to
the  “presented plan” in  a  minute  but  i t
reminds me of asking a high-level engineer at
the Department of Water and Power in Los
Angeles about the plans for major earthquake
post-activities and plans for shoring up power,
etc.  Answer: “None that I know of.”  The

Year-2000

Computer “Glitch”
[Continued  from  Front  Page]

For those of you readers who have access to the Internet,
the first step into that domain for CONTACT is now available
at the address:

 http://www.contactnews.com for your viewing.

A very gifted webmaster, who right now prefers to remain
anonymous, has put much work into creating a web site which
shows great promise of acting as quite a flexible hub for all
kinds of information as things evolve in this venture.  � E.Y.

YEAH!  We�re Now On The �Net
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whole city will go down with broken power
lines, water conduits, viaducts, and broken
gas  mains—and there  i s  rea l ly  such an
overwhelming prospect of damage as to negate
any REAL plans for correction other than just
keep hoping it won’t happen.  It will happen
just as surely as will come 2000 in its natural
sequence, if  you haven’t blown away your
world already.  I suggest you who are able to
get  further  educat ion get  i t  in  sof tware
programming and management.]

The June 2 issue of Newsweek  ran a front-
cover story on the looming computer crisis of the
Year 2000—called y2k (Year 2k—shorthand for
a thousand).  In the week the article appeared
(late May), the Dow Jones Industrial Average set
a record new high.  (It was beaten a week later.)
If investors believed the information reported in
the Newsweek article, the world’s stock markets
would have collapsed.  Clearly, people don’t
believe it.  That’s why a small handful of people
can get out now—out of the stock market, the
bond market, and any city over 25,000.

Not everyone can get out at the top of a bull
market.  This includes the “bull market” known
as modern industrial society.  Pull the plug on
the local power utility for 30 days, and every
city on Earth becomes unlivable.  What if the
plug gets pulled for five years?  [H: I suggest
you give  CAREFUL considerat ion to  this
paradox of life wherein you might use
those  n ice  survival  th ings  you so
carefully put away against a day of
emergency needs .   There  are  more
than a  few ways  to  “getcha”,  good
friends.]

How do you rebuild the shat tered
economy i f  the  computers  go  down,
tak ing  publ ic  u t i l i t i es  wi th  them?
Without electricity, you can’t run the
computers .   Without  computers ,  you
can’ t  f ix  computers .   How can  you
assemble teams of programmers to fix
the mess?  More to the point, how do
you pay them if the banks are empty?

Chase  Manhat tan  Bank has  250
million lines of code to check and then
repair;  citicorp has 400 million lines.
All  big banks are similarly aff l icted.
And even if this could be fixed, bank by
bank,  there  i s  no  universa l  repa i r
standard.  Thus, the computers, even if
fixed (highly doubtful) will  not work
together after the individual repairs.  A
noncompliant bank’s data will then make
every  compl iant  bank noncompl iant .
Thus,  the world banking system wil l
crash in 2000.  When the public figures
th is  out  in  1999,  the  bank runs  wi l l
begin.

You wil l  not  have a  job in  2000.
Count on it.

[H: I know you wish I would poo-
poo this Plan 2000 but I can’t, now,
can I?  It  IS and there you have it
along with NO INTENTION of fixing
an old system, but introducing a new
enslavement  system for  the  world .
What do you think all those myriads
of satellites do up there in space all
day,  every day,  except wait  for the
BIG BANG?  Man,  further ,  has
forgotten how to THINK beyond his
dai ly  rat ion of  z ipper  ta lk  and
fertilizing ovum.]

“IT  JUST  CAN’T  BE  TRUE!”

You don’t believe me, of course.  Not yet.
But I have published the evidence on my Web
site.  You can verify what I’m saying.  But you
still won’t believe it.  Why not?  Because it’s
too painful.  In their new book, The Sovereign
Individual ,  Davidson and Rees-Mogg make a
very important observation:

“A recent psychological study disguised as a
public opinion poll  showed that members of
individual  occupat ional  groups were almost
uniformly unwilling to accept any conclusion
that implied a loss of income for them, no matter
how air t ight  the logic support ing i t .   Given
increased specialization, most of the interpretive
information about most specialized occupational
groups is designed to cater to the interests of the
groups themselves.  They have little interest in
views that might be impolite, unprofitable, or
politically incorrect (p. 339).”

My v iews  a re  a l l  th ree :  impol i te ,
unprofitable, and politically incorrect.  Impolite,
because I am saying this: (1) those advising you
are as blind as an eighth-century Israelite king;
(2) they have given you information that will
prove to be wildly unprofitable; (3) all the hype
about your gett ing rich—the world’s gett ing
r ich—is a  c lap- t rap.   We are  heading for  a
disaster greater than anything the world has

experienced since the bubonic plague of the mid-
14th century.

[H: What do “I” suggest?  I have already
made those suggestions over and over again
and again.  Be prepared.  You who can, have
a storage of fuel,  butane gas,  and a water
supply of your own.  Get some long-storage
foods and get with OUR PROGRAM.  I did
not say—get with us here in our program—we
wil l  be having as much trouble as  can be
handled RIGHT HERE IN THE VALLEY OF
RADIANCE.  While you wait for my people to
get the bounty moving, however, you should
be working a plan to get power switched over
to the villages from those alternative locations
and be able to do so quickly.  Do you realize,
travelers, that gas pumps do not pump with
the power off?  Perhaps when all this comes
down it will become important, that contract
of Russell Herman?  What about the give and
take of a V.K. Durham?  Perhaps she will
wish she had geared her l i fe  toward God
rather  than away from His  a lmighty
PRESENCE.  What you do is fine with me,
but I consider the alternative possibilities and
I find them lacking in ability to present funds
to keep a nation going in such confusion and
shut-down.  I can tell you this much: what
GOD HAS JOINED, NO MAN SHALL PUT
ASUNDER—hold it in your hearts.  A life-line

GAIACOL
Offered through New Gaia Products

800-639-4242
GAIACOL is a combination of colloidal silver, trace colloidal gold:  This combination

of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it could
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight against the new antibiotic-resistant
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against bacteria, viruses, fungi and the like before the advent of the first antibiotic,
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body.  Once the chemical companies began manufacturing their endless array of antibiotics,
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increasingly less effect on the more resistant viruses, fungi and parasites.  Now we face a
new generation of bugs that are completely resistant to any antibiotics due to antibiotic
over-prescribing and resultant survival-of-the-fittest microorganisms.

Research has demonstrated that colloidal silver is non-toxic to humans, yet it allows
no known disease-causing organism to live in its presence.  With the addition of trace
colloidal gold, the frequency of GAIACOL is remarkably enhanced to facilitate the demise
of these newer, more powerful viruses and bacteria.  GAIACOL is gentle enough to use
topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth condition without fear of toxicity and is
outstanding for burns.

For internal use during any type of infectious process, start with one teaspoon the first
day and then 10-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue until the infection clears.
Then maintain with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue.  IMPORTANT:  Due to
the powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be affected, so it is advisable to
replace the natural intestinal flora with some type of acidophilus/lactobacillus supplement
daily, or at least when symptoms are noted such as cramps, bloating, diarrhea/constipation
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GAIACOL is said to be safe for children and pets, and can be taken with other
medications without incident.  This product is not addictive and does not build up a
tolerance to it in the body.  Available in 2oz., 16oz., and 32oz. bottles.
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is better than no line at all in some instances.
While the Elite planners grin over the prospects,
so too, can some of our own smile and move to
the caves for a respite.  This one happening,
however, will  depopulate the nations quite
quickly indeed.

You expect some Armageddon across the
sea?  Forget it—you are going to have
Apocalypse right under your noses.  You will not
be able to water (irrigate) your growing fields
without both electricity and available water
supplies.  You have to eat to survive and, in the
cities, how long can the Red Cross hand out
doughnuts?

Sorry about this little glitch, team, but there
must be thought to these things, and yes indeed,
sometimes it is much easier to NOT THINK
ABOUT IT and let man take some meagre
measure of responsibility for himself.  How
irritating that this will “come in the Winter
when snow is upon the land”—is an old saying
and run into Spring when the leaves are coming
forth on the fig tree.  Ah, but will there be figs?
No!  You now buy your figs from that thing
called “super” market—and grow too few to
survive upon your own account.

And so you get funds?  How will you insure
a FLOW and VALUE?  Ah indeed, a miserable
thought for a Sunday morning in June.   It
doesn’t take psychics to see what will  be
happening, does it?  Oh well.]

Because the year 2000 begins on a Saturday,
millions of victims will not be aware of their
dilemma until the following Monday or Tuesday.
They will pay no attention to advance warnings,
such as this one, that they are at risk.

As you read this report, I want you to think to
yourself: “How will this affect me?  is my business
at risk?  Is my income at risk?  What should I do?”

THE  ORIGIN  OF
THE  PROBLEM

Here is the problem.  Over three decades ago,
computer programmers who wrote mainframe
computer software saved disk space—in those days,
very valuable space—by designating year codes as
two-digit entries: 67 instead of 1967, 78 instead of
1978, etc.  Back then, saving this seemingly
minuscule amount of disk space seemed like an
economically wise decision.  This may prove to be
the most expensive forecasting error since Noah’s
flood.

What the programmers ignored for three
decades is this: in the year 2000, the two digits will
be 00.  The computer will sit there, looking for a
year.   At midnight,  January 1, 2000, every
mainframe computer using unrevised software dies.
If old acquaintances are in the computer, they will
indeed be forgot.

Programmers who recognized the implications
of this change did not care.  They assumed that
their software would be updated by year 2000.  [H:
The ones most important to the New World
Order will  have been; count on it!]   That
assumption now threatens every piece of custom
software sitting on every mainframe computer,
unless the owner of the computer has had the code
rewritten.  In some cases, this involves coordinating
half-a-billion-million lines of code.  (Example:
AT&T.)  One error on one line can shut down the
whole system, the way that America Online was
shut down for a day in 1996 because of a one-digit
error.  [H: What do you nice people think the
Microsoft anti-trust stuff is all  about?

Somebody is going to make a real killing in year
2000 as everyone scrambles to get caught up.
This is not a desirable thing for the Plan 2000,
so expect more trouble before the solutions are
passed around fairly to the masses.]

The handful of reporters who have investigated
this problem have met a wall of indifference.
“We’re all using microcomputers now.”  “This is a
problem only for a few companies that are still
using mainframes.”  “Cheap solutions will appear as
soon as there is demand.”  “The software will be
updated soon, and I’ll buy it then.”  “If this were a
serious problem, we’d have heard about it.”  Yet
this last response is given to someone—a reporter—
who is trying to tell people about the problem.  [H:
You wouldn’t hear A WORD about this if the
New World Order Planners had anything in the
world to stop all the output of information.  And
how much good will  our pronouncing this
probability do?  Almost none.  Some of you will
hear and, hopefully, get some up-and-running
supply of electrical capability and a bit of hold-
over supplies.  But no one big enough to
influence the world will give a damn and will
play right along with the New World Order in
chaos and disaster at the “biggest” level of
supply and demand.  Worse, a lot of overseas
industries and smaller industries have bought up
the old mainframes to save money in
construction.  The most important life-flow
systems in the world are basically brain-worked
from these thrifty old systems.
Does it have to be a terrible sequence?  No, but
it will  have confusion, for nobody except
sophisticated programmers are going to know
how to deal with the problem and you have to
have software to make a computer work.  This is
not unlike having to have a mind to make a
brain work!]

I first read about this problem years ago in a
book by the pseudonymous author, Robert X.
Cringely: Accidental Empires.  It is not as though
the computer industry has been unaware of it.  Only
a few weeks ago, I read a Wall Street Journal
column on computers that mentioned it.  The writer
wrote that his editor is getting tired of having him
mention it.  This is typical.  The general public
hasn’t heard about it, yet editors are already tired of
hearing about it.  “It’s old news.”  Well, it’s new
news for most people.

What does it  matter,  really?  We use
microcomputers.  Microsoft has solved the Year
2000 problem.  So have most software companies.
Everyone uses desktop computers or, at the largest,
minicomputers, right?  Wrong.

GOVERNMENTS  RELY
ON  AGING

MAINFRAMES  AND  SOFTWARE

On September 24, 1996, Congressman Stephen
Horn, who is Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Government Management, Information and
Technology, submitted to the full committee a
report on the Year 2000 problem.  The
Subcommittee held hearings on April 16.  (Just one
day of hearings.  This indicates the degree of
concern that the government has.)  He said that
these hearings revealed “a serious lack of awareness
of the problem on the part of a great number of
people in business and government.  Even more
alarming was the cost estimate reported to the
Subcommittee to remedy the problem which was
said to be $30 billion for the Federal Government
alone.”  Then he announced:

“Without greater urgency, those agencies risk
being unable to provide services or perform
functions that they are charged by law with
performing.  Senior agency management officials
must take aggressive action if these problems are to
be avoided.”

Yet despite Horn’s valid warning, nothing
visible is happening.  He knows this.  These
agencies must shift hundreds of millions of dollars
from their existing budgets to hire outside
programmers to rewrite the code that runs these
agencies.  This isn’t being done.  More to the point,
the longer they delay, the worse the problem gets.
You can’t just go out and hire programmers who
are familiar with the code.  As businesses find out
what threatens them, the demand for these highly
specialized services will soar.  (If businessmen
don’t figure this out in time, payment will come
[shatteringly] due in January of 2000.)

The Subcommittee’s report warns: “This issue
may cause banks, securities firms and insurance
companies to ascertain whether the companies they
finance or insure are year-2000 compliant before
making investment decisions.”  It also says that
companies will  start  demanding contractual
warranties guaranteeing against Year 2000
breakdowns.  A memorandum from the Library of
Congress Research Service (CRS) has warned, “It
may be too late to correct all of the nation’s
systems.”  So, the question arises:  Which systems
will survive and which ones won’t?  Here are some
problem areas, according to CRS:

Miscalculation by the Social Security
Administration of the ages of citizens, causing
payments to be sent to people who are not eligible
for benefits while ending or not beginning payments
to those who are eligible;

Miscalculation by the Internal Revenue Service
of the standard deduction on income tax returns for
persons over age 65, causing incorrect records of
revenues and payments due;

Malfunctioning of certain Defense Department
weapon systems;

Erroneous flight schedules generated by the
Federal Aviation Administration’s air traffic
controllers;

State and local computer systems becoming
corrupted with false records, causing errors in
income and property tax records, payroll, retirement
systems, motor vehicle registrations, utilities
regulations, and a breakdown of some public
transportation systems.

I don’t think these are small issues.  They will
probably start receiving media attention when it is
so late in the process that there will be massive
foul-ups in coordinating the revisions.

Notice, the biggest one is missing: an
international bank run, as depositors demand cash.
From that day on, all exchanges will be local: the
collapse of the division of labor.

When the computers’ clocks think it’s 1900, it
soon will be.

I realize that there has been tremendous
progress in microcomputer power, but does anyone
really think that all of the Federal government’s
forms—not an infinite number, but approaching
infinity as a limit—can be put on three dozen
Compaq desktop computers and run with, say,
Lotus Approach or Microsoft Access?  And even
if they could, how would you re-train all of the
bureaucrats to use the new systems?  How fast
will  they learn?  How fast  do bureaucracies
adapt?  The Subcommittee’s report warns:

“The  c lock  i s  t i ck ing  and  most  Federa l
agenc ies  have  not  inventor ied  the i r  major
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systems in order to detect where the problem lies
within and among each Federal department, field
office and division.  The date for completion of
this project cannot slip.”

By “cannot”,  the Subcommittee’s report-
writer meant “must not”.  The date can surely be
allowed to sl ip.   I t  almost  certainly wil l  be
allowed to slip.

Additionally, the task may be more difficult
for the public sector, where systems have been in
use  for  decades ,  may lack  sof tware
documentation and therefore increase the time it
takes from the inventory phase to solution.

Did  you ge t  tha t?   The  sof tware  code’s
records are gone!  Remember also that we’re not
just talking about the United States government.
We’re talking about every government—national,
state, and local—anywhere on Earth that has its
data stored on an unrevised mainframe computer
sys tem or  which  re l ies  on  any  th i rd-par t
computer   se rv ice   tha t   uses   uncor rec ted
software.

As the  year  2000 approaches ,  word wil l
slowly begin to spread: “After the three-day
weekend that will inaugurate the year 2000, there
is going to be a hangover the likes of which we
have never seen before.”  For some, it will be a
time of celebration.  For others, it will be the
end of their dreams.  It depends on whether they
are  be ing  squeezed  by  the  government  or
dependent on it.

But it’s not just government that is at risk.
It’s private industry.

KISS  MEDICARE  GOODBYE

Some 38  mi l l ion  people  wi l l  rece ive
Medicare  payments  in  1997 .   In  2000 ,  an
es t imated  one  b i l l ion  c la ims  wi l l  be  f i l ed ,
totalling over $288 billion.  This, according to a
May 16, 1997 report of the General Accounting
Office (GAO): “Medicare Transaction System”.

Problem: the Medicare system won’t make it
through 2000.  The same GAO report shows
why.   Medicare  c la ims  a re  no t  ac tua l ly
administered by Medicare.  It’s administered by
70 PRIVATE AGENCIES.  These agencies have
been informed that their contracts will not be
renewed in 2000 .  [H: Still think it is not a
“plan” of massive proportion?]

The agency  tha t  o f f ic ia l ly  superv ises
Medicare  has  p lans  for  one  huge  computer
system that will bring the program in-house.  It
is the same dream that motivated the Internal
Revenue Service for the past 11 years.  The IRS
announced earlier this year that after 11 years
and $4 billion, the attempt had failed.

Medicare now knows that it has a problem
with its computers.  They are not year-2000-
compliant.  So, to make sure that they will be
compliant, Medicare has issued an appeal to the
70 newly canned companies: please fix the year-
2000 problems for us before you leave.  As the
GAO report puts it, “Contractors may not have a
particularly high incentive to properly make
these conversions...”

What if the system fails?  (What if?  Are
they kidding?  When!!)  The report says that the
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA),
which is responsible for running Medicare, has
not made contingency plans.  “HCFA officials
are relying on the contractors to identify and
complete the necessary work in time to avoid
problems.  Yet the... contractors not only have
not developed contingency plans, they have said

that they do not intend to do so because they
believe that this is HCFA’s responsibility.”  [H:
But  you see ,  in  governments  and
corporations—no single entity is responsible.
WOW!]

KISS  THE
IRS  GOODBYE

[H: Well, there could be worse things than
this.   But remember something terrible to
consider: THE IRS IS A PRIVATE
COLLECTION OPERATION FOR THE
BANKERS AND IS MORE LIKELY TO
BECOME A BIGGER AND MORE
MISERABLE SQUID THAN IT NOW IS.  THIS
IS HOW GOVERNMENTS MAKE BOND-
SLAVES OF THE CITIZENS.]  The IRS has 100
million lines of code.  Their code is not year-2000-
compliant.  After the failure of the 11-year project
to upgrade the system, Chief Information Officer
Arthur Gross announced that getting the IRS year-
2000-compliant is the “highest priority for the IRS”.
The IRS has nearly 50,000 code applications to
coordinate and correct.  This task will require the
IRS to move 300 full-time computer programmers
to the new project.  (reported in TechWeb, April 21,
1997.)  [H: This indicates that they know what
they are doing, doesn’t it?]

For comparison purposes, consider the fact that
the Social Security Administration began working
on its year 2000 repair in 1991.  Social Security has
30 million lines of code.  By June, 1996, the SSA’s
400 programmers had fixed 6 million lines.

What if the IRS isn’t technically equipped to
pursue tax evaders after December 31, 1999?  [H:
Stop smiling, you’re on Candid Camera.]  What
if the IRS computer system isn’t fully integrated
with all of its branch offices?  What if the system’s
massive quantities of forms are not stored in a
computer system that is year-2000-compliant?
More to the point, what if 20% of America’s
taxpayers believe that the IRS can’t get them if they
fail to file a return?

In 1999, the IRS may find a drop in compliance
from self-employed people.  If the IRS can’t
prosecute these people after 1999, there will be a
defection of compliance by the self-employed
When word spreads to the general public, there will
be a hue and cry—maybe at first against the
evaders, but then against employers who are
sending in employees’ money when self-employed
people are escaping.  Meanwhile, cash-only, self-
employed businesses will begin to lure business
away from tax-compliant businesses by offering big
discounts.

This will start happening all over the world.
Once it begins, it will not easily be reversed.  The
tax system rests on this faith: (1) the government
will pay us what it owes us; (2) the government can
get us if we stop paying.  Both aspects of this faith
will be called into question in the year 2000 if the
government’s computers are not in compliance.

Big Brother is no more powerful than his
software.  On January 1, 2000, this strength may
fall to zero.  Actually, double zero.  [H: Don’t
count on it for the Plan 2000 developers are not
that stupid.]

If the IRS cannot collect taxes, and if all the
other mainframe computer-dependent tax collection
agencies on Earth do not fix this, what will happen
to the government debt markets worldwide?  To
interest rates?  To the government-guaranteed
mortgage market?

Kiss them all goodbye.

“NO  PROBLEM!  TRUST  ME!”

There are a few conservative financial
newsletter writers who have heard about y2k.  They
deny its economic relevance.  A shut-down of all
mainframe computers would mean that newsletter
writers will be out of business after 1999—a
thought too terrifying for them.  So, they brush y2k
aside with some version of this rebuttal: “Of course,
the government may not get its computers fixed.”
This is supposed to calm you.  It should terrify
you.  Ask yourself:

What happens to T-bills and T-bonds if the IRS
computer breaks down and a tax revolt spreads
because taxpayers know the IRS will never find
them, and that if they pay their taxes, they won’t
get their refunds?

What happens to money-market funds and bond
funds that invest heavily in government debt when
investors realize that if the IRS can’t collect taxes,
the government will default on its debt?  [H: Ah,
but just why do you think big operators such as
the new United States Postal SERVICE  has
become so independent of the government—with
its own computer systems and new outlets all
over the map?  There is big money to be made
in the interim of chaos and the big dealers
insure that this remains so.  Those things which
will serve the New World Order will work while
the break-down hits every Tom, Dick and Harry
citizen.  A failure in the government insures the
take-over, don’t you see?]

What happens to the banks when depositors
figure out that the FDIC is bankrupt and that
nobody insures their accounts any more?  [H: It is
already bankrupt, friends!]

What happens to your job when the banks close
because of bank runs, and no business can borrow
money or even write a check to its employees?

What happens to the delivery of food into cities
when money fails because the banks are busted?

What  happens  to  the  de l ivery  of  publ ic
utilities when money fails because the banks are
busted?

What happens to your retirement fund when
ERISA,  the  government  pens ion  guaran tee
program, goes bankrupt?

What happens to the 38 million people in the
U.S. who are dependent on Medicare?  (Medicare
is administered by 70 private firms that have all
been  to ld  they  wi l l  be  f i red  in  2000 when
Medicare installs its new computer system, but
in the meantime, they have been asked to do the
year-2000 repair on their own, to deliver a fixed
system to the government in 1999.  Does this
sound crazy?  Of course.  It’s the government.
See my Web site for confirmation of this story:
a May 16 government report.)

What happens to 42 million people on Social
Security?

What happens to crime rates when the state
cannot imprison violent criminals and may have
to release those who are locked up because they
can’t be fed?

Kiss your job goodbye.  Especially if you’re
a journalist.  I know.  I am one.  I figure I’ll be
out  of  work—forced ret i rement—January 1,
2000.  I’m making plans to be in small-scale
agriculture.  I’m out of debt.  [H: And right
here, brethren, is why you need to hang on to
the farm—right here is the reason if you had
no other.  And, I think you will find a whole
bunch of people willing to pull those weeds
and tote that water.]

What about you?
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PSYCHOLOGICAL  DEFERRAL

Those in authority prefer to defer thinking
about this.  They are playing Scarlett O’hara:
“I’l l  think about i t  tomorrow,” followed by,
“Well, fiddle dee-dee.”  Deferral is a normal
response to distant Problems.  The question is:
What can we afford to defer?  People defer
making this assessment.  The fact that you have
not  read  much about  th i s  looming problem
doesn’t mean that it isn’t a problem.  If your
employer has not actively sought solutions to
th is  problem,  your  f i rm had  be t te r  no t  use
mainf rame computers  or  be  dependent  on
suppliers that rely on mainframe computers.  [H:
And now for the bad news: WHAT ARE YOU
GOING TO DO WHEN THE BUGS
RESISTANT TO TREATMENT RAGE OUT
OF CONTROL WITH NO WAY TO GET
HELP?  OH YES, THE GREAT PLANNERS
OF YOUR WORLD HAVE SET YOU A NICE
SET OF BEAR-TRAPS FROM WHICH YOU
CAN’T ESCAPE.   ONE WAY OR
ANOTHER—THEY PLAN TO GETCHA .
There are no accidents, my friends.]

Everyone assumes that  someone ELSE is
doing something to solve these problems.  “It’s
being taken care of.”  The problem here is the
passive voice.  Who exactly, is taking care of it?
What, exactly, is this person doing?  Is he on
schedule?  How do you know for sure?  Are you
taking his word for it?  Anyone who takes the
word of a computer programmer that he is on
schedule is a person of very great faith.  If the
programmer says “Sorry, I didn’t make it,” on
December 31, 1999, you’re dead in the water.
Meanwhile, he moves on.

[H: Wow, now you hit close to home don’t
you?  And what about you who wait for ME
to fix your plight, and our team to get you
your survival funds and lead the way with
flags waving and horns honking?  What can
they do when the zipper opens and it all falls
out?  I can tell my team what to do to cover
things, like stay on the septic system, keep the
butane tanks and fuel for the generator—but
these are merely stop-gap.  And while Ekkers
have  to  at tend the  legal  mess  of  the
generator’s guns and arrows, JUST WHO IS
GOING TO FILL IN THE BLANKS?  YOU?
OH, I DON’T THINK SO, FOR YOU WHO
THINK YOU HEAR “ME” OFTEN ARE
WHISTLING IN THE DARK.  YOU will not
have the other resources to conclude the plans
already under way.  People like Gene D. who
claim “you will never see a dime from any of
your...” will be the ones to show you the way?
Light  your  lamp?  Oh,  I  don’t  th ink so ,
brothers, for he too is waiting to see what we
will do so he can reclaim a job of some sort.
The lawyers never lower their rates for us and
neither do the industrial people with whom we
have to deal.  No, it is going to be hard go of
it, if you can make it through at all—alive
and well.  We are missing numbers one and
two, so read the upcoming with that in mind.]

Third, here is my personal strategy.  I have
adopted a question:  [H: Right here is another
major flaw in the printing of this article so
bear with us as we piece it together as best we
can.   These  are  the  th ings  suggested  as
positive actions but we have a large portion
missing and perhaps this can be an example
of what is to come as life is interrupted and
not just some articles by Gary North.]  “Can I

prove on paper that he owes it to me?”
I want hard copy print-outs of everything I

do with the government.  If you are owed money
from Social Security, and you’re dependent on
th is  income,  contac t  the  Soc ia l  Secur i ty
Administration every year and get a letter telling
you what you’re owed.  This is true of every
government pension system.

Do you have a copy of your birth certificate?
If not, write to your place of birth and get it.
Even if that community has not computerized the
records, do it now.  Even if it keeps the records
in a desktop, do it.  If word starts to spread,
they may be buried in requests in 1999.  You
want your paperwork Completed before word
gets out.

Do you  have  a  copy  of  your  co l lege
transcripts?  if not, get it.  The same goes for
your work record history.  Assume that your
records  a re  in  some company’s  mainf rame
computer.  Assume also that the company has
failed to update the software.

Do you  have  a  pr in t -out  of  a l l  o f  your
insurance records?  Would they stand up in
court?  If not, get what you need, now.

Have you spoken with your local insurance
agent?  Is he fully aware of the problem?  Ask
him straight out if he has scheduled an update of
his software if  he rel ies on vendor-supplied
software.  He deserves to know what is coming.
So do you.  (If you want to photocopy this issue
to send him, go ahead.)

Think through th is  problem in  advance ,
before it gets out and creates a banking panic, all
over  the  wor ld .   This  s tory  wi l l  ge t  ou t
eventually.  In 1999, when reporters are running
around looking for sensational year 2000-third
millennium stories, this one will at last surface.
It  already has:  in Newsweek .   At that  point ,
every government bureaucrat whose agency is at
risk will start playing the “no problem” game.
“It’s being taken care of.”

The bureaucrats’ number-one rule is to evade
responsibility.  No one with any authority is
going to admit that his malfeasance in office is
going to create a disaster on Jan. 1, 2000.  [H:
Even your top executive, President Clinton,
won’t even admit to some smooching in the Oval
Office.]  The basic response will be this:  “There
is no problem here, and furthermore, I’m not
responsible  when everything col lapses  next
year!”

Keep  v is i t ing  my Web s i te  for  updated
information:

http://www.garynorth.com.
[H: Perhaps some nice friend can visit that

Web site and get the missing information.
And, perhaps, give us an update as you move
on to almost a year later between this article
and our presenting it.]

[END OF QUOTING]

My own advice?  Get up off your praying
knees and get yourselves into protection.

To my immediate crew: I suggest you get
documents confirmed and lodged appropriately—
ON DECEMBER 28-31 ,  1999 .   Make  the
lodging appropriate to not having been entered
in to  the  computers  bu t  s i t t ing  a top  a  desk
somewhere waiting to be attended.  Extra work?
No,  insurance!   I  ask  tha t  you  lodge  the
informat ion  and  demand wi th  a  LOT OF
MAINFRAME USERS FOR THE IMF, ETC.,
WILL NOT HAVE ANY PROBLEM WIPING

OUT ALL THEIR RECORDS.  In addition, get
as many certified copies of entries in Illinois or
anywhere you can find data appearing.  Let us
get our own confirmation and affirmations in
place.  Since the documents are backed by gold
I suggest that you make note of that issue.  This
is likewise true of the Phoenix Institute and any
co-corporate entit ies dealing with banks and
exchanges.  Make sure your documentation is not
lost in the drop-out as intended through massive
wipe-out.  You will be getting loans, etc., so you
need to insure the valid entries of same so that
bus iness  can  cont inue  unin te r rupted .   I t  i s
planned that all these massive roll-over trading
programs  bite  the  dust,  so  don’t  fall  for
those manipulators  feeding off  the blood of
nations.

We need to get on with getting something
done NOW so we can develop our own sovereign
bank(s) with adequate coverage.  This one focus
wi l l  co l lapse ,  in tent ional ly ,  the  sys tems of
currency and governments  AS YOU KNOW
THEM TO BE.  It doesn’t have to happen to you
if you stay right on top of it.  But it is going to
be very hard to have the government, as you
used to know it, refuse the gifts of one Russell
Herman for a stable monetary system backed by
gold—and by golly, the manipulators are going
to have to bring back the gold, aren’t they?  And
yes indeed, V.K. Durham can do whatever she
wants and more blessings unto her—if she lives
long enough—which with the powers in power,
might well not be quite long enough to fit her
needs.  I can’t help anyone who tosses me off
like rotten garbage.  So, enemies proclaimed,
bring your suits and bring your complaints—we
have nothing in your care which matters a whit.
You think that you know better?  YOU DON’T!
Try to rule the world if you would—but your
folly will become the fool’s gold of old.  We
want nothing from any of you and are happiest
when ye leave us to our own.

V.K.  has  to ld  us  of f  qui te  square ly  and
accused us of dumping such as Ronn Jackson,
Gunther Russbacher, et al., “after we stripped
them of what we wanted”.  Is this insanity or
what?  How many of you nice readers ripped-off
these criminals?  How much did they rip-off and
con from you?  Ah, indeed!  Factually,  how
many of you fed and supplied Grannie with her
needs for months on end as did our friends?
THIS IS A THANK-YOU?  Please, with friends
l ike these,  who needs those enemies  afoot?
What kind of sick game is this?  Well, we don’t
play any more.   Go attend your own greedy
backsides and see if old brother Lucifer helps
you out of your dilemmas.  Whether he cuts your
throat or you do it yourself—the bleeding to
death happens.  We are not going to bleed with
you, so sever those cords right now if you think
you have attached strings twixt you and me.  I
have already cut mine to you.

A long writing?  Yes indeed, and a good one
at that, if you pay attention.

My scribe needs rest so let’s get her out of
here for a while.   Those computer-run pulse
systems WILL NOT CLOSE DOWN—COUNT
ON IT!

Can you make i t  through th is  upcoming
difficulty?  Yes!  Will you?  I don’t know; will
you?

Mr. Khrushchev, Russian Communist New
Worlder:  “We wil l  bury you so gently,  you
won’t even know you’re dead.”

Salu.   
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6/3/98    DR.  AL  OVERHOLT

BILDERBERG  MEETS,
PLANS  YOUR  FUTURE

Top World Court Bailouts On Agenda

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/1/98: [quoting]
[Tony] Blair was hardly treated as a head of

state.  He was lectured severely for failing to bring
Britain into the common currency, which is to be
phased in beginning January 1.  Blair assured
Bilderberg that Britain would join, but he had to
resolve “political problems” because “there is a
surge of nationalism at home”.

VEILED WARNING?

“You’re a Maggie Thatcher in long pants,” a
German told Blair.

This was a crude reminder that Lady Thatcher
had been dumped as head of state by her own
Conservative Party—on Bilderberg orders—and
replaced with trapeze artist John Major, for the
precise same reason (SPOTLIGHT May 29, 1989).

After being deposed, Lady Thatcher told The
SPOTLIGHT she considered being denounced by
Bilderberg a “tribute” because neither Britain
nor any country should surrender sovereignty
[emphasis mine].

“Helmut Kohl [German head of state] never
flinched” in pressing his country to join the
common currency, the German told Blair. “He
may lose this election because of this.  You know
Germany has a problem with nationalism.  But
Helmut stood f irm.”

Blair turned and walked away.
There was much discussion and optimism

among Bilderberg par t ic ipants  about  a  June
meeting of the UN in Rome, to draft a treaty
establishing a permanent International Criminal
Court (ICC).  Unlike the present World Court, the
ICC is to have enforcement power and could
impose its decisions universally.

U.S. PROTEST?

“Will America’s nationalists [an expletive in
Bilderberg dialect] give us trouble about the court
treaty?” asked one.

“I think not,” replied an American believed to
be—but not positively identif ied as—Casimer
Yost, director of the Institute for the Study of
Diplomacy,  School  of  Fore ign  Serv ice ,  a t
Georgetown University in Washington.

The American pointed out that in 1994, the
U.S .  Sena te  vo ted  55-45  to  encourage
establishment of the ICC under the UN.  The
Senate did so, he said, with the full knowledge

NEWS  DESK  SPECIAL  REPORT

Swiss Bilderberg Meeting

Brings Protests, Outrage
that the global court, with judges from (Red)
China or other rogue nations, may pass judgment
on the United States and individual citizens.

“There were some objections by the American
public, but not much,” the American said.  “Most of
them know nothing about it and probably won’t.”

“Unless one of them is sent to jail by the
ICC,” interjected another.

“Yeah, then they will notice,” the American
said.

The latter exchange was jocular and scornful.
On expanding NATO, Bilderberg participants

were impatient.
“The shortest path to permanent peace is to

bring everybody in—including Russia—as fast as
practical,” said one speaker whose comment met
with general approval.

A question was raised about costs.
“Costs,  you ask?” the speaker responded.

“How much did two World Wars, Korea, Vietnam
and the Gulf War cost Americans?  Peace is far
less expensive.”

To ensure “permanent peace throughout the
world requires a strong enforcement mechanism,
which means keeping the expanding NATO intact
but under UN direction, for which there is a
precedent to which none except rabid nationalists
objected,” the speaker said.

The “precedent” referred to was UN forces in
Bosnia, where American soldiers were issued the
UN uni form and  ser ved  under  a  fore ign
commander who reported directly to the Security
Council, with the U.S. president and Congress
having no role at all.

Bilderberg participants were clearly stating
that the UN is to emerge as a world government
with its own army patrolling the globe enforcing
its will.

Bilderberg luminaries expressed outrage that
Congress did not approve the $18 billion for the
International Monetary Fund to bail out the big
banks a year ago.

“How could you let your Congress get so out
of control?” asked a Frenchman of an American
during informal glass-tinkling.  “It was never a
problem before.”

“Our Congress has a problem we call voters,”
came the answer.

“That ’s  because  we  have  less  d i rec t
communication,” the Frenchman said.  “Leaders of
your Congress no longer accept our invitations to
attend Bilderberg.”

“Again, the problem is voters,” the American
explained. “For years and years,  we enjoyed
almost total privacy.  Now, right-wing extremists
stir the voters up and congressmen have too many
questions asked of them.”

For decades, such congressional leaders as

former House Speaker Tom Foley (D-Wash.),
former Senate Banking Chairman Lloyd Bentsen
(D-Texas) and others attended Bilderberg. Bentsen
cont inued  as  Pres ident  Cl in ton’s  Treasury
secretary, but was not listed among this year’s
participants.

For the past several years, the only legislators
to attend were Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga.) and a
House  member—but  on ly  a f te r  each  had
announced his retirement.

“We need them back, as the IMF problem
shows,” the Frenchman said.

“But  how?”  asked  the  Amer ican .
“Congressmen now consider attending Bilderberg
to be political suicide.”

Bilderberg regulars were all accounted for,
including David Rockefeller, Henry Kissinger and
Evelyn  de  Rothschi ld,  cha i r man of  N.M.
Rothschild & Sons of Britain and Europe.

Pres ident  Cl in ton ,  h imsel f  a  Bi lderberg
member,  sen t  h i s  usua l  assor tment  of
administration officials: Marc Grossman, assistant
secretary of state; Vernon Jordan Jr., a top unpaid
advisor who will  repor t  Bilderberg demands
directly to the president; Lawrence Summers,
deputy secretary of Treasury; and Christine Todd
Whitman (R), governor of New Jersey.

This  i s  Mrs .  Whi tman’s  f i r s t  Bi lderberg
meeting, which means they have plans for her.
After Clinton’s f irst Bilderberg meeting, in Baden-
Baden, Germany in 1991, he became president.

Other old-time luminaries present included
Chairman Peter Carrington, former secretary-
general of NATO; Paul Allaire, chairman of Xerox
Cor p .  and  Conrad  Black ,  cha i r man of  the
Telegraph  o f  London and  owner  of  a  vas t
newspaper chain, among other global interests.
[End quoting]

I’m happy to see that most of our congressmen
are scared to attend—that’s not saying they don’t
agree with them or will not obey them.  At least
it shows our pressures are being felt: we just need
a lot more and to get them impeached or kicked
out somehow.  Keep up the phone, faxes and letter
writing.

ANTI-PLUTOCRAT  RIOTS
CLOSE  DOWN  GENEVA

Melees have rocked Switzerland—
and you’re not allowed

to know about it.

From THE SPOTLIGHT, by Angus McLachlan,
6/1/98: [quoting]

In the worst public disturbances in Switzerland
in memory, thousands of anti-globalist protesters
rampaged through the streets here May 16-17,
smashing shops and cars and f ighting with police
and  Swiss  a rmy personnel  b rought  in  as
reinforcements.

At the time, this city was hosting the United
Nations, the World Health Organization, the World
Trade  Organiza t ion  (WTO),  and  GATT
enforcement agencies.

Presidents from 132 countries had converged
here off icially to celebrate the 50th anniversary of
the WTO but in fact they had come to get their
economic and political marching orders from the
Bi lderberg  honchos  af ter  the i r  powwows in
Scotland and England.

Hillary Clinton was already in attendance,
staying in a room next to Fidel Castro at the
Geneva Intercontinental Hotel.

There,  communists and capitalists fed on
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champagne ,  cav iar  and  the  luxur y  they  a re
accus tomed to  l ive  wi th—cour tesy  of  the i r
respective slaves and taxpayers.

While they were awaiting the arrival of Bill
Clinton during the May 16 weekend, celebrating
in endless parties in the balmy Swiss spring, the
globalists were suddenly jolted by the furious
cries of thousands of anti-globalist protesters
demanding an end to “globalist  tyranny and
dictatorship.”

SWISS, TOO

The an t i -g loba l i s t s—the  People  Wor ld
Action—include various populist  grass-roots
organiza t ions  f rom a l l  over  the  wor ld .   Of
particular shock to the Swiss government was the
presence of  many Swiss  ci t izens among the
pro tes te rs .   The  s l igh tes t  d i s turbance  in
Switzerland has always been blamed on “aliens”.

The  pro tes te rs  ta rge ted  a l l  the  mos t
representative emblems of globalism such as big
banks ,  b ig  mul t i -na t ional  cor pora t ions ,  b ig
in te r na t iona l  bureaucrac ies  such  as  the
International Labor Organization and the World
Trade  Organiza t ion  and  dozens  of  o ther
international bureaucracies which they perceived
as being the enforcers of the “New World Order”.

The  Swiss  gover nment ,  which  saw the
international confab as welcome relief after having
been kicked around by Edgar Bronfman’s World
Jewish Congress for months, literally panicked at
the unsightly demonstrators.  Thousands of police
were sent to disperse them with water cannons,
tear gas and billy clubs.

The orders were to run out of sight or arrest
all the “aliens” at any cost and restore Geneva to
globalist serenity.

GOVERNMENT PANICS

The police interpreted the orders as a green
light to beat up everybody and waded into the
defenseless demonstrators with batons and great
relish.

Police brutality only infuriated demonstrators,
who until then had engaged in peaceful protest.

The anti-globalist protest turned into a riot
which split the protesters into different streets of
the city center, where they started to smash the
windows of shops and institutions.  The Swiss
army was called in to cordon off the big Swiss
bank buildings.

Despite massive police reinforcements, along
with 42 police and army helicopters buzzing non-
stop over the city, it looked as if they were losing
control of the situation.

In panic the authorities closed down at least
20 border crossings between Geneva and France
as well as all the roads leading to the city.  Geneva
was brought to a standstill.

From their luxury suites and plush off ices the
globalist elite could hear the riots and for the f irst
time became apprehensive.  Clinton was advised
to cancel his planned appearance on May 18, but
the Trilateral Commission told him the show must
go on and ordered him to deliver his prepared
speech in person.

Amid extraordinary security measures he was
flown by helicopter back from the airport and the
United Nations and whisked away again as soon
as he f inished; an unsightly exit.

The Geneva riots are coming on the heels of
other  disturbances around the world against
globalist tyranny such as those in Malaysia and

Indonesia and protests from other Asian countries
whose economies had been devastated by the IMF,
the World Bank and George Soros.

Many Swiss  people  and fore igners  were
amazed that the three-day riot in Switzerland was
only  covered in  the i r  local  newspapers  and
te lev is ion .   Not  a  word  was  pr in ted  in  the
establishment press and media anywhere else in the
world. Neither CNN nor The Herald Tribune, the
establishment’s main mouthpieces, uttered a word
over what the Swiss considered very major news.

In the U.S., only The SPOTLIGHT carried the
story.

Damage to the city was calculated in the
millions in addition to the loss of work hours and
loss  of  bus iness  and  f reedom for  the  c i ty

inhabitants.
The globalist  honchos were shocked that

“ungrateful serfs” could protest their rule and
policies,  and mad as hell  with the Swiss for
having allowed such a crime of lese majesty to
happen in a city they had designated to be the
impregnable seat of globalism in the world.

The plutocrats are said to be looking for some
other bastion of luxury where they can meet in
calm and comfort without the sight and sound of
the unkempt masses, and certainly without their
protests and scrutiny.  [End quoting]

Even the Swiss can get “mad as hell and not
take it anymore”.  Oh, if enough people all over
the world would rise up—none violently—and
said, “NO MORE”!!

Netanyahu Bails Out On CFR

And Joins Bilderbergers
6/3/98    DR.  AL  OVERHOLT

BIBI  SEEKS  A
NWO  ALTERNATIVE

From the  INTERNET,  cour tesy  of
<John.Ray.1776@worldne t .a t t .ne t> ,  6 /3 /98:
[quoting]

What  a  week  for  New World  Order
Developments in Israel! Without doubt, something
extremely dramatic is in the air and all of about
100 people in Israel know it.  Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu, who was groomed and
placed in power by the Illuminati of America,
[ read  CFR] ,  dec ided  on  March  2  to  swi tch
allegiances to the Illuminati of Europe.

For  those  unfami l ia r  wi th  the  modern
conspiracy trend now commonly known as New
World Order theory; the world’s diplomacy is
secretly controlled by a cabal of extremely wealthy
and influential men who adhere to an ideology of
creating a one world government.  There are two
rivals within the conspiracy, one Anglo-Saxon, the
other European. Both share the same goal but
differ on who will run this global tyranny.

The seat of the New World Order in America
is The Council On Foreign Relations (CFR) in
Manhattan.  To reach consensus with the rest of
the cabal, the CFR created one sister organization
in the 1970s called the Tri-Lateral Commission
and jo ined  another  in  1954,  ca l led  the
Bilderbergers, named after a Dutch hotel where
the conspirators f irst gathered to bring their order
to the planet.

The NWO planners  cor r upt  governments
worldwide and when they refuse to cooperate,
arrange wars, hyper-inflation, starvation and the
like until [the governments] relent. Yitzhak Rabin
was f irmly in the hands of the Anglo-Saxon
branch, Shimon Peres, the Europeans. Binyamin
Netanyahu was also thought to be beholden to his

American masters...until the f irst week in March.
After three soldiers were killed in Southern

Lebanon,  Netanyahu became the f irs t  Prime
Minister to call for the implementation of the UN
resolution calling for Israel’s withdrawal from the
Lebanese securi ty zone.   And if  this  wasn’t
shocking enough, he invited the French to replace
Israel in Lebanon and bring their own security
plan to the region.

Not a day later, Netanyahu invited the EU to
submit its own peace plan for the region, not so
subtly, as an alternative to the American CFR
program, which was outlined in a task force report
last July.  The CFR’s idea of peace is having Israel
wi thdraw to  i t s  p re-1967 l ines  ever ywhere
including Jerusalem.

Within two days the EU announced its own
initiative to break “the deadlock in the peace
process” .   My,  wasn’t  that  f as t?   The plan,
reprinted in Haaretz, “would include a signif icant
Israel i  wi thdrawal  f rom the  West  Bank,  the
immediate opening of the Palestinian airport at
Dahaniyeh,  an  unequivocal  cessa t ion  of  a l l
settlement activities by Israel”... and if you think
there’s  no th ing  in  i t  fo r  I s rae l ,  “a  mutua l
commitment to implement security measures”.

All around, it’s as bad a deal as the CFR was
demanding, yet on March 4, Netanyahu took a
NWO tour of Europe.  He f irst visited King Juan
Carlos of Spain, then Chancellor Helmut Kohl of
Germany, then British Prime Minister Tony Blair and
on the last day, the unnamed Prime Minister of
Norway.  I say unnamed because in all Israeli press
accounts, the reporters didn’t know his name nor that
of his wife who would also be meeting Bibi.

Now surely, somebody must be asking, why
would Netanyahu’s f irst stop be to visit the King
of Spain?  For that matter, why Spain at all?  How
much clout does Spain have in the Middle East,
or even in Europe?

Now here is where conspiratorial literature
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6/4/98  #2    HATONN

WHEN  ALL
ELSE  FAILS

When you  th ink  you  have  covered  a l l
alternatives—you haven’t.  That is number one.
Number two is to then Call on God, ask for an
instruction manual, AND USE IT!

Let us consider responses to our series on the
articles from the Dearborn Independent on the
question regarding the Jewish community and
bro therhood.   These  a r t ic les  in  po in t  were
provided through intensive research into the topic
by dozens of investigators and research parties to
get valid information that is actually well known
to the public  i f  the public  paid at tent ion to
anything other than their own personal ideas,
ideals, and opinions.  The purpose was to show
that  NOBODY IN THIS SOCIETY COULD
POSSIBLY KNOW FACTS WITHOUT GREAT
STUDY INTO THE QUESTION ITSELF.  THIS
IGNORANCE  BREEDS MORE AND MORE
DISCONTENT AND INCORRECT PARTIES
ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
ACTIONS AND ACTIVITIES OF THE WHOLE
OF A PERCEIVED  PEOPLE—USUALLY
TOTALLY WRONG IN CONCEPT AND FACT.

JEU  vs.  JEW

We have  poin ted  out  tha t  what  you  a re
referring to as Jew is NOT WHAT IT SEEMS.
You are not actually focusing on the Judean or
Judaic or even the Torahan “religious” rites.
You are talking in major focus on the JEU.
(Shrewd Gamesmen, etc.)  This is NOT a race,
creed, or color.  However, you will find that
there is not an alternative way to PRONOUNCE
THE WORD ITSELF—IS THERE?  The JEU
comes from all religions, all races, all creeds and
all colors.

The responses to us, by and large, are mostly
from JEWS giving great appreciation for finally
s tanding  up  FOR THEM agains t  the  fa l se
information and deceptions cast about upon a
race/religion.

If you think the Jewish community is put-
upon and deceived—take a better and long, hard
look at the Christians, Moslems, and Islamic
communities.  Then consider very, very carefully
the Chinese basic religions and find that you are
outnumbered in just about every way.  STOP
THE INSANITY.  NO MAN IS BETTER OR
LESSER THAN ANY OTHER MAN—JUST

DIFFERENT!
I am asked over and over these days to please

find other historic writings which allow focus on
the  Jewish  vs .  the  Jeu ish  assumpt ions  as
presented through the years.  I will be happy to
do so but I have to ask you readers to do YOUR
SHARE and STOP THE NONSENSE.  You are
brothers in whatever color you come and it is
insanity to continue the bigotry one against
another while your very world collapses in the
morass of ill-conceived ideas.  These are the very
ideas impressed upon you to pull you asunder
and then you fall prey to the puppet-masters who
have gained control over you through the tricks
and buffoonery of political conquests.  Further,
while you are trying to decide if a person is
Jewish or Christian—you flunk Humanity and
waste away your time and energy.  Judge an
action—judge NOT the man.  Discern things
regarding the “man” in point according to all
things presented by that man but don’t bother to
judge his soul for that is for himself and God to
measure.

I am wanting here to ask you a question or
two about your knowledge and education: How
many of  you  know ALL about  the  Ancien t
esoteric texts such as Jewish Pseudepigrapha,
Chr is t ian  Apocrypha ,  Gnos t ic  Scr ip tures ,
Kabbalah or even the Dead Sea Scrolls?  How
many of you are totally familiar with the Ancient
Eastern Manuscripts as are found in the HOLY
BIBLE (not the King James of England version
of tampered information)?  Until you know all
there is to know that is available, how can you
make judgements OR discernments?  Not even
ONE re l ig ion  i s  Spi r i tua l  t ru th  in  i t s
presentat ion.   At best  a  rel igion is  a  MAN-
MADE DOCTRINE TO SERVE THE
“CHURCH” NEEDS—OR BETTER STILL, THE
HEADS OF THE CHURCHES.  True Spirituality
in  reference and re la t ion to  GOD is  to ta l ly
(TOTALLY) between the individual sovereign
person  and  GOD.   Churches  a re  groups  of
PEOPLE, nothing more, and you can find a good
club meeting to be as Spiritual, unfortunately, as
you will find in any Church.  In fact, if God
showed up in living form—most preachers and
church elders would not know Him—so let us
s top  t ry ing  to  foo l  ourse lves .   You go  to
churches to refuel your tanks, but what is most
often the case is that you get a Pep talk and get
your  fue l  t ank  (pocketbook)  dra ined  qui te
ef f ic ien t ly  in  the  process .   Fr iends ,  QUIT
TRYING TO FOOL YOURSELVES FOR THE
FOOLS ARE INHERITING THE EARTH AND

Global Parasite Topic Continues:

Hidden “Jewish” Parasites

Zion’s Trojan Horse

really helps put the pieces together.  Let us look
at a brief biography found in Texe Marrs’ book,
Circle of Intrigue:

Juan Carlos lays claim to the title, “King Of
Jerusalem”.  He is further called the “Defender of
Catholic Holy Land Interests”.  Juan Carlos has
close ties with Jewish Zionist interests.  The
Spanish King, accompanied by the President of
Israel, Chaim Herzog, has visited Madrid’s Jewish
synagogue to cement these ties...King Juan Carlos
is not only a member of the Illuminati’s Inner
Circle ,  he is  also a  member of  Opus Dei ,  a
powerful and secretive Roman Catholic Order.

Alex Constantine writes of the King’s more
secre t  assoc ia t ions  in  h i s  book,  Psychic
Dictatorship In The U.S.A.  He claims the royal
sire is sympathetic to the pedophilic cult, the
Children Of God: “Another of the cult’s patrons
is  King Juan Carlos of  Spain,  whose sexual
appetite is legendary.”

You just don’t get this kind of background in
the mainstream press.

Af te r  Bla i r  was  e lec ted,  the  same an t i -
conspiracy media was quick to point out that
Phoney Tony was a member of the Bilderbergers
and sa t  in  on i t s  las t  annual  meet ing.   The
l i te ra ture  on  Kohl  i s  vas t  and  i t  c i tes  h i s
manipulation of the Socialist International to
bring a European Union with its own currency into
being as part of the grand one-world-government
plan.

As for Norway, ask what all Israelis should
ask: why is the Middle East Peace Process being
run [projected] out of this peanut of a nation?
Why must all fateful decision pass through the
hands of Lapland?

And why did Netanyahu take this trip?  The
respected conspiracy author,  Joel Bainerman
(Crimes Of A President) notes, “Netanyahu visited
Mitterand, Kohl and Major while he was the
opposition leader,  and numerous repor ts and
rumors strongly suggest that  he promised to
maintain the Oslo Accords if he was elected prime
minister.  It’s not the first time he’s revealed some
serious European ties.  The Americans may be his
masters but he is capable of rebelling against
them.”

It is very foolish and deadly to betray NWO
alliances.  In 1995, Peres was forced to abandon
Europe by the Anglo-Saxons and he was rewarded
with a string of bloody suicide bombers and a
murderous  mini -war  in  Lebanon.   Shi f t ing
allegiances cost Peres his career but abandoning
NWO vows can also cost one his life, as may well
be the case with Yitzhak Rabin.

Prime Minister Netanyahu appears to have
broken with the American powerbrokers and gone
with the European insiders.  If recent history has
taught  us  anyth ing ,  I s rae l  wi l l  be  bled  in
retaliation and/or Netanyahu had better trust his
bodyguards.

Sent by Barry Chamish—Israeli journalist.
Phone/Fax:  (972)-2-9914936,  E-Mai l :
chamish@netmedia.net.il  [End quoting]

Interesting how things are heating up amongst

the adversaries.    

Editorial Policy
Opinions  of  the  CONTACT

contributors are their own  and  do
not necessarily reflect those of the
CONTACT staff or management.
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ALL ITS MISERY.
In addition, before I go on with the topic in

point—Jewry or Jeury—I must ask you to realize
that men through the ages speaking on this topic
never know what to call the groups presenting as,
basically, false Jews.  We can call them Zionists
but you then must deal with the Mormon Zionists
as well, wherein the FACTS will reveal that the
Mormon Church uses the same rituals of secret
nature as any other SECRET organization, and
most come directly from the Freemasonic Order.

Fur ther ,  when  we use  another ’s  work ,
WHICH I  WILL DO EVERY TIME
POSSIBLE—TO STOP THE NONSENSE
ABOUT “REVELATION”—I MUST USE THE
TERMS THE AUTHOR USES.  NEITHER I,
NOR YOU,  HAVE TIME TO WRITE AT
EVERY INDISCRETION FOUND WITHIN A
DOCUMENT.  These are lessons YOU must
learn in order to be discerning, and when you
serve God within HIS laws, the rest becomes
quite easy to discern.   IF IT IS NOT WITH
GOD, THEN IT IS NOT “OF” GOD!

Every individual human is birthed with a
knowledge of RIGHT and WRONG as to GOD’S
TRUTH.  All else must be LEARNED and, thus,
who teaches the child?  Ah so—think carefully
for  ignorance accepted is  passed on and on
through the  ages ,  and  t ru th  wi l l  d ie  i f  no t
attended.

There is no such reality in such as a “hate
crime”, whether it be against any race or class of
community of people.  Crime is crime and there
are laws against crime.  The “hate” part is simply
to further isolate, separate and confuse.  If a man
beats  up another  man i t  is  a  cr ime—period.
There are laws against criminal activities—”hate”
is a “state of being in emotional stance”; crime
is a commitment of unlawful acts.  If I take your
purse unlawfully—the crime is in taking the
purse, the theft itself—for whatever reason.  It is
not in “who” you snatch it “from”.  Life will
become far more easily mastered if you stop
biting on all the nonsense and ridiculous chaos
tossed onto your plates.  This very foolishness
has ruined your judicial system.  Crime is not
difficult to determine.  If a law is broken which
damages another, then you have some varying
s tage  of  “cr ime” .   Don’ t  confuse  th i s  wi th
regulations, i.e., wearing a seat belt.  It is no
crime to not wear a belt or belt-in a child—but
you have  broken  the  REGULATIONS SET
FORTH THROUGH LEGISLATIVE
GUIDELINES IF YOU FAIL TO RESPECT THE
PRONOUNCEMENT.  You will then get fined or
warned.  With crime you should answer to a
court and the party from which you damaged or
thieved.  People would like to label these “gray
areas” but no, they are thus: did you do it or
didn’t you do it?!  “Reasons”, at  best,  as to
“why”  you  do  a  th ing  may wel l  a f fec t  the
outcome—but guilt is laid to the lawbreaker—
God’s or Man’s.  “Reasons” may well affect the
penalty for the act—but the act  i tself  is  the
determining fac tor .   Responsibi l i ty  i s  what
determines choices.

Example: If you are prone to get swept up in
a moment of foolishness, then I suggest you stay
away from those places where you might well get
into such choices of actions.  If you are going to
protest and the “protest” goes nuts—expect to get
arrested for you made the choice to be there in
the first place.  In other words, be responsible
FOR YOUR CHOICES, for the law will hold you
responsible.  Remember that if you tote a gun—

YOU made the choice to have that gun on you—
and guns don’t kill people—people using guns
often do kill people.  If you are so weak as to
have to  f ind s t rength and self-worth with a
weapon—you are in serious trouble over lack of
responsible choices.  Moreover, people who act
outside the responsible laws—cannot then expect
others, like us, to somehow fix the circumstances
after the choices are made and acts performed.
And people: GOD WILL NOT PROTECT YOU
FROM YOUR OWN WILL OR DELIBERATE
ACTIONS AND CHOICES.  WHY SHOULD HE
HELP YOU WHEN YOU ARE AS NEGATIVE
AND WRONG IN INTENT AS IS  YOUR
OPPONENT?  It  is  al l  about you—you  as in
SELF.   And yes  indeed,  God wil l  hold you
responsible when you have had opportunity to be
otherwise informed.  KNOWING cannot ever
re turn  to  UNKNOWING.   And,  ignorance
deliberately taken is NOT the same as simple
ignorance.  This becomes deliberate intent of not-
finding-out the rules and regulations.  The road
to  Hel l  may wel l  be  paved  wi th  good
intentions—but so, too, is the road to Heaven
and “ in ten t ions”  a re  YOUR INDIVIDUAL
PROPERTY—WITH GOD, OF COURSE.

Therefore ,  i t  i s  YOUR responsib i l i ty  as
individuals to not take our writings OUT OF
CONTEXT or twist them to suit your opinions.
Your opinions of content, or of us, are none of
our business.

Therefore, if we offer information—you have
every  r igh t  and
responsibility to take
i t  or  leave i t  for  we
ONLY OFFER.

We have a couple
of  “ repor t s”  which
were  wel l -done
observa t ions  by
Senator  Jack  B.
Tenney who was born
back in 1898.  These
papers seem to be as
good,  as  sources  of
information, today as
they  were  when
written.  In the 1940s
he  headed  a
Commit tee  on  Un-
Amer ican  Act iv i tes
which was also called
a  Fac t -F inding
Commit tee .   The
reports resulting have
been  genera l ly
accepted for  their  accumulat ion of  accurate
information.  We can offer it as “information”
only for we are not a committee to find facts—
only present what others have found.

One of these reports is called Zion’s Trojan
Horse and the other we have available will have
more meaning if we offer the “Trojan” horse
first.

Wi th  th i s  in  mind ,  and  a l l  the  above
presented, we can, yes, serve up some additional
information on the topic covered in the Global
Parasite series.

Perhaps to consider it a continuation we can
simply call this series, much shorter than the
other, HIDDEN PARASITES.  This will speak of
“Jews”, yes, but don’t be fooled for some of the
most obvious players are JEUS and not JEWS.

With that we can herein offer the Introduction
to  Zion’s  Trojan Horse  by  Senator  Jack B.

Tenney.  We will offer a direct “copy” of the
papers we have as directly as we can do so in
respect to the original publishers and writers.
We are told that  these l i t t le  journals are no
longer available—we have no investigation as to
that fact.  They bear no copyrights and almost no
information as to source of publishers.

The “Introduction” is  done by Col.  John
Beaty, author of The Iron Curtain Over America,
much of which is so excellent in information that
we have offered a lot of that discourse prior to
now.

If E.J. will be kind enough to give us some
guidelines as to references, parts, and dates, we
will  endeavor to keep the portions correctly
labeled.

PART 1: HIDDEN PARASITES.

[QUOTING, Zion’s Trojan Horse by Jack B.
Tenney, Circa 1940s:]

INTRODUCTION

Col. John Beaty

To be of major significance, a book on the
cur ren t  wor ld  scene  must  meet  th ree
requirements: (1) It must be the work of a person
who has been in an exceptional posit ion for
breaking through censorship and learning the
t ruth;  (2)  i t  must  be  ful l  and complete  and

written fearlessly,
wi th  no ef for t  to
hide or gloss over
the evi l  deeds  of
any  fac t ion  or
minority; and (3) it
must be written by
one who is skilled
in the writer’s art.
Zion’s  Tro jan
Horse ,  by  Jack
Tenney, possesses
the  t r ip le
qualification.

(1)  Ten years
of arduous work in
the  Cal i forn ia
Senate  as
Chai rman of  the
Committee on Un-
A m e r i c a n
Act iv i t ies  has
g iven  Senator

Tenney a great body of information on vital facts
to  which  newspaper  co lumnis t s  and  o ther
political writers, and even academic historians,
have no means of access.  The reason is obvious.
In his strategic position, Senator Tenney not only
had opportunities to force the disclosure of much
information which would under no circumstances
have become known to a writer who was not in
a similar position of government authority.

(2)  An author’s incumbency in high office or
in  a  s t ra teg ic  pos i t ion  does  no t ,  however ,
guarantee that his book is of major importance.
Too many such personages have written books to
throw a smoke screen over their own surrenders
to poli t ical  expediency or to al ien pressure.
Other authors have written books which purport
to cover the history of the past half century or to
deal with the foreign policy of the United States

In Paradise Lost  John Mil ton

wrote the epic of the fall of man, a

fall which was engineered by an

alien intruder into the Garden.  In

Zion’s Trojan Horse, Jack Tenney

has written of the fall of American

man, and of American women, too,

under the blandishments, the bribes

and the int imidat ion of  a l ien

intruders  into our  garden-spot ,

America.  To read this great book is

to arm yourself with knowledge.

With your increased knowledge you

will feel increased confidence and

have a new power to go forth and

defend your country, your ideals,
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of  Amer ica  and  ye t ,  f rom fear  of  an  a l ien
minority, make no reference whatever to Middle
East, Israel, Jews, Judaism, Khazars, or Zionism!
These books name names, but never the names of
such history-making Jews as, for example, the
Rothschi lds ,  Chaim Weizman,  Samuel
Untermeyer, those Jews prominent in more recent
times in atomic espionage; in the U.S. executive
departments, especially Treasury and State; and
above all, in the personal staffs of the last three
Presidents of the United States.

Books that leave out such topics and such
names  a re  worse  than  use less .   They  a re
dangerous.  They teach the reader to place the
blame for the world’s perilous condition upon
people of his own creed and kind, and not where
it belongs—upon scheming alien manipulators.
[H: JEUS.  Def. “Shrewd Gamesmen”.]  Such
books present a picture as much distorted from
the truth as would be presented by a history of
the U.S.  Revolut ionary War which made no
reference to taxation without representation, the
Declaration of Independence, and the Continental
Congress ;  and made no ment ion of  Thomas
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, or
other men prominent at the time in influencing
public opinion.

But how, the reader may ask, can one tell
without reading it whether a book by a seemingly
authoritative author gives a full coverage of its
subject?   Fortunately,  there is  an easy test .
Consul t  the  index  of  each  book which  has
a t t rac ted  your  a t ten t ion .   Make  your  own
comparison, and back the book of your choice.
The merest glance at the index of Zion’s Trojan
Horse  wil l  show you i t s  fu l l  and  fear less
coverage of all phases of its vital subject.  [H:
We will not yet have a sequence of writings
but we can list the index contents next so that
you can begin to picture what will be covered
in this series from the book in point.]

(3)  Whatever a man’s former position of
authority and however full his coverage of his
subject, he cannot have maximum effectiveness
unless he writes well.  Senator Tenney writes
with a confidence and a zeal which the reader
immediately senses and shares.  Imbued by the
emot ion  of  the  au thor ,  the  reader  i s  swept
forward through the mass of details which fill the
years between Karl Marx and the present.  He is
both fascinated and terrified by the climactic
story of the growth of two tremendous forces,
Communism and Zionism, so closely related in
their objectives.  The reader sees with the horror
which can be induced only by superb literary
wr i t ing  how the  a ims  of  these  two forces ,
Communism and Zionism, are alike hostile to
Amer ica  as  a  na t ion  and  to  the  Chr i s t ian
civilization  of which our nation is the finest
f lower .   [H:  Never  mind the  Jesus ian
christianity as projected, or assumed, here.
We speak of CHRIST-ianity which project the
assumption of GOD AS LIGHTED TRUTH
AND MORALITY.   However,  for you who
don’t quite yet understand the differences
here ,  you may wel l  be  squaring  of f
“Christianity” VS. non-Christianity.  If you
are to assume that we only speak of Jewish
confl ict  or opposit ion—you are incorrect ,
WRONG!  What Mr. Tenney or Mr. Beaty
may “assume” or project may or may not fill
this meaning, so be careful in your taking in
of  th is  informat ion for  terms change  in
meaning and you can get distracted over and

over again.  The best approach is to THINK.]
The reader shares the author’s indignation at the
subtle way in which Communism and Zionism
have played Christian nations against each other
in  b loody conf l ic t ,  and  i s  appa l led  a t  the
combina t ion  of  subt le  in f i l t ra t ion ,  b razen
bullying, and everlasting propaganda with which
these two alien forces have ridden rough-shod
over the world and have demanded and secured
in  th is  country  r ights  and pr iv i leges  which
involve the  dest ruct ion of  America  and the
degradation of the Christian West.

In Paradise Lost John Milton wrote the epic
of the fall of man, a fall which was engineered
by an alien intruder into the Garden.  In Zion’s
Trojan Horse, Jack Tenney has written of the fall
of American man, and of American women, too,
under the blandishments,  the bribes and the
intimidation of alien intruders into our garden-
spot, America.  To read this great book is to arm
yourself with knowledge.  With your increased
knowledge you will feel increased confidence and
have a new power to go forth and defend your
country, your ideals, and your faith.

DALLAS, TEXAS
DECEMBER 4, 1953

[End of “Introduction”]

Let us offer the sections of the contents:

INTRODUCTION

THE WANDERING JEW
In Dispersion From the Beginning
The Chosen People

THE TERRIBLE POWER OF THE PURSE
Jacob Henry Schiff
The Rothschilds
The Warburgs

PRELUDE TO CONQUEST
The World Zionist Organization
Toward World Government

THE REVOLUTIONARY PROLETARIAT
The Jewish Socialist Federation of America
The Socialist International
The National Workmen’s Committee

JEWISH REVOLUTION
“WE ARE ONE PEOPLE”

“Unity of Mind and Purpose”
The Copenhagen Manifesto

THE JEWISH NATION
The International Jew at Versailles
The Versailles Treaty
Second Meet ing of  the American Jewish
Congress

CONQUEST OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITIES
Groundwork for World Government
First World Jewish Conference
The Constituent Session of the World Jewish
Congress
Mobilization of World Jewry

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

AGITATION FOR WORLD WAR II

ANTI-GENTILISM

CHANCE OR DESIGN?

[END OF QUOTING]

I choose to leave this now but need to make
another comment or two regarding the sequence
of these writings.

The documents are published in a series as
was Ford’s work.  However, we don’t have all
the volumes in the reports.  I suggest you just
accept what we have, and if you wish more in-
depth study, try the more recent publishers of the
material: Sons of Liberty, P.O. Box 449, Arabi,
LA 70032.  We, however, have done no research
work in locating these facilities or in knowledge
if they are still viable resource.

We will eventually combine our own writings
inclusive of the information we have received,
under  Hidden  Paras i tes ,  and  they  wi l l  be
available as journals.  This is for you who want
the bound books rather than newspaper articles,
as  I  p resent  the  in format ion  wi th  my own
comments.

We greatly honor those who came before and
were daring enough to speak out even at the risk
of  l i fe  i t se l f .   Tru th  does  not  change—but
clarification and confirmation is invaluable as
“time” moves on and as prior information can be
brought into relationship with the “today” of
your experience.

There are so many distractions which come
forth in life that we can only promise to offer

Two of the tastiest, most �storable� foods are now
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag.  Prepare and cook them
just like pinto beans.  Wonderful soup extender and both
make super salad/sandwich sprouts.

Adzuki Beans 50-lb. bag *$50.
Red Lentils 50-lb. bag *$30.

Order From New Gaia�Call 800-639-4242
* Plus UPS delivery charge

Red Lentils & Adzuki Beans
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this information as quickly as possible and in the
sequence presented to us.  I want to do some of
the series offered, myself, so that I can witness
the input and not have a load dumped on others
of our journalistic team.  I DO KNOW MORE
and the reason for that is obvious.  I can also
have greater ability to shut down the foolish
misconceptions and attitudes of those who would
confront that about which they know NOTHING
but command and demand attention for their
foolish projections on the topics covered.  They
may certainly do it—so you must use your right
to intelligent reason FOR SELF.  May the brain
you save be your own.

It is certainly not the fault of the “Jewish”
people that the wrong identification of label is
affixed to these Elite organizers,  so quit the
wrong assumpt ions .   A “Whi te”  man,  for
instance, may or may not be a Jewish person.  In
the  Middle  East ,  a  Jewish person wil l  look
IDENTICAL to an Arab—so forget the bigotry in
favor of some knowledge-gathering.  Above all:
KNOW THAT SEMITE IS NOT EQUAL TO
“JEW” AND MOST OFTEN HAS NO
RELATIVE MEANING AT ALL.

In addition, readers, it doesn’t hurt if you
disagree with someone else.  From honest and
honorable intercourse and discourse is the ONLY
WAY to actual ly LEARN.  So what  i f  your
knowing prior to this has been lacking—so, you
LEARN IT NOW!  Question it and the more you
doubt and question—the harder you must look to
discount or account—THAT is your choice.  In
this manner you can come to exist in a stance of
knowing and stop the amazing spread of wrong
information which makes you as responsible for
misinformation as the deliberate consorts of
disinformation.  If you didn’t know there were
such people as “Khazars”, then join the bigger
crowd of non-informed who didn’t know either—
but KNOW NOW.  I will stand forever in your
right to not know—I will not stand silent in your
ignorance or refused learning while you bash

another in your own ignorance.
You have a RIGHT OF FREE SPEECH but is

i t  too  much to  expec t  your  speeches  to  be
RIGHT in content and concept?  You DO NOT
HAVE A RIGHT TO ABUSE ANOTHER BY
YOUR FREE-ANYTHING.

The facts ARE: Judaic TRUTH is as near as
you are going to get, in its untampered form, to
the guidelines of historic Spiritual records.  You
can go back to Aton of Egypt and still find lies
and rumors and the most corrupt form of human
evil.  Just because a Spirit appears and professes
to know it all—BEWARE!  A departed “Spirit”
is exactly THAT—a departed Spirit—and usually
the first to contact you will be of the worst kind.
I t  is  YOUR responsibi l i ty  to  sor t  your  own
information flow-lines.

Dharma’s days are filled to overflow with
current legal mandates as to time and location so
we can only promise to do the best we can with
those physical limitations, for others have their
ass igned  tasks  and  I  would  not  usurp  my
brother’s scribes for my accepted task except in
emergency .   But ,  readers :  YOU MUST BE
ALERT FOR EMERGENCIES ARE GOING TO
BE COMING FROM EVERY DIRECTION,
JUST AS PROMISED BY THE SEERS.

Thank you  for  your  persona l  input  and
sharing but I ask forgiveness for inability to
respond to  each  of  you—even to  our  long-
standing friends and compatriots.  Humans are
simply limited to that which IS.  And, I am as
close as your thoughts—please remember that,
chelas.  When you ONLY directly share with me
through Dharma, you miss the point of Spiritual
connections.  Share with her, but don’t expect an
answer FROM ME through her!!

LIGHT CAN ONLY SHINE THROUGH
ENLIGHTENMENT AND KNOWLEDGE, SO
LET US NOT LINGER IN THE DARKNESS OF
IGNORANCE FOR EVEN ONE MOMENT
LONGER THAN IT TAKES TO LEARN.  Salu.

6/5/98  #1    HATONN

Life is too short to get hung up in non-
change.  If you want to see what life is
about on the other side of the hoop, then
change.   Make a change in your l i fe .
Give yourself a break... You take a risk,
you take a dare and you do it.  You just
do it.

We must make changes because changes
are inevitable and the first change we
have to make is in ourselves, as to how
we see the world and how we are able to
deal with life.  That change comes about
by  re leas ing  the  pas t ,  re leas ing  the
blame,  the anger,  and frustrat ion for
what you feel has been done to you, and
to get on with your life.

—LITTLE CROW

Unti l  you are  WILLING to  change your
attitudes, move out of your prejudice and bigotry,
you cannot change your chaotic world into any
form of balance.  Only after mankind balances
himself  with his  fel low-man can he balance
anything elsewise presented by the world of
physical expression.

You end up with tyrants and rulers because
you are  unwi l l ing  to  g ive  up  the  chaos  to
CHANGE.  And, friends, until you can change

you can only have chaos.
Last evening it  came as a hard note on a

beaut i fu l  evening  a t  the  middle-school
“graduat ion”  here  in  Tehachapi .   Rick  was
shocked, and we here are not easily shocked.

He had gone to attend the program and noted
that three rather interesting young men were
among the “graduates”.  They each had identical
trappings and hair-dos.  The hair was bleached
blond-white and almost of skinhead length.  They
each appeared, as called to receive their paper,
and each GAVE A HAND SIGNAL OF SATAN
TO THE CROWD—WHEREIN THE KIDS
“WENT WILD” WITH WAGGLING GOAT
SIGNS AND OVATIONS.

This is  YOUR LIFE, chelas,  and THESE
ARE YOUR BABIES.  And still  you wonder
why children shoot their mates in school or on
highways and their parents in their beds at home?
How long can YOU blame SOMEONE ELSE?

These kids are NOT “Jewish” and they are
NOT “Jeuish”—they  a re  NOT Chr is t ians
(although they may or may not be called same)—
THEY ARE OF THE CHURCH (BODY) OF
SATAN!

HOW could this happen?  Easy—YOU LET
IT HAPPEN.

In the past we have written extensively on the
topic of Satanism, religions, and yes, the very
horrendous treks of the Christians (so-called) in
their bloodbath marches across nations as they
demanded all become Jesusians.  These things,
however ,  a re  eas i ly  found in  l ib ra r ies  and
historical documents—but now we speak of the
Jewish element as it has moved forward, once
again along the same corridors of time and space,
sequence and place.

Could we not speak more on Moslems and
Buddhists?  Of course,  but  we must  discern
whereat lies the greater urgency.  TODAY it is
the  s tandoff  between what  i s  thought  to  be
Jewish and that which is THOUGHT to be Arab
and other.  None of the qualifications are valid in
either instance.  The game is about the would-be
Puppet-MASTERS and the soon-to-be SLAVES.
Each claims to serve righteousness and equality.
WOW!  Can you not see that NEITHER serves
righteousness?  BOTH sides serve the cause of
Satan and nobody seems to openly admit such
choices .   How terr ib le  i s  the  wrath  of  man
against and upon man as you kill and destroy for
your Masters.

We speak of bibles and their writers—the
Christian claiming the Holy Bible is the work of
God and Christ.  No, it is the work of man.  The
Talmud  i s  the  WORK OF MAN.   MAN IS
FLAWED AND PRESENTS WAR AS A MODE
OF MEASURE.  IT IS NOT OF GOD EVEN IF
IT APPEARS IN THE FIRST WRITTEN
SCRATCHES OF MANKIND .   And,  readers ,
don’ t  g ive  me emphat ic  descr ip t ions  of  a
happening of ancient times—too long ago to even
remember—for you are giving me the scratching
of mankind upon the memories and minds of
yourselves.  WERE YOU THERE WHEN GOD
CREATED EARTH AND MAN?  THEN HOW
DARE YOU PROCLAIM ANOTHER MAN’S
SCRIBBLINGS—THE VERY MAN WHO
WOULD DESTROY AND RULE YOU?

GOD IS  SIMPLICITY AND EASY TO
UNDERSTAND—FOR ALL GOODLY THINGS
COME FORTH FROM GOD.  HIS RULES ARE
SIMPLE AND EASY—JUST DO IN LOVE ONE
TO ANOTHER AS YE WOULD DO FOR SELF.
“HE” places no “unless” in his instructions—

If you would like to order this book, it sells

for  $12.95 each plus $1.50 postage.

Please send orders to:

One World Publishing

P.O. Box 9148

Fountain Valley, CA 92728

The  Wisdom of  Little  Crow

From

The Gathering
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YOU DO.
Let us move on to our topic underway.

PART 2: HIDDEN PARASITES

[QUOTING, Zion’s Trojan Horse by Jack B.
Tenney, Circa 1940s:]

THE  WANDERING  JEW

In dispersion From the Beginning

Although few Jews can prove that their most
remote ancestor ever trod the soil of Palestine,
Jewry  has  pers i s ted  in  the  f ic t ion  of  the
Diaspora.  It may be said that Jewry has been in
dispersion from the beginning.  There were many
more Jews in Alexandria in 250 B.C. than there
were in Jerusalem; Jews whose forbears had not
shared the Babylonian captivity; Jews who had
no knowledge  of  Hebrew.   Throughout  the
Roman empire, in Spain and Africa, there were
closely-knit communities of Jews who had never
known the land of Canaan.  At the birth of Jesus
of Nazareth the Jews were the most racially
mixed people on the face of the globe.

Wherever a Jewish community existed, there
also was the Talmud.

Each community kept in close touch with
Jerusalem.  Wherever a Jew wandered he found
Jewish settlements and colonies.  Religious and
educational  organizat ions were founded and
main ta ined  long  before  the  Chr i s t ian  e ra .
Financial assistance for Jerusalem was a well
es tab l i shed  Jewish  ac t iv i ty  th roughout  the
civilized world, and political pressure and “back
stair diplomacy” were fine Jewish arts centuries
before Titus destroyed Jerusalem and the Temple
in 70 A.D.

Af te r  the  es tab l i shment  of  Chr i s t ian i ty ,
Roman Jewry  made  exce l len t  use  of  i t s
geographic position by interceding with the Holy
See on behalf of Jewry in trouble elsewhere in
Christendom, as it  had done with the Roman
emperors in the centuries before Christ.

International Jewish conferences were held
sporadically throughout the world until about the
17th Century.  They were discontinued because
of Gentile suspicions.

The Nineteenth Century witnessed the first
open organizational activities of modern world
Jewry .   Br i t i sh  and  French  Jewry  met  in  a
conference called by Sir Moses Montefiore and
the Board of Deputies of British Jews in 1840.
Adolphe Cremieux (Isaac Moise) attended this
conference.  The Board of Deputies of British
Jews thereafter undertook responsibility for Jews
everywhere.  The B’nai B’rith was founded in
New York City in 1843 for the express purpose
of uniting the Jews of the world in the secret
body.

Jewish “emancipation” followed the Jew’s
emergence from Ghettos (which appears for the
grea te r  par t  to  have  been  se l f - imposed
segregation) and progressed at a rapid pace in
Europe from the time of Moses Mendelssohn.

Religious equality was a condition imposed
by the Great Powers of the Nineteenth Century
for the independence of such states as Serbia and
Rumania.  The Serbian Skuptshina, by unanimous
vote abolished the constitutional provision that
limited the political rights of Serbian Jews.  In
Rumania most of the landed property of the
Rumanians was heavily mortgaged to Jews and
Rumania moved slowly in the fulfillment of the

condi t ion  imposed .   In  October  of  1879,
however ,  a  law was adopted conferr ing the
privileges of citizenship upon every foreigner in
the country and restricting the ownership of
landed property to Rumanian citizens.  A ten-
year probationary period between application for
c i t izenship  and i t s  ac tua l  a t ta inment  was  a
compromise which appears to have solved the
Rumanian problem and to have been acceptable
to the Great Powers.

Although Moses Mendelssohn (born Moses
ben Mendel  a t  Dessau,  September  6 ,  1729)
advoca ted  Jewish  pene t ra t ion  of  Chr i s t ian
society, he always remained a Jew in the ethnic
sense.  He outwardly professed Judaism but at
heart he was agnostic if not atheistic.  His first
li terary venture was a German translation of
Jean-Jacques  Rousseau’s  “Discourse  on the
Origin of Inequality Among Men”—an onslaught
on civilization which contends that the savage
s ta te  i s  super ior .   In  founding the  Hascala
movement  Mendelssohn  d id  no t  in tend  to
advoca te  Jewish  adherence  to  Chr i s t ian
civi l iza t ion;  he  proposed adapt ion ,  thereby
uncovering “a world of heretofore unheard-of
possibilities where initiated Jews could exercise
their influence”.  Mendelssohn has been called
the Third Moses, in that he brought the Jews out
of their ghettos and showed them the Promised
Land—and because of its method of penetration,
there are those who believe that Hascala  was
also the name of the Jewish-Trojan horse.

In 1857 American Jewry exerted itself for the
first  t ime in the United States as a minority
pressure  group .   Pro tes t ing  the  denia l  o f
residential and commercial rights to American
Jews in Switzerland, a convention was organized
by American Jewry in Baltimore.  Rabbi Isaac
M. Wise was selected as the spokesman of the
delegation by this meeting and directed to confer
with President James Buchanan on the subject.

Meanwhile many Jews were attaining wealth
and position throughout the world.  In 1828 Jews
had been made eligible for municipal offices in
England.  In 1858 they were admitted to the
House  of  Commons .   Baron  Nathan  de
Rothschild was the first Jew who walked the
halls of Westminster.  There has never been any
prohibition against Jews holding public office in
the United States.

The Mortara Affair in 1860 resulted in the
creation of the Alliance Israelite Universelle in
France by Adolphe Cremieux.  The organization
dedicated its efforts to “the emancipation of our
brethren who still suffer under the burden of
discriminatory legislation”, and it purported to be
in te rna t iona l  in  bo th  i t s  ob jec t ives  and  i t s
membership.

The  Board  o f  Delegates  o f  Amer ican
Israelites was organized at a convention in New
York City November 2, 1859.  The purposes of
this organization were, like all the others, strictly
Jewish and in behalf of Jewry.  It called for the
“maintenance of friendly relations with similar
Hebrew organizations throughout the world” and
the  “ redress  of  g r ievances”  of  I s rae l i tes
everywhere.  In 1878 the organization merged
wi th  the  Union  o f  Amer ican  Hebrew
Congregations.

Jewish  organiza t ions  began  to  emerge
throughout the world after 1860.  The Anglo-
Jewish  Assoc ia t ion  came in to  ex is tence  in
England in  1871.   In  Aust r ia ,  in  1872,  the
Israelitische Allianz was born.  The Hilfsverein
der deutschem Juden  was organized in 1901

ostensibly  in  behalf  of  the  Jews in  Eastern
Europe and Asia.

The Nineteenth Century witnessed the quiet
mobilization of world Jewry;—an accelerating
mobi l izat ion that  passed f rom the  re l ig ious
atmosphere of the synagogue to the public forum
of international politics with increasing clamor
and  tumul t .   The  legend  of  “ re l ig ious
persecution” was carried over into the political
arena of the Twentieth Century under a new and
more potent appellation—”anti-Semitism”.  It
was to be the central theme of Herzl’s argument
for  a  Jewish  s ta te—and he  would—
unintentionally perhaps—place the blame on the
Jews themselves.  “The Jewish question,” he
wrote, “exists wherever Jews live in perceptible
numbers.  Where it does not exist, it is carried
by Jews in the course of their migrations.  We
naturally move to those places where we are not
persecuted,  and there our presence produces
persecution.  This is the case in every country,
and will remain so...  till  the Jewish question
finds a solution on a political basis.”

The American  Jewish  Commit tee  was
organized in New York City in 1906.  Some
Jewish authorities contend that this group grew
out of the National Committee for the Relief of
Sufferers by Russian Massacres established in
1903 by Oscar S. Straus, Jacob H. Schiff and
Cyrus L. Suizberger, but there is much evidence
to indicate that its creation was prompted by
other considerations.  It is very interesting to
note, in passing, that the membership of the
American Jewish Committee  was held at fifty
unt i l  compara t ive ly  recent  t imes .   Jewish
authorities have referred to the “Fabian policy”
adopted by the American Jewish Committee, a
term which denotes  a  caut ious,  gradual is t ic
approach  to  an  objec t ive .   The  pol icy  may
account for the careful limitation of membership
for so many years, and is in keeping with the
historical and time-honored Jewish practice of
indiv idua l  sh tadlanim ;—”back  s ta i r  secre t
diplomacy”.

THE  CHOSEN  PEOPLE

The Bible  te l ls  us  that  when Abram was
ninety-nine years old Jehovah appeared to him
and,  a f te r  changing  h is  name to  Abraham,
es tab l i shed  a  covenant  which  was  to  be
everlasting between Jehovah and Abraham’s seed:
“and I will give unto thee, and to thy seed after
thee, the land wherein thou art a stranger, all the
land of Canaan, for an everlasting possession;
and I will be their God.”

Upon this theme orthodox Jewry has reared
the fiction that the Jews are the Chosen People
of God and that all other peoples are outside His
favor.  “The forces (wealth) of the Gentiles shall
come to thee... and the sons of strangers shall
build up thy walls, and their Kings shall minister
unto thee. . .  Thou shalt  suck the milk of the
Gentiles,” and “ye shall eat the riches of the
Gent i les  and  in  the i r  g lory  sha l l  ye  boas t
yourselves...” are samples of Biblical promises
that Jewish rabbis have taken to heart literally.
The  Talmud  i s  the  cu lmina t ion  of  the
development of Jewish traditionalism.  Dr. Henry
H.  Mi lman re fers  to  the  Talmud  a s  “ tha t
wonderful monument of human industry, human
wisdom,  and  human fo l ly” .   I t  has  been
characterized as “the most irresistible organ ever
forged for the subjugation of the human will”.  It
is, without question, an important factor in any
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study of the phenomenon of organized Jewry’s
dynamic drive for world power.

What is the Talmud?
Said  Benjamin  Dis rae l i ,  h imse l f  a  Jew:

“Here . . .  we  f ind  a  prodig ious  mass  of
contradictory opinions, an infinite number of
casuistical cases, a logic of scholastic theology,
some recondite fancies; ethics and sophisms,
reasonings and unreasonings,  subtle to have
happened which these doctors have not perplexed
or provided against, for their observations are as
minute as Swift exhausted in his ‘Directions to
Servants ’ .   The  ch i ldren  of  I s rae l ,  a lways
chi ldren ,  were  de l igh ted  as  the i r  Talmud
increased in volume, and their hardships.  The
Gemara was a third law to elucidate the Mishna,
which was a second law, and which had thrown
the first law, the law of Moses, into obscurity.”

Wrote Dr. Izaak Da Costa: “The Talmud is an
immense heap of rubbish, at the bottom of which
a few bright pearls of Eastern wisdom are to be
found.   No book has  ever  expressed  more
faithfully the spiri t  of  i ts  authors.   This we
notice the more when comparing the Talmud with
the  Bible—the Bible ,  tha t  Book of  books ,
composed by Israel without  their God, in the
time of their dispersion, their misery, and their
degeneracy.”

Dr. Milman, in his History of the Jews: “The
reader ,  a t  each successive extract  f rom this
extraordinary compilation hesitates whether to
admire the view of profound allegorical truth and
the pleasing moral apologue, to smile at  the
monstrous extravagance, or to shudder at the
daring blasphemy.  The influence of the Talmud
on European superstitions, opinions, and even
literature remains to be traced.  To the Jew the
Talmud became the magic circle within which the
nat ional  mind pat ient ly  labored for  ages  in
performing the bidding of the ancient and mighty
enchanters, who drew the sacred line beyond
which it might not venture to pass.”

Dr. Edersheim (Life and Times of Jesus the
Mess iah)  descr ibed i t  thus :  “ I f  we imagine
something combining law reports, a Rabbinical
‘Hansard’, and notes of a theological debating
club—all thoroughly oriental, full of digressions,
anecdotes, quaint sayings, fancies, legend, and
too often of what, from its profanity, superstition
and even obscenity could scarcely be quoted, we
may form some general idea of what the Talmud
is.”

Dr. Phillip Schaff (History of the Christian
Church): “The Talmud  is the slow growth of
severa l  cen tur ies .   I t  i s  a  chaos  of  Jewish
learning,  wisdom, and fol ly ,  a  cont inent  of
rubbish with hidden pearls of true maxims and
poet ic  parab les .   I t  i s  the  Old Tes tament
misinterpreted and turned against the New , in
fact, though not in form.  It is a Rabbinical Bible
without inspiration, without the Messiah, without
hope.  It shares the tenacity of the Jewish race...
The Talmud is the Bible of Judaism separated
from, and hostile to Christianity, but it barely
notices it except indirectly.  It completed the
isolation of the Jews from all other people.”

Says Louis Finkelstein in the Foreword to the
First  Edition of The Pharisees  (Morris Loeb
Series, Jewish Publication Society of America)”
“Pharisaism became Talmudism, Talmudism
became Medieval  Rabbinism,  and Medieval
Rabbinism became Modern Rabbinism.  But
throughout these changes of name, inevitable
adaptation of custom, and adjustment of Law, the
spirit of the ancient Pharisee survives unaltered.

When the Jew reads his prayers, he is reciting
formulae prepared by pre-Maccabean scholars;
when he dons the cloak prescribed for the Day of
Atonement and Passover Eve, he is wearing the
festival garment of ancient Jerusalem; when he
studies the Talmud, he is actually repeating the
arguments used in the Palestinian academies.
Nor is  i t  merely the outer  accoutrements of
Pharisaism which have survived in his life; the
spirit of the doctrine has remained quick and
vital.”

In a First Edition of the Babylonian Talmud
“revised and corrected” by Dr. Isaac M. Wise,
President of the Hebrew Union College, we find
the fol lowing in  the Edi tor’s  Preface:  “The
Talmud is free from the narrowness and bigotry
with which it is usually charged, and if phrases
used out of their context, and in a sense of the
very  reverse  f rom tha t  which  the i r  au thor
intended, are quoted against it, we may be sure
that those phrases never existed in the original
Talmud, but are the later additions of its enemies
and such as never studied it.”  [H: My oh my,
and we are supposed to believe that Dr. Wise
STUDIED it?  There is no way to misinterpret
the words—in context or out thereof.  I will
note, however, that exactly as all Bibles have
been tampered and changed, so too will have
been the Talmud to meet the needs of changing
society and its movement toward control of
one people over others.  To say, as is coming
next, that the Jewish people of today are the
product  of  the Talmud is  certainly NOT a
compliment to anyone—most especially the
Jewish people of modern expression.  But we
do find that the people of other religions are
ALSO the  product  of  the ir  TAMPERED
BOOKS ON INSTRUCTIONS OF HOW TO
LIVE.]

In  order  to  d i sc red i t  Jewish  tes t imony
concerning the Talmud, Rabbi Wise writes: “The
attacks on the Talmud have not been made by the
enemies of the Jews alone.  Large numbers of
Jews themselves repudiate it, denying that they
are Talmud Jews, or that they have any sympathy
with it.  Yet there are only the few Karaites in
Russ ia  and  Aus t r ia ,  and  the  s t i l l  fewer
Samari tans  in  Pales t ine ,  who are  real ly  not
Talmud Jews.  Radical and Reform, Conservative
and  Or thodox,  no t  on ly  f ind  the i r  exac t
counterparts in the Talmud, but also follow in
many impor tan t  par t icu la rs  the  prac t ices
instituted through the Talmud... The modern Jew
is the product of the Talmud...”

In the Introduction to The History of the
Talmud we learn that the Talmud has been the
victim of continuous persecution.  “During the
twenty centur ies  of  i t s  exis tence,”  says  the
In t roduct ion ,  “not  one  of  them has  passed
without great and powerful enemies vying with
each other and exhausting every effort to destroy
it; still it survived in its entirety, and not only
has the power of its foes failed to destroy even
a s ingle  l ine,  but  i t  has  not  even been able
materially to weaken its influence for any length
of time.  It still dominates the minds of a whole
people, who venerate its contents as divine truth,
and countless numbers have sacrificed their lives
and their possessions to save it from perishing.”

The first allegedly to persecute the Talmud
were the Seleucidae (in the time of Antiochus
Ephiphanes) ,  the  Roman Emperor  Nero ,
Domit ian ,  Hadra in ,  the  Samar i tans ,  the
Sadducees, Boethuseans, the Christians, and all
sects  opposed to  the Pharisees .   Before  the

Popes, Justinian decreed capital punishment to
those who studied it.  Says our historian: “From
the time of Pope Innocent III, the 11th to the
18th, in Italy, France, Germany, Spain, and many
other countries, and in the 18th, also in Poland
by the Frankists, by Bishop Dembovski, where
copies were dragged through the city, tied to
horses’ tails and then delivered to the executioner
to be burned at the stake in Kamenetz, Lemberg,
Brody and elsewhere, the Talmud, the Israelites
were forced to dispute with its enemies, and had
to  pay  heavy  f ines  for  a r r iv ing  la te  to  the
dispute ,  as  wel l  as  for  being vanquished in
argument, the judges being their enemies.”

[H:  There  i s  inte l l igence  for  you,  and
PROOF THAT ONE GROUP OF BIGOTS IS
CERTAINLY NO BETTER THAN ANY
OTHER IGNORANT GROUP OF BIGOTS.  I
am actually asked—BY JEWS—”just what is
i t  that  i t  says  in  the  Talmud?”  Oh my,
readers, if you be Jew would it not be wise to
FIND OUT FOR SELF?  But realize that you
are NOT going to like what you find unless
you have the stance of a One World Order
headed by tyrants.  Know too that the Yiddish
language  (us ing  Hebrew characters  as  in
“alphabet”  but  not  in  any way Hebrew)
demands  that  a  s imple  reader  wi l l  NOT
UNDERSTAND the book or  the  Protocols
which s tem from the  book i t se l f .   You
“Biblical scholars” who do not do more than
attend a preacher’s  sess ions—are equal ly
ignorant of the contents of that/those BIBLES.
When you bother to study the parts  NOT
offered to your consciousness until “after the
fact” it is noted that most back away like from
an atom bomb.  Therefore comes realization
that the “idea” is presented in nicely cleaned
phrases—but the TRUTH is not offered at all.]

The Jewish historians always omit the reasons
for Christian objection to the Talmud .   They
charge persecution of the Talmud  in the same
manner as so-called Jewish “defense agencies”
charge “anti-Semitism”.  Is the Talmud, like the
Jews, without fault?  We think not.  It accounts
in great measure for Gentile reaction toward
Jewry through the centuries.  Says a writer in the
Edinburgh Review: “When we sound the sombre,
exclusive, pitiless depth of the inner doctrine of
the Talmud, we see that a reason exists for that
marked and secular demarcation between the Jew
and the Gentile, for which we were about to
blame our  own in tolerance .   Purposely  and
rigidly, in exile no less than in the splendor of
the theocratic polity, has the hand of the Jew
been directed by the depositories of his traditions
against every man.  It is the law of self-defense
that has raised the hand of every man against
him.  Our ancestors were not, after all, so blindly
cruel as some writers are too ready to admit.
Offers of friendship and of brotherhood are as
powerless as are the fires of the Inquisition to
break down that moral wall, substantial as the
very fortress wall of the Temple, that resisted the
voice of Christ, and that has been strengthened
by the constant efforts of the doctors of the
Talmud  fo r  f ive  cen tur ies  a f te r  the  fa l l  o f
Jerusalem.  The power of resistance is the same
at this moment that it was two thousand years
ago.  The point of attack is still the same as in
the days of Herod.  To the question ‘Who is my
neighbor?’ the Talmud returns one reply, and the
parable of the Good Samaritan another.  The
mercy to be shown, as Moses taught,  to the
s t ranger ,  i s  qual i f ied  by the  Halaca  by  the
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assumption that he must also be a proselyte.  All
questions as to which accord would be otherwise
possible, whether in the historic past,  or the
dimly predicted future, are insoluble, while the
justice, mercy, and truth—the weightier matters
of the Law—are, by the guardians of the Law of
Moses, confined to those of their own faith and
blood.  The vitality of Judaism was contained in
the doctrine, that the Jews had one father, even
God.  The hope of the future of humanity lies in
the good tidings that God is the common Father
of mankind.”

In  the  Thir teenth  Century,  a  Jew named
Donin  was  excommunica ted  by  the  rabbis
because he “appeared” to rebel against Judaism.
In Rome in 1239, under the name of Nicolus,
Donin  charged  tha t  the  Talmud  con ta ined
sacrilegious references to Jesus Christ and the
Virgin Mary, and so distorted the Scriptures by
its interpretations and comments that thereby the
Deity was blasphemed.  Donin further charged
that the Talmud gave license to illegally deprive
Gentiles of their property and granted permission
to deceive them.  In short he charged in thirty-
five counts that the Talmud was the enemy of

Christianity.
Nicolus Donin met with certain Jewish rabbis

in Paris in 1240 and debated the charges against
the Talmud  made by Donin the year before in
Rome before Saint Louis and his court.  Rabbi
Jechiel, the most prominent of the rabbis, would
not admit that the Jesus referred to in the Talmud
was Jesus of Nazareth, but maintained that he
was another Jesus.   Modern Jewish scholars
appear to disagree with Rabbi Jechiel.  Wrote Dr.
Levin (Die Religions Disputation des R. Jechiel
vin Paris, etc.): “We must regard the attempt of
R. Jechiel to ascertain that there were two by the
name of Jesus as unfortunate, original as the idea
may be.”  [H: It never seems to strike these
writers and all-knowing scholars that there
was NO original “Jesus” in any event.  Jesus
was a tag-name given after the fact of Esu
Immanuel.]

Donin presented Kol Nidre, a Jewish prayer,
as evidence of the immorality of Jewry.  Kol
Nidre invoked by the Jews at the beginning of
the evening service of the Day of Atonement and
(the Hebrew version) repudiates all vows, oaths,
and obligations made by the supplicant since the

last Day of Atonement.  (The Aramaic version
repudiates all vows, etc., to be made during the
coming year.)  Rabbi Jechiel was unable to offer
any plausible defense.

The meeting between Donin and the rabbis
evidently convinced the authorities that Donin
was  r igh t  and  tha t  the  rabbis  were  wrong.
Wagon-loads of Talmuds were burned in Paris in
1242 and Christendom was evidently convinced
that Donin’s allegations were true.  Whatever
else may be said of the Talmud  all  impartial
authorities appear to agree that it contains, in
addi t ion  to  of fens ive  passages ,  many bad
features.  It is therefore not surprising that it was
so often burned.  The Bible has also been burned.
In the ages of ignorance books of all kinds were
held in awe and were believed to be possessed of
supernatural powers;—powers for either good or
bad.  The good books were held in reverence,
and the evil books were destroyed.  [H: Nothing
really changes, does it?  Thousands of our
journals  have  been burned and many
banned—and we only objectively bring some
research and educational facts for whomever
wishes same.  We don’t even foist anything off
onto  anyone .   Your world  i s  pret ty  s ick ,
readers, and has been quite terminal for a
very long time.]   If  the Talmud  was against
Christianity and contained blasphemies against
its doctrines; if it taught a double-standard of
ethics and morality—one for the Jew and his
relationship with Jews and a different one for the
Jews’ relationship with Christians, then to the
medieval mind, it had to be destroyed.  And, of
course, the Jews would burn the Christian Bible
i f  they  were  ab le  to  do  so .   The  Jewish
Encyclopedia quotes R. Tarfon as declaring: “The
writings of the minim deserve to be burned, even
though the name of God occurs therein...”.

In  the  Jewish  year  5391  (1631 A.D. )  a
council of Jewish elders convened in Poland and
addressed a circular letter to the several Jewish
communities.  It reads as follows: “Great peace
to our beloved brethren of the house of Israel.—
Having received information that many Christians
have appl ied  themselves  wi th  grea t  care  to
acquire the knowledge of the language in which
our books are written, we therefore enjoin you,
under the penalty of the great ban (to be inflicted
upon such of you as shall transgress this our
statute), that you do not in any new edition either
of  the Mishna  or  Gemara ,  publ ish anything
relat ive  to  Jesus  of  Nazareth;  and you take
special care not to write anything concerning
him; either good or bad, so that neither ourselves
nor our religion may be exposed to any injury.
For  we know tha t  those  men of  Bel ia l ,  the
mumrim ,  have done to us, when they became
Christians, and how their representations against
us have obtained credit.  Therefore, let this make
you caut ious .   I f  you should  not  pay s t r ic t
at tent ion to this  our let ter ,  but  act  contrary
thereto, and continue to publish our books in the
same manner as before, you may occasion, both
to us and yourselves, greater afflictions than we
have heretofore experienced, and be the means of
our being compelled to embrace the Christian
religion, as we were formerly; and thus our latter
troubles might be worse than the former.  For
these  reasons  we command you tha t  i f  you
publish any new edition of those books, let the
places relating to Jesus of Nazareth be left in
blank, and fill up the space with a circle like this
0.  But the rabbins and teachers of children will
know how to instruct  the youth by word of
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mouth...”.
In the Foreword by Chief Rabbi Dr.  J.H.

Hertz to the Soncino edition of the Babylonian
Talmud (London, 1935) he states that “all the
censored passages reappear in the Text or Notes.”
He concludes his Foreword by stating that “never
before has there appeared a translation of the
Order Nezikin as helpful to the student as these
volumes of the Soncino edition of the Babylonian
Talmud in English.”

I t  is  now apparent ly admit ted by Jewish
writers that the word min (plural minim) ,  so
often mentioned in the Talmud ,  denotes  the
Christians, while minuth means Christianity.  The
Jewish Encyclopedia states that its etymology is
obscure.  It probably was first applied to those
Jews who embraced Christianity “just as ‘goy’,
which in the Bible  has only the meaning of
‘nation’ took later the sense of ‘non-Jew’.”  It
was forbidden to partake of meat, bread, and
wine with the min.  Scrolls of the Law, telfillin
and mezuzot written by a min were burned.  An
animal slaughtered by a min was forbidden food.
The relatives of the min were not permitted to
observe the laws of mourning after his death, but
were required to assume festive garments and
rejoice .   The tes t imony of  the  min  was  not
admit ted in  evidence in  Jewish cour ts .   An
Israelite who found anything belonging to one
who was a min was forbidden to return it to him.
(The Jewish Encyclopedia was prepared by “more
than four hundred scholars and specialists” under
the direction of an Editorial Board composed of
the following: Cyrus Adler, Welhelm Bacher,
Gottard Deutsch,  Richard Gotthei l ,  Emil  G.
Hirsch ,  Joseph  Jacobs ,  Kaufmann Kohler ,
Herman Rosenthal, Isidore Singer and Crawford
H. Tay.  Isaac K. Funk was Chairman of the
Board; Frank H. Vizetelly was Secretary of the
Board ,  and  Wil l iam Papper  was  Assoc ia te
Revising Editor.)

Gent i les  (non-Jews)  a re  c lassed  as
“barbarians”, although the Jewish Encyclopedia
states that Rabbinical interpretation of Ezekial
XXXIV:31 , “and ye my flock, the flock of my
pasture, are men” holds that only Israelites are
men.   This  in te rpre ta t ion  makes  Gent i les
something less than men; lower animals, cattle.
Gentiles might claim no right under Jewish civil
laws.  Says the Jewish Encyclopedia: “It follows
that the Gentiles were excepted from the general
civil laws of Moses.”  The Mishnah decrees that
if a Gentile sue an Israelite, the verdict is for the
defendant; if the plaintiff is an Israelite against a
Gentile the Israelite is to obtain full damages.
[H:  Perhaps  our  at torneys  might  bet ter
understand the feelings of mistreatment in the
courts of today!]   The Talmud  provides that
where an ox belonging to an Israelite has gored
an ox belonging to a Canaanite (Gentile), there is
no liability, whereas where an ox belonging to a
Canaanite gores an ox belonging to an Israelite,
compensation is  to be made in ful l .   [H: It
seems our people have walked this crooked
road of legal inequality for over ten years
now.  And they are told now that there is NO
RECOURSE.  We shall see, won’t we?]

The fo l lowing  i s  f rom the  Jewish
Encyclopedia:

“The Talmud relates in this connection that
the Roman government once commissioned two
off icers  to  ques t ion  the  Rabbis  and  obta in
information regarding Jewish laws.   After  a
careful study they said: ‘We have scrutinized
your laws and found them just, save the clause

relating to a Gentile’s ox, which we can not
comprehend.  If, as you say, you are justified by
the term “neighbor”, the Gentile should be quit
when defendant as well as when plaintiff.’  The
Rabbis,  however,  feared to disclose the true
reason for outlawing the Gentiles as barbarians
and rested on the textual  technicali ty in the
Mosaic law, in accordance with which they had
authority to act in all cases coming within their
jurisdiction.”

Where a Jew sells a Gentile landed property
bordering on the land of another Jew, he shall be
excommunicated because the Jewish neighbor
may claim “thou has caused a lion to lie on my
border.”  The Talmud Rabbis believed that all
property in the hands of Gentiles was seized
proper ty  and  therefore  cons idered  “publ ic
property, like unclaimed land in the desert” and
that Israel could take the land as conquerors.
“And thou shalt consume all the people which
the Lord thy God shall deliver thee; thine eyes
shall have no pity upon them... for thou art an
holy people unto the Lord thy God; the Lord thy
God hath chosen thee to be a special people unto
himself, above all people that are upon the face
of the Earth.”  (Deuteronomy VII; 16:6.)

The Jewish Encyclopedia states: “The Torah
outlawed the issue of a Genti le as that  of  a
beast...  A Gentile woman was not allowed to
suckle a Jewish babe, save in the presence of
Jews.  Even so it was feared that the Gentile
nurse might  poison the chi ld . . .  The Talmud
comments on the untruthfulness of Gentiles... ‘A
band of strange children whose mouth speaketh
vanity and their right hand is a right hand of
falsehood.’”

The Jewish law against overcharging one-
s ix th  or  more  above  the  cur ren t  p r ice  of
marketable merchandise applied only to a Jew
and not to a Gentile.  “Samuel declared legal a
transaction in which an error has been made by
miscalculation on the part of Gentile.  Following
out his theory, Samuel was unscrupulous enough
to purchase from a Gentile a gold bar for four
zuz, which was the price of an iron bar; he even
beat down the price one zuz.  Such transactions,
while regarded as perfectly proper and legitimate
among Gentiles, were not tolerated among the
Jews themselves.”  (Jewish Encyclopedia.)

Simon ben Yohai  is  considered the most
fanatical of the anti-Gentile teachers.  He is the
author of the expression “tob shebegoyim harog”
which is  t ranslated by Jewish Encyclopedia
editors as “the best among the Gentiles deserves
to be killed.”  These same translators admit that
various versions of Simon ben Yohai’s saying is
rendered “Egyptians” instead of “Gentiles”.  [H:
Oops?]   The  Gent i les ,  accord ing  to  th i s
venerable Talmudian, “resemble the easy-going,
selfish dog”, whereas “Israel is like the patient
ass.”

Judah ben ‘ I l la i  recommended the  da i ly
recital of the “benediction”: —”Blessed be thou...
who hast not made me a goi” and expressed the
pious prediction that the Gentiles “will ultimately
come to shame”.

Much more might be offered, both from the
Talmud itself (the official Soncino edition) and
from authoritative Jewish translators and writers,
bu t  the  foregoing  should  suf f ice  for  an
understanding of the official sources of anti-
Gentilism.  Most material used here is taken
from the Jewish Encyclopedia rather than from
the Talmud  so that it  cannot be said that the
sense of the citation is distorted, taken out of

context or prejudicially interpreted.  It is to be
expected that all religious movements, sincerely
and deeply advocated, exclude the disbelievers
f rom i t s  theor ies  of  sa lva t ion  and  tha t  the
adherents of each movement,  to a greater or
lesser extent, look upon these outside the faith
wi th  d i s tas te  and  loa th ing .   Few re l ig ious
movements, however, exclude ALL peoples on
the basis of race  The proselyte, regardless of
ethnic origin, is usually welcomed warmly into
the brotherhood of the “true faith” whatever it
might be.  This certainly is not the spirit of the
Talmud, no matter how it is interpreted and its
occas iona l  cont rad ic t ion  to  the  cont ra ry
notwithstanding.  Its faith is not only in Jehovah;
it is in the one-people who enjoy an everlasting
covenant with HIM.  It  is  a race-superiority
concept that soars over and beyond anything ever
conceived by the world’s Hitlers—a concept that
bases its claim on Holy Scripture and divides the
wor ld  in to  two c lasses—the  I s rae l i tes  and
“cattle”.

The influence of the Talmud upon the Jews of
the world is probably incapable of estimation.
To say that its influence has been great would be
a gross understatement.  Its profound effect on
the minds of the savage Khazars of Mongolian
Russia  is  apparent  in the act ivi t ies  of  their
descendants—in the incessant drive of Socialist-
Communist  Jews and organized Zionists  for
world conquest and domination.  No treatise on
this subject may properly ignore the racism of
the Talmud.

“The Talmud,” said a writer in the Edinburgh
Review, “not only awaits the infant at birth and
regulates every incident of that event (even to the
names of angels that are to be inscribed on the
door, and the words on the four corners of the
apartment), but anticipates each circumstance
from the earliest  moment of probabili ty.   In
every relation of life, in every action, in every
conceivable circumstance—for food, dress, habit,
language, devotion, relaxation—it prescribes
almost every word to be uttered, and almost
every  thought  to  be  conceived .   I t s  ru le  i s
minute, omnipresent, inflexible.  Its severity is
never relaxed.  To borrow an illustration from
the founder: the Jewish mind, subjected while in
a fusible state to this iron mould, has been at
once chilled and case-hardened by its pressure.”

[END OF QUOTING]

There is a factual recognition that the Jewish
people of these tribes, called Pharisees, were and
REMAIN, anti-Christ.  They do not adhere to the
ancient customs of tribes from say, Shem.  I
make no pronouncement upon these people—
other than perhaps to say that the modern so-
called Talmudic Jew is blind, deaf and mostly
dumb.   By dumb I  mean “mute”—not  as  in
stupid or ignorant—I mean “DUMB” in that they
refuse to look, listen, or allow speech which
contradicts this information come forth from the
research of their own people.  Most Christians
are even more foolish in that they take up the cry
of the Judean-Christian projections and in their
ignorance  become equal ly  ANTI-CHRIST.
Nei ther  a re  acceptab le  to  the  Chr i s t
consciousness—nor to the GODLY Jew.  GOD
GAVE ALL MANKIND A SET OF
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FAIR AND EQUAL
APPLICATION SO,  BY ACTION
ACCOMPLISHED, MOST OF MANKIND HAS
SET HIMSELF APART FROM GOD HIMSELF.
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It is not our prerogative to twist arms and
coerce anything.  Our purpose is to allow you to
become INFORMED wherein possible so that we
can overcome the  negat ive  impacts  of  such
teachings upon humankind, one against another.
God’s laws are very simple, easy, harmonious,
and balanced so that man can live justly and
r ighteous ly  under  HIS LAWS.   You have
rewritten, mistranslated and deliberately tampered
the  LAWS to  read  accord ing  to  the  mos t
powerfu l  non-Godly  ind iv idua ls  upon your
placement.  So be it for the TRUTH will OUT
and perhaps can be “More than less, sooner than
later” [Clinton].

Do YOU even know what you have taught
your children?  No, and therefore those that teach
them the sign of Satan will prevail upon their
minds and hearts—while they move into hatred
of you for your indiscretions.

May you study these things with an open
mind, for chances of reclaiming that which is
your  her i tage  in  abundance  and  ba lance  i s
becoming short on time.  Readers, there is NOT
going to be some wondrous Rapture to snatch
you to the bosom of God and out of your greed
and avarice.  The very concept is that somehow
you can take it with you—that “stuff” and human
self.  No, it is not going to be that some man, as
pronounced  by  some OTHER MEN,  meets
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.   YOU ARE
RESPONSIBLE AND NO CHRIST OR MAN
CAN TAKE THAT FROM YOU OR UPON
HIMSELF—ONLY HIS OWN.  But, readers, the
TRUTH is that one day Jew and Gentile will take
hands and march together or there will BE NO
FUTURE.  I indicate “Jew” and “Gentile” as
described by the Jewish Encyclopedia  of Jew
being Jewish and Gentile BEING ALL OTHER
HUMANS.  This also connotes that, therefore, all
Jews are anti-Christ and all Gentiles are anti-Jew.
Semite is NOT a valid term regarding anyone or
anything outside the tribe of Shem and as relates
to all people with origins from the area of the
Arab  wor ld .   So  the  fa l se  teachers  have
blundered in the face of Truth.  Will it matter to
you who blindly trip along the pathway to your
desires of physical self?  It hasn’t so far.

Salu and good morning.

6/6/98  #1    HATONN

DIGNITY  IS  SHARED
IN  OPEN  ACTUALITY

When we act in truth and honor it is with
respect and appreciation that we SHARE with
others the gifts we obtain and the status we
attain.  In the secret places come the dark
shadows of  dece i t  and  counter fe i t ing .
Hypocrites spend half their time, at least, in
these dark hiding places.  The results of the
works are seen darkly—after a dirty deed is
accomplished—hopefully.  The intent is to do
that which the greed-mongers desire and do it
in such ways as to disallow the open knowing
until it is too late for positive change.

The  perpe t ra tors  a re  a lways  making
themselves egotistical mouths of great self-
assertive know-it-alls, but are they?  No, they
are the destroyers of freedom, PRESENTERS
OF WARS, and employ criminal acts geared to
deceive the slaves of their choosing.  How
much freedom, even in America where it is
tou ted  f rom the  mounta in  tops ,  DO YOU
HAVE?  You are a state slave if even one iota

of “your” property can be seized for failure to
pay a tax.  Then, note, you are taxed under
force to support the political buffoon-idiots of
the political and material ghettos and, oh yes,
they DO LIVE IN GHETTOS.  A ghetto is a
place in a city, or town, where a group of
minorities live.  This place can house rich or
poor and in every city you will find both—but
not  ex is t ing  toge ther  as  in  “communi ty” ,
especially of purpose.  The rich will be finding
ways to get richer and the poor will simply be
surviving.  The middle-class slaves are working
and paying for the others.  A nation or a person
living off loans and paying taxes AND interest
(usury) are SLAVES to the lenders and bankers.
THIS IS NOT FREEDOM!  You, further, will
find the shrewd gamesmen living in the most
expensive parts of the ghettos while the lesser
tend their lawns, gardens and houses—for them.
They are tended at the lowest price possible, to
boot .   This  wi l l  usua l ly  mean the  people
wi thout  lega l  papers  so  tha t  there  i s  no
complaint over the low wages or rebuttals of
any kind.  It is called blackmail.

Well, that is not our topic—or is it?  The
rev iew for  today  cer ta in ly  dea ls  wi th  the
“terrible power of the purse” so perhaps we
need to consider the merged possibilities.

PART 3: HIDDEN PARASITES

[QUOTING, Zion’s Trojan Horse by Jack B.
Tenney, Circa 1940s:]

THE  TERRIBLE  POWER
OF  THE  PURSE

[H: Before we end this particular series
we will give a bit of chronological summary
to the events  and players of  the Zionist
Master Plan for World Power.  You will see
that it includes the players mentioned herein
BUT you will see that it has little or nothing
to do with “Jewish people”.]

Theodor  Herz l ,  speaking  of  the  Jews ,
dec la red :  “When we s ink ,  we  become a
revolutionary proletariat, the subordinate officers
of all revolutionary parties, and at the same
time, when we rise, there rises also our terrible
power of the purse.”

It is interesting to note that Herzl did not
say “when some Jews sink” or “when some
Jews rise”.   He specifically said “when we
sink” and “when we rise”.  He was thinking of
the  “Jewish  na t ion”  and  not  o f  Jewish
individuals.  He conceived a race movement
toward a common objective.  Whether or not
Jews blasted their way by force and violence
through Christian barriers, bought and bribed
their way, or combined both methods for the
attainment of the common objective mattered
not  at  a l l  to  Herzl .   He conceived a race
movement toward a common objective.  [H: I
would here, however, defend the parties who
offer bribes or buy-outs because it takes the
bribed and paid-off to complete the “Tango”
here implied.  If the Jew did the bribing,
then probably it had to be a Gentile who
took the bribe, so keep your kleenex handy
to mop the prejudice off your faces.]  He was
neither moralizing nor speculating.  He was
merely stating an historical fact and issuing a
directive to world Jewry.  The combination of
the “terrible power of the purse” and “the
revolutionary proletariat” was to achieve world-

shaking significance in the Russian Revolution.
The  Jewish  revolu t ionary  pro le ta r ia t

developed significance with the rise of the
terrible power of the Jewish purse.  Without the
ass i s tance  of  Jewish  bankers  the  Jewish
revolutionary leader of the Red Army, Trotsky,
would have failed.  Without the “terrible power”
of the Jewish purse, the invasion and conquest
of Palestine would have been impossible.

Jacob  Schi f f ,  the  Rothschi lds ,  and  the
Warburgs are a few of the international Jewish
bankers who have played an important role in
shaping  the  des t iny  of  Western  Chr i s t ian
civilization.

JACOB  HENRY  SCHIFF

The f i rm of  Kuhn,  Loeb  & Co. ,  was
established in 1867 by Abraham Kuhn and
Solomon Loeb.  The two had started out as
general merchandise merchants in Lafayette,
Indiana in 1850.

Jacob Henry Schiff was born in 1847 at
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany.  He came to
the United States in 1865 and joined the staff
of a New York City banking house.  He became
a naturalized citizen in 1870.  He returned to
Europe  in  1873 where  he  made impor tant
connections with some of the chief Jewish
bankers  and  banking  houses  in  Germany.
Returning to the United States he became a
partner in the banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb and
Company  in  1875 where  h is  f inanc ia l
connections with the Rothschilds and their
principal German agents, the Warburgs, became
of great importance.

Within ten years Abraham Kuhn was dead
and Solomon Loeb had retired.  Jacob Schiff
became the head of the company.

His association with E.H. Harriman against
J.J. Hill and J.P. Morgan & Co. for control of
the Northern Pacific Railroad resulted in the
s tock-market  panic  of  May 9 ,  1901.   The
struggle left Schiff and his firm in a strong
posi t ion.   The f i rm became the  “f inancia l
reconstructors” of the Union Pacific Railroad
and ,  s ince  tha t  t ime ,  has  been  “s t rongly
interested in American railroads”.  In order to
suppress “ruinous competition” Schiff took the
lead in  the  es tabl ishment  of  the  Northern
Securities Company.  He was several times the
vice-president of the New York Chamber of
Commerce and was a director of the Central
Trus t  Company,  Western  Union Telegraph
Company ,  and  the  Wel l s  Fargo  Express
Company.

[H: Don’t overlook the massive amounts
of money made during this time on Peruvian
Gold Certificates and other assumed national
debts of other countries.  The Treasury Dept.
may well have accepted the debt according to
regulat ions  presented in  the  Monroe
Doctrine—BUT, THE BUSINESS HOUSES
OF KUHN, LOEB AND COMPANY MADE
THE BANKING DEALS OF THE DAY AND
LOANED BUNCHES OF MONEY ON THE
HELD CERTIFICATES.  OLD J.P. DIDN’T
DO BAD,  EITHER,  ON THOSE
COLLATERALIZED PAPERS.   PLEASE
DON’T THINK THIS IS  SOMETHING
“JUST FOR TODAY”.   THE FEDERAL
RESERVE SYSTEM SHUT DOWN A
WHOLE BIG LOT OF THAT
COLLATERAL FROM NON-GOLD
DOCUMENTS AND BURIED THE OTHERS.
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OH, INDEED, BONUS 3392-181 IS A VALID
AND BANK-BREAKING CONTRACT.]

Through his firm, Kuhn, Loeb & Company,
Schiff floated the Japanese War Loans of 1904-
1905, thus ensuring the defeat of Russia.  He
marketed the Chinese Loan of 1911.  His hatred
of Russia led him to exert great influence in
barring that country from the money markets of
the United States.

He was one of the leaders of the National
Committee for the Relief of Sufferers by Russian
Massacres.

Jewish authorities proudly declare that Schiff
always used his wealth and influence in the best
interest of the Jews.  He presented the fund and
the building for Semitic studies at Harvard.  He
was Chairman of the East Asiatic Section of the
Museum of Natural History of New York.  He
presented the New York Library with a large
number of works dealing with Jewish subjects.
He presented a students’ social hall to Barnard
College.  His philanthropies embraced “every
phase of Jewish life”.  He was the president of
the Montefiore Home and a contributor to Mount
Sinai Hospital.  He took a leading part in the
reorganiza t ion  of  the  Jewish  Theological
Seminary of America.  He was a trustee of the
Baron de Hirsch Fund  and the Woodbine
Agricultural School.  He provided the funds
for the building for the Young Men’s Hebrew
Association of New York City.

Schiff died in 1920.  His son, Mortimer
Leo, succeeded him as head of Kuhn, Loeb &
Co.

[H: Now for those of you who think I
am putt ing down these  business  heads ,
strike the thought and perish the idea.  I
hope you are taking lessons.  In every big
event accomplished it was DONE UNDER
THE FULL COMPLIANCE WITH THE
LAWS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT.
THE FACT THAT THEY MADE THEIR
OWN LAWS AND REGULATIONS
REMAINS BESIDE THE POINT—THEY
EXIST.   WHY, DEAR ONES,  DO YOU
DISDAIN USE OF THESE LAWS FOR
BETTERMENT?  WHY DO YOU ALWAYS
EXPECT GOD TO TAKE THE “RUMBLE
SEAT” [an add-on rear seat] TO ALL THE
WONDROUS OPPORTUNITIES IN A
WORLD—EVEN ONE GONE TOTALLY
MAD?  You do not err in using all the laws
and regulations made for the most mighty to
accompl ish  your  own progress .   Your
concern is with the laws of God.  FIRST,
YOU DO NOT EVEN BEND THE LAWS
OF GOD—AND THEN,  ACT FULLY
WITHIN THE LAWS LAID FORTH FOR
THE CITIZENS OF THE LAND.  IF A
LAW WILL PROTECT A BROKER OF
THE WEALTHIEST CORPORATION—IT
WILL PROTECT YOU AS WELL.
PONDER IT AND STOP DRAGGING
YOUR FEET TO SUCCESS.]

THE  ROTHSCHILDS

Mayer Anselm Bauer was the founder of
the House of Rothschild.  He was the son of
Anselm Moses Bauer, a Jewish merchant of
Frankfort-on-the-Main.  His father planned for
him to be a rabbi, but he preferred business.
At the sign of the “Red Shield” (Rothschild)
in the Frankfort Judengasse  he ultimately
established himself as a money-lender.  He

became the agent of William, ninth Landgrave,
in 1801.  In 1802 Bauer (who had now taken
the name of Rothschild) negotiated his first
government loan—a matter of ten million thalers
for  the  Danish  Government .   He  d ied  a t
Frankfort on December 12, 1812, leaving ten
children, five sons and five daughters.  [H: And
that, readers, is enough offspring to inhabit
the world.  Perhaps that is why there are
more descendants from Rothschild than from
Adam.]

Branches of the House of Rothschild were
established at Vienna, London, Paris and Naples
and each was in charge of one of the sons.
Adroit employment of a multitude of agents
throughout the world plus the utilization of
ingenious methods of  rapid communication
enabled the brothers to bring all of Europe
within their financial network.  Intermarriage
solidified and preserved the family interest, and
assured continuity of Rothschild control in the
several establishments.  In 1815 Austria granted
the  bro thers  the  pr iv i lege  of  hered i ta ry
landowners and in 1812 they were made barons.
Thereafter the daughters of the Rothschilds—and

there were many—were enabled to marry into
English and Continental Gentile families, thus
extending the Rothschild influence and blood
into the British House of Lords and into the
ruling circles of European nobility.

Anse lm Mayer  was  in  charge  of  the
Frankfort house.  He was chosen a member of
the royal Prussian privy council of commerce.
In 1820 he became Bavarian counsel and court
banker.

Solomon had charge of the Vienna branch.
His intimate relationship with Prince Metternich
led to the firm’s connection with the allied
powers.

Jacob ,  the  younges t  o f  the  bro thers ,
undertook the establishment of the Paris branch
after  the restorat ion of  the Bourbons.   He
negotiated large loans for them but was a heavy
loser in the 1848 Revolution.  He financed the
earliest  French railroads,  reaping enormous
profits on the speculation.

Karl superintended the Naples branch, the
least important of the five.  It was discontinued
in 1860 when Naples was annexed to Italy.

Nathan ,  the  th i rd  bro ther ,  i s  genera l ly
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considered to have been the financial genius of
the family.  He came to Manchester in 1800.
In 1805 he moved to London.  He employed
car r ie r  p igeons  and  fas t  sa i l ing  boa ts  for
t ransmi t t ing  in te l l igence  and ,  u t i l i z ing
information unknown to the general public, he
became adept in manipulating the rise and fall
of stocks.  In 1810 Wellington made some
drafts which the English Government could not
meet.  Rothschild purchased them at a liberal
discount.  They were ultimately redeemed by
the Government at par.  Rothschild immediately
became associated with the allied powers in the
struggle against Napoleon, negotiating the loans
tha t  enabled  the  cont inua t ion  of  the  war .
Rothschi lds ’s  for tune  u l t imate ly  became
involved in the outcome of the contest.  He
followed the fortunes of the army of Wellington
at Waterloo, watching the ebb and tide of battle
with the feverish eagerness of the gambler who
had staked his last dollar on the turn of a card.
Bluecher’s defeat two days previous had thrown
London into a panic and brought stock tumbling
on the exchange.  Armed with the knowledge of
Napoleon’s defeat hours before it reached the
public, Rothschild reaped a fortune.

Rothschild popularized foreign loans in
Britain by fixing the rate in sterling and making
the dividends payable in London.  He soon
became the financial agent of nearly every
civilized Government.

Lione l  succeeded  h is  fa ther  in  the
management of the London house (1836).  The
fa l l  o f  Louis  Phi l ippe  (1848)  of  France
increased the importance of the London Branch.
Lionel was distracted somewhat from the strict
financial interests so ardently pursued by his
father, by the Jewish question in particular and
pol i t i cs  in  genera l .   He  was  e lec ted  to
Parliament as a representative of the City of
London in 1847, and again in 1849 and 1852.
In 1858 an Act of Parliament and a resolution
of the House of Commons, altering the oath of
office ,  permitted him to take his seat.   He
represented the City of London until 1874.

During Lionel’s management the London
house financed no less than eighteen government
loans, including the Irish famine loan and the
Turkish loan of 1858.

Other Jewish families were in the business
of financing governments—the Lazards, Sterns,
Speyers, and Seligmans.  They had followed the
Rothschild pattern of establishing local branches
in  European  capi ta l s ,  each  under  the
management of  a  brother .   After  1848 the
governments of Europe threw their loans open
to the public instead of relying solely on the
Rothschilds and the Sterns were able to capture
a few of the plums, notably the Portuguese
loans.  Smaller Jewish firms combined their
resources, out of which emerged the Credit
Mobilier, the Dresdener Bank, and the Deutsche
Reichsbank of Berlin.

The Rothschilds arranged with Bleichroder,
at the termination of the Franco-Prussian war,
for payment to Germany of an indemnity of five
milliard francs.  In 1875 the London house
advanced the Brit ish government 5,080,000
pounds for Suez shares, thereby making a profit
of one hundred thousand pounds.  In 1884 they
loaned the Egyptian government one million
pounds.

France  rebe l led  aga ins t  the  “Semi t ic
influence of the Rothschilds” and, in 1876,
launched the Union Generale with a capital of

four million francs, increasing it to twenty-five
million francs in 1878.  The bank was to be
essentially Catholic.  The Union Generale failed
af ter  numerous dif f icul t ies ,  carrying many
French  fami l ies  in to  f inanc ia l  ru in .   The
Rothschilds were left victors in the field.  Says
the Jewish Encyclopedia: “It is a somewhat
cur ious  sequel  to  the  a t tempt  to  se t  up  a
Catholic competitor to the Rothschilds that at
the present time the latter are the guardians of
the papal treasure.”

The Rothschilds have consistently kept the
secret of their operations.

[H: Privacy is not a bad thing, readers,
and if the above represents “secrecy”, then
that alone is not a measure of good or bad.
Money, further, is not good or bad—it IS.
On your level of existence it is seemingly
impossible to even survive if you have not
that commodity cal led money.   So,  what
prevents so-called Godly people from having
a whole big bunch?  Ideas, that’s what!  This
has nothing to do with Jews or Gentiles,
readers, it has everything to do with shrewd
business adventures and ventures.  You can’t
move ahead in any enterprise or endeavor
without shrewd business moxie—but you do
NOT have to bring pain and hurt to your
business fellows or to the very people who
offer such wealth.  We are simply sorting out
the PLAYERS in this game so far as amazing
accomplishments, good or bad, have come to
take place.  However, since the successful
have  s tructured LAWS to  protect  the ir
interests while still being laws for all the
people at least some of the time, can’t you
learn the methods of accomplishment and
utilize that which is offered?  No, it is NOT
wrong, and in concept of accomplishment it
i s  wrong NOT TO USE THE TOOLS
OFFERED.  You will simply use the tools
and change the approach to bring worthy
gain to all the people and nations by NOT
using  those  negat ive  regulat ions  which
destroy instead of build for the common man
of  the  world .   There  are  ample  ways
available to gain wealth without, for instance,
using “interest” as is utilized to gain the
wealth of the nations unto the few.  This is
the  most  deadly  of  the  e lements  of
gamesmanship in the control of world wealth
and power—thus far.

I f  success fu l  bus iness  has  been
accompl ished,  and that  by  Jewish
indiv iduals—honor them and s top the
backbit ing and jealous  rages .   Only the
negative criminal activities should be negated
and neutralized—and those are found in the
SECRET methods of enforcing control and
usury.

You “Gentiles” are laughed at because
you don’t even use that which is available to
you as  wel l  as  to  your r icher  brethren.
“Everything” the  businessmen do i s  not
criminal, nor even unrighteous in concept or
fact.  HOW LONG DOES IT REQUIRE FOR
YOU TO REALIZE THAT GOD IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER?  IT
IS WHAT MAN DOES WITH HIS WEALTH
THAT MAKES OR BREAKS THE DEAL
WITH GOD.

Are you beginning to see how stupid and
foolish is racial and religious bigotry?  You
truly cannot legislate morality for morality
rests within individual sovereign people, and

a “moral nation” is but a nation made up of
truly moral individuals gathered together
under one umbrella of a moral constitution
and judicial justice.  Wealth, as such, can,
at best, only be a measuring device.

Face it, please: almost all of you don’t
demand morality from these people in point
here.  You actually complain and detest and
bigot selves because THEY HAVE WHAT
YOU WANT AND THEY GOT IT AND YOU
DIDN’T.  GOD SAYS: “DO NOT COVET.”
I SAY, “IN HONOR GO FORTH AND GET
WHAT IT IS YOU WANT AND STOP THE
BELLYACHING!”  IF YOU ACT WITHIN
THE LAWS OF GOD YOU WILL GET
WHAT YOU DESIRE AND YOU DO IT
WITH INTEGRITY IN FULL INTENT TO
USE THE ACQUIRED THING WISELY
AND WITH GOODLY INTENT.]

THE  WARBURGS

The Warburg family came into prominence
in Hamburg, Germany, where the brothers Aby,
Max, Paul Moritz and Felix Moritz were born.

Aby became a historian of German art and
devoted himself to research.

Max Warburg was a banker in Hamburg.  In
1924 he became adviser to the Reichsbank.  He
is the author of several works on finance.  He
was  the  f inanc ia l  exper t  for  the  German
delegation at the Peace Conference in Paris in
1919.

Paul Moritz Warburg also became a banker.
He was a partner to M.M. Warburg & Co.,
Hamburg, in 1895.  Coming to the United
States in 1902, he joined the banking firm of
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., in New York, at a yearly
salary of five-hundred-thousand dollars.  He
was naturalized as an American citizen in 19ll.
[H: What interesting “timing” for historians
of certificates and international holdings.]
While still an alien he set about reorganizing
the banking system in the United States.  He
is alleged to have been one of the bankers who
met secretly with Senator Nelson Aldrich at
Jekyl Island, Georgia, in 1910 to work out the
details of what ultimately became the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 .  [H: This is built-in
insurance of the values of the prior issues of
certificates backed by gold.  Now isn’t this
becoming more and more interesting by the
minute?   This one thing has allowed the
stripping away of gold reserves.]

Felix Moritz Warburg had been naturalized
in 1900 and, like his brother Paul, had been a
banker in Hamburg, Germany before coming to
the United States.  He, too, became a member
of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.

Paul Warburg became the first chairman of
the  Federal  Reserve  Board of  Governors ,
resigning—believe it or not—his half-a-million-
dollar per year salary with Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,
to accept the twelve thousand dollar per year
pos t .   I t  i s  as  in te res t ing  as  i t  may be
significant to note that during World War I
Paul Warburg, through the parent banking firm
of M.M. Warburg Co., in Hamburg, Germany,
was financing the Kaiser’s war against the
United States.  (See Mullins on the Federal
Reserve, Kasper and Horton, New York City.)

Paul Warburg resigned from the Board of
Governors in May, 1918, after “someone had
commented upon the fact that his brother was
the head of the German Secret Service.” (Ibid.,
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�WE ARE NOT A PATRIOT GROUP�WE ARE
NOT A �GROUP� OF ANY KIND.  WE ARE
EFFORTING  TO  DO  A  JOB (A MISSION)
WITHIN THE  ASSIGNMENT  OF  HOSTS  INTO
A  CHANGING ERA OF EXPRESSION�THE
TRANSITION INTO THIS RADIANCE WILL �GET�
MOST OF YOU, AND OURS IS TO LEAVE A
HISTORICAL DOCUMENTATION OF �WHAT
HAPPENED�.  We will always do the best we can to fill
your  needs  and  desires  as to offerings�but we
compromise NO ITEM OF TRUTH TO PLEASE ANY
MAN.  This is hard for our workers in the focus on THE
LIES.  I can only ask that you go to the  end  of this
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you, the masses and �them�, the Elite.  GOD WAITS�
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�In moving through this material referenced as a
relationship between Communists, Zionists, and
World Controllers, it is imperative that you be of-
fered repeated tales of history and insight again and
again to that which is confronting you.

�Some of you will deny and denounce us for
offering TRUTH�for YOU do not yet understand
your terrible plight�you have been blinded and the
intent is that you shall not see until too late to act.
That is YOUR choice, readers.  You can turn away,
deny, denounce, cast stones, maim and kill in your
denial�and it will not change one iota of the Truth
of it.

�You who think you are some kind of �Christian�
are NOT.  You, worse, who think yourselves to be
judean Jews under the rights of passage of God�
ARE NOT!  YOU ARE PEOPLE OF THE LIE!  I
cannot force you to SEE, much less understand that
which you see�but the insight will blast upon you as
will the nuclear war coming down sooner than you
can imagine.�                              �HATONN

Some important topics discussed are:

*History Of Bolshevism
*Spelt Grain & Bread
*Behind Communism, The Persecution Myth
*The Jew In Europe (Many Were
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ZOG�Zionist Occupation Government
If you believe that a semi-secret organization

can be powerful enough to seize control of America
and the World is a crazy figment of a mad-mind
and a BAD JOKE�THINK AGAIN!  ZOG is no
myth; it is what has become �reality�.  DISRAELI:
�The world is governed by very different
personages, from what is imagined by those who
are not behind the scenes.�
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ZOG�Zionist Occupation Government
If you know not the players in the game-team

which opposes that which you find to be �right�
and �truth��you cannot consider the winning of
the match.  It is unpleasant to realize self has been
duped and made the fool�-it takes MEN (generic
term) OF GREATNESS to confront that whcih IS
for what it IS and rise-up in strength to overcome
and relcaim righful ownership of property-be it
physical or SPIRITUAL.  How many MEN (generic
term) OF GREATNESS MIGHT THERE BE?

page 45).  We had been at war for more than
a year when he resigned.  Colonel House had
noted March 16, 1917 that Paul Warburg was
“pro-German in his sympathies”.

Paul Warburg was a partner or director of
the fol lowing companies  and corporat ions:
Western Union, Westinghouse, Wells Fargo,
Union Pacific Railroad, Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, Kuhn, Loeb & Co., American I.G.
Chemical Co. (I.G. Farben), Agfa Ansco Corp.
National Railways of Mexico, International
Acceptance Bank, Westinghouse Acceptance Co.,
Warburg Company of Amsterdam ,  and many
other banks, railways and corporations.

Although Senator Robert L. Owen charged
that Warburg was the American representative of
the European Rothschilds, the Senate of the
United States confirmed his appointment by
Woodrow Wilson to the Federal Reserve Board.
(Ibid., page 46.)

Paul Warburg’s son, James Paul, became
Vice-president of the International Acceptance
Bank.  He was financial adviser to the World
Economic  Conference  in  London in  1933.
Frederick Marcus Warburg, son of Felix, has
been a partner in Kuhn, Loeb & Co., since
1930.

[END OF QUOTING]

We wil l  be moving next  to  Sect ion III
which  wi l l  look  a t  the  Wor ld  Zionis t
Organization.  This is for the convenience of
you Index watchers.

You cannot change a world through use of
the gun or the Atom bomb.  You can enforce
changes but that is all you have done.  To
develop true CHANGE in mankind or nations
themselves, you must build a BETTER WAY
within the laws of both God and Man.  To
change the morality of worlds you must have a
preponderance of MORAL PEOPLE and no
other way will accomplish the feat.  GOD WILL
SHOW YOU THE WAY AND OFFER THE
TOOLS—YOU MUST DO THE TASK AND
CREATE THE PRIZE.

Salu, and may we all be getting far wiser
as  we  TRULY LEARN and  s top  the
complaining and side-taking.  God has offered
you a way to change the whole of the globe
into a better and balanced place to be—WHO
will hear and create with US?  There are no
coincidences or accidents in God’s realms.
WHO KNOWS WHEREIN HIS OWN
TREASURE LAYS OR UPON WHAT BED HE
LIES—AFTER MAKING IT?  TO YOU WHO
HAVE HELPED ACHIEVE—YOU WILL
RECEIVE,  FOR IT IS THE PROMISE OF
GOD.  PRETENDING, WHILE OTHERS DO
ALL THE WORK,  IS  NOT THE SAME
THING, CHELAS.  PONDER IT.

GOOD DAY AND MAY IT REALLY BE A

GOOD DAY!  MAKE IT SO!    

�Let us endeavor so to live
that when we come to die even
the undertaker will be sorry.�

   � Mark Twain
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Media, Bronfmans And

Selective Information
6/8/98  #1    HATONN

NEWSPAPERS  vs.  NEWS-
PAPERS  vs.  BIG-TIME  PAPERS

Newspapers are “supposed” to present the
most current happenings of a day, week, year—
whatever, BUT they are mostly advertising and
offer things of local happenings, plus big-time
news as it breaks.

BIG-TIME PAPERS guide, with the News
Media of other outlets, the opinions desired to
be focused on major events as they happen.

Newspapers such as CONTACT, SPOTLIGHT,
FREE AMERICAN, and a tiny handful of other
JOURNALISTIC presentations, offer news and
in-depth research and “intelligence” on the news
as offered in the daily bird-cage line of reference.

For instance, if a daily Big Boy writes that
Edgar Bronfman has done something or other to
merge big organizations or media acquisitions,
we are the ones who come along and tell you
WHO BRONFMAN IS AND WHERE HE FITS
IN THE HAPPENINGS OF THE WORLD
CIRCUMSTANCES FROM ECONOMICS TO
PEACE NEGOTIATIONS.

My efforts are to do what we can to present
the MOST IMPORTANT TOPICS we can note,
so you are truly INFORMED and not just fed
bits and pieces of something like who played in
which movie.  You are, however, more likely to
know all about Harrison Ford than you are to
learn about Edgar Bronfman.

Now, since Edgar Bronfman is a Jew-Jeu
with big-time aspirations for a New World Order,
we must  caut ion you—however ,  we would
caution you about Harrison Ford were he in such
a powerful position, even if he be Pentecostal
Fundamentalist or from the Church of England.
I have been called “the EPITOME of the EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY OFFENDER”.

This is not so in reality—I just present
information, and if you like it and approve of
these people and their activities, I am given great
accolades.  If you don’t like what they are doing,
I get rotten tomatoes or vice versa—depending
on the reader’s perception of the information
itself.

Therefore, is Billy Graham better or worse
than Edgar Bronfman?  Neither.  He just IS.
Billy Graham will put you to sleep with his own
opinions about what is going to happen, has
happened, and then will dump you into la-la land
with false teachings of a conjured GOD.  He will
ask that you be open, GOOD, follow God’s laws,
and then pronounce his stance toward or against
the “death” penalty.  Well, killing is not one of
God’s permission activities, so can you trust the

teacher?
Edgar  Bronfman,  on the other  hand,  is

dealing with the perceived reality of the day and
times by influencing the world toward his New
World Order with amazing amounts of funding,
power and manipulation.  I do not approve of
either one, but YOU have a right to know truth
of each and both.  You would find more time
spent, each with the other in this example, than
each with YOU as a person.

Truth IS and you are rarely offered the truth.
Therefore, when it appears negative in reality,
then perhaps the players and play need a lot of
looking into.

Nobody seems to mind or note a planting of
trees in the rain forest—but cut one down and
burn the lands and it gets attention.  Perspective
is ALL YOU HAVE, chelas—so try to get as
much information as you can gather, try to be
objective and, either way you opine, you will be
doing so with some wisdom and knowledge.  I
am not as interested in a plane crash as I am in
WHY the plane crashed and just WHO WAS ON
IT THAT WOULD BE DESIRED “TAKEN
OUT”.

I am at loss as to why Jewish people object
to our writing on the topic of their history and
those living their history today.  I am shocked
at the numbers who think it is blasting some
people or another as in religious assumptions or
racial slams.  If you are a member of a group,
and that is all that either represents, and you
don’t like what is Truth—look to the do-ers and
quit picking the messenger apart.

The next assault is, “You pick on the rich
people just because they have money and are
mostly Jewish.”  Wow, I believe in “rich” but I
do not think it be alright for one to gather in
his very blood by sucking dry others.  POWER
comes with riches, it seems, even bloody power.
In fact, by the time you really get to the source
of the POWER, it will be the top-banana blood-
suckers.

Moreover, readers, I am very, very careful
to choose the most important topic I see as
important.  Then I make sure there is a SOURCE
of documentation, and preferably I just offer
accolades and credit and use the information to
offer to you—so you can go research for SELF.
My job is not to create news but to tell you what
is taking place.  My “mission” is to establish a
way for survival and thriving within the LAWS
OF GOD AND MAN, FOR ALL THE PEOPLE,
ALL THE TIME.   This “mission” includes
providing insurance  of  survival  of  such a
remnant.  You can base no thing on a lie and
have it endure the testing of time—KNOW it.

So, using Bronfman, again, as an example, I

think you should know what Mr. Bronfman does
for a living and expects to accomplish politically.
Whether he is Christian or Jewish makes not a
whi t  o f  d i f fe rence .   He  i s  a  shrewd and
manipulating JEU playing in a game as a top
“gamesman”.

What do I REALLY think?  I think my task
is to offer information; YOUR TASK is to
evaluate it.  I RESPECT every man whether or
not I agree or disagree with his mission, job,
desires or whatever.  If this makes me lesser
somehow—then such an opinion of me makes
you LESSER.

FIND OUT WHAT THE MAN DOES AND
IS GUIDED TO DO—THEN AND ONLY THEN
CAN YOU TAKE OPINION FOR THE “IDEA”
IS THAT WHICH MUST BE CONSIDERED.  IF
HE HAS AN IDEA TO ENSLAVE YOU—THEN
YOU HAVE TO HAVE A STRONGER IDEA
THAT HE NOT DO SO.  THE STRONGER
IDEA PULLING FROM STRENGTH IS WHAT
WILL PREVAIL—HOWEVER,  GOD’S
ULTIMATE TRUTH WILL ULTIMATELY
PREVAIL IN THE HEAVENS AND ON THE
EARTH.  Have YOU ever had “an original” idea?
I doubt it, for man is a compilation of all that
he is taught and has observed from the beginning
of man, so you must WISELY consider your
ideas and from whence they may come.

Edgar Bronfman has a staunch idea that he
claims and spends his whole being and his assets
to bring into manifestation.  In other words, he
is living Creative God manifesting his idea into
his reality.  If you make that same idea your
expectation or idea for manifestation—YOU
WILL MANIFEST IT—BUT HE WILL GET
THE CREDIT—DO YOU SEE?  In  any
circumstance the man who creates the way to
manifestation of an IDEA will prevail.  THIS
IS EQUAL OPPORTUNITY,  UNDER
CREATOR.  A thinking man within Godness
cannot be enslaved.  He can be incarcerated but
he cannot be enslaved.  A body can be held—a
soul cannot.  Further, no man can TAKE your
soul—for YOU must GIVE IT away.

Now we have used Bronfman as an example
here so we should continue to offer some things
about this person for information and education
of yourselves.   I t  goes along with a  most
CURRENT continuance of the topics under way,
the Jewish-Gentile connection.

The fact that Bronfman might be Jewish is
of little consequence—it is his direction of idea
that becomes important for it is very political
and has nothing to do with religion one way or
another.  To blame or credit the Jewish religion,
race, creed, or color is a very silly concept.

Let’s look at it and see what comes through
the maze of information:

From Free American, Fall 1997. (2943 U.S.
Highway 380, Bingham, New Mexico 87832.
505-423-3250  Fax 505-423-3258.)  They also
have an impressive bookstore which can be
accessed through this same address.

I am also asked why we don’t have more
titles and offer books.  We offer, now, only the
tit les we find most important and our own
Journals.  This is because we will NOT have a
degrading of the information through such as
America West Publishers and Distributors who
still hold hostage some 50 titles of our work.
Friends,  at  the rate Green was sel l ing our
journals at $10.00 each, he has a fortune in his
grubbing hands.  He took 110,000 copies and I
believe you can do the arithmetic.  That is over
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WhO�s  WhO
Of  The
Elite

by
Robert Gaylon Ross, Sr.

(Price includes tax and shipping and handling)

Texas  —  $29.73
All other states  —  $27.60

Canada  —  $30.73
United Kingdom  —  $36.66

  number of books ordered  —

Send order to:
(with check, money order, or credit card number)

RIERIERIERIERIE

1700-A,  R.R. 12, Suite 325
SAN MARCOS, TX 78666

WhO�s  WhO  Of  The
Elite

Credit card:   VISA            Mastercard

Credit card # Expiration Date Total Due  —  $
(Make personal check, money order or bank draft payable to RIERIERIERIERIE.)

Bilderbergs,
Council on Foreign Relations,

Trilateral Commission,
and

Skull & Bones Society

Members  of  the

a million dollars stolen, as usual, from the
Phoenix Institute, in journals alone.  That not
being enough, he took gold, cash and other
assets.  Therefore, until all legal matters are
settled and additional project funding is acquired,
we will just move along as best we can.  Truth
is not going to go away—TRUTH IS GOING TO
SPROUT WINGS AND FLY—IT IS  A
PROMISE OF GOD.

Speaking of Green, I think his old buddies
who worked with him and supported him should
KNOW that LAST WEEK he has brought new
lawsuits and they are ALSO against Leon Fort,
Infinite Balance, Schroepfers and TEHA, etc.
And dear Betty Tuten, YOU still support the
misfit big dealer.  You are going to get your
own pr iva te  su i t  fo r  payment  of  funds
outstanding, claimed by Green’s attorneys.  Your
little case in Las Vegas goes in the face of the
Supreme Court, my dear, but nobody told you,
did they?  Twice in the Nevada and once in the
U.S. Supreme Court.  Guess just WHO they don’t
intend to pay even if they won the ongoing
foolishness over the Green embezzled gold?  The
attorneys are fighting over THEIR FEES, not
your interests!  So be it, greed corrupts and total
greed and betrayal corrupt totally.  Perhaps Dr.
Young should publish the cover page for its
interest value—Green sues for the “Four Boxes
of Gold” as well.  You know, those boxes of
gold he stole!  And, he wants to be in charge of
administering the Estate of the source, David
Overton.  Is this reaching or what?  You decide
for I just offer the facts.

[QUOTING:]

THE  BRONFMANS—
CFR’S  MEN  IN  ISRAEL

THE  OPPOSITION

by Barry Chamish

Barry Chamish is an Israeli journalist.
E-Mail: chamish@netmedia.net.il
Mr.  Chamish’s new book,  A Journal of

Israel’s Betrayal ($12.95), can be ordered from
Hearthstone Publishing Ltd., 4805 NW 10th St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73127; TEL: 800/580-2604
or 405/946-7050; FAX: 405/946-8898.

JERUSALEM—Look at the list of members
of the Council On Foreign Relations (CFR) and
there you will find Edgar Bronfman’s name.  He
is described as a longtime member and executive.
To those unacquainted with the CFR, it is a
Manhat tan-based  organiza t ion  wi th  2 ,900
members, 18 of whom sit in Clinton’s cabinet.
As has been noted before, every diplomat in
charge of manipulating the Middle East, (Warren)
Christopher, (Dennis) Ross, (Martin) Indyk,
(Madeleine) Albright, et al., is found on the
membership list.

[H:  One handy book to  have  i s  by
GAYLON ROSS, SR., WHO’S WHO OF THE
ELITE, Members of the: Bilderbergs, Council
on Foreign Relations, Trilateral Commission,
and Skull and Bones Society.  (See ad this page
for ordering information.)]

The stated goal of the CFR is the creation of
a one world government.  Unstated is that this
planned tyranny will be run by the descendants
of robber barons and bootleggers.  Of the latter
category, none is so renowned as the Bronfman
family, scions of the Seagrams dynasty.

The Bronfmans have a role in Israel.  They

work behind the scenes to assure that the CFR’s
“peace” process is carried through to what will
be the bitter end.  The task is divided by the
two elder sons of the notorious Samuel Bronfman
who amassed his fortune smuggling booze during
Prohibition.  Edgar’s role is political and he
works quietly behind the scenes with the insiders
who manage  wor ld  events .   To  make  h is
activities seem legitimate he founded his own
organiza t ion ,  ca l led  i t  the  Wor ld  Jewish
Congress, and elected himself president.  Charles
has the duty of buying up key industries in Israel
with the goal  of  making himself  the most
powerful financial force in the country.

Let us examine their strategy and aims.
*   In  1990 the  Bronfman for tune  was

recruited to found two funds.  The first was the
Claridge Fund, which invested in some of the
country’s more successful communications and
medical companies.  The second was The New
Israel Fund which funnels money, millions of
dollars, to far left social groups.  The recipients
of the largesse form a who’s who of the so-called
“peace camp”.  The fund proudly declares that
it is the only alternative to all the “conventional”
Zionist funds supporting Israeli social projects.

*   In  1991,  the  Bronfmans  founded  a
magazine called The Jerusalem Report.  They
hired two writers known for their hardline views
on Israeli security, Hirsch Goodman and Zeev
Chefetz.  The latter was previously the Likud’s
appointee as head of the Government Press
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office.  Both had a remarkable change of heart
after the peace process began and became the
Rabin government’s apologists to the Diaspora.
The magazine promoted itself as, once again, the
only “alternative”, this time to the Jerusalem
Post’s critical reporting of the process.

*  We have a most revealing glimpse of the
Bronfmans’ role in the peace process.  In January
1996, Edgar Bronfman told Maariv reporter
Yi tzhak Ben Horin ,  “I  admit  to  us ing my
influence to secure Rabin’s election in 1992
because he was a brilliant strategist.  Usually I
believe Americans should not interfere with the
Israeli elections but in this case I broke my rule
and helped Rabin win because I believed in the
peace process.”  [H: The last time I called
Bronfman an American I was stopped cold
and confronted with, “Bronfman is Canadian.”
Isn’t “Canadian” AMERICAN?]

We ask, what peace process?  Rabin ran as a
hawk who would never negotiate with the PLO
or give up the Golan Heights.  The only peace
process anyone else knew about was the Madrid
Conference track backed by the Likud.  What
Bronfman seems to have said is he backed Rabin
with all his resources because he agreed to
support a peace process that the rest of Israel
was unaware of.  As I have documented in my
new book,  A Journal  Of  Israel’s  Betrayal
(Hearthstone Publishing Ltd.) the peace process
was hatched by the CFR and Rabin was their
all-too-willing promoter of the CFR’s covert
diplomacy.

*  By early 1995, Ehud Barak was chosen as
Rabin’s successor.  Between March and June, he
was sent to America for his CFR training.  He
began with a stint at Martin Indyk’s Washington
Institute For Near East Studies, participated in
some secret negotiations with the Syrians and
ended his study tour with meetings in New York
with Henry Kissinger, Charles Bronfman and
Lawrence Tisch.   Barak explained that  the
triumvirate wanted to set him up in business.

*  1997 is turning scary.  First the Family
bought a stake in a major television production
company and by the summer paid $350 million
for a 25% share of Koor Industries.  Koor is the
la rges t  ho ld ing  company in  the  count ry ,
controlling hundreds of Labour party/Histadrut
companies in every sector of the economy.

After the deal was signed, Charles Bronfman
allowed himself to be interviewed at length in
Maariv.  Among his many critical comments
about the country’s diplomacy he claimed, “No
other international investor will put his money
in Israel unless the peace process continues.”

The patently false observation aside, the
Bronfmans are now in a position to determine
the fate of the nation.  They control an enormous
percentage of the economy and are working
diligently on acquiring a good chunk of the
media.

We know what the Bronfmans’ agenda is.
The profits of alcoholism are being funnelled into
radical and unsettl ing social projects,  most
a l legedly  a imed a t  p romot ing  “peace”  or
“understanding” but whose ultimate result if
successful will be a drastic weakening of Israel’s
sovereignty, a common CFR goal in countries
around the world.  To get their way, the CFR’s
men in Israel have cleverly bought themselves
the most strategic Israeli industrial and financial
assets.

[END OF QUOTING]

This above information, of course, doesn’t
even  ment ion  the  ou t rageous  assau l t s  on
Switzerland.  Nor does it mention the connections
of Bronfman to such as DuPont, et al.  But then,
I know all of you will go look up all these
things, won’t you?  And now, YOU tell ME what
this mess of fish has to do with religion or race
or “anti-Semitism”?

By the way, my map shows Canada to be
just north of the northern boundary of the United
States of AMERICA.  But never mind, this dude
has bought his citizenship to any nation he
chooses—except of course, the Arab States.
China doesn’t want him either—just his products.
How many have sold out their very souls for
pennies on the dollar?  How many MORE will
do so?  And for that area historically recognized
as the HOLY LAND—it has become the most
UNHOLY PLACE ON THE PLANET.   I t
remains SACRED for every inch of your planet
and all upon and within it—ARE SACRED.  And
further, not one of you is MORE OR LESS
SACRED than another.   Remember:  Equal
Opportuni ty EMPLOYER?  YOU make the
choices regarding your integrity and direction.

Today is the day the trial over property was
to have begun so we will fill the expected time
consumpt ion  wi th  as  much as  we can  ge t
accomplished.

I will have to make time for my scribe and
E.J. to get a bit more health matters attended
after 20 years of non-attendance to such as teeth,
etc.  We will send them off to Dr. Carlson who
has formed a partnership to help get some of our
things done in exchange for sharing his NEW
PRODUCT FOR REBUILDING TEETH.
Perhaps he gets a short stick in the deal but I
don’t expect that to be so.  This will require 10
days to two weeks out of state. Therefore we
will have to consider “time” very carefully.  We
expect some most important business parties for
meetings in this month and then more court and
damage control in July along with a lot of
business interchanges of various kinds.  So, we
have to work around all these things.  Sorry
inquirers, we can’t even SEE INTO AUGUST
AND OUR BIRTHDAY!  Priorities of work is
what determines what we will be doing rather
than what we WANT TO BE DOING.  Perhaps
we can arrange for both but it is often not so
simple.  By the way—there is NOTHING magic
about one day versus another—ALL AND EACH
IS SACRED.

This should not be a very large interruption
as the paper is extremely well-done without my

personal input and we are so grateful for that
fact.  The cycle of preparation and foundational
growth is about to spiral into a new phase with
some of the rewards for service about to happen.
Let us not fall off our intentions for change
because we feel weary and sometimes distressed
over apparent failures to make impacts.  The
impacts are magnificent and that which you can’t
see is what is making great inroads toward true
freedom—TRUTH.  It most surely WILL BE the
KNOWING OF TRUTH which shall present with
opportunities of FREEDOM.

I would say a personal word to Princeton:
Your days are now numbered, my friend.  If
Dharma suffers through the dental chambers—
you promised her that you would do so.  Now,
she demands of me that if we go through the
torture chambers that I must somehow also
improve your vision which you have worn out
on editing.  You might be surprised what happens
as you cast off infection sites.  Certainly your
vision will not hurt as much in the unseeing if
you FEEL GOOD (???).  Is a decade too long in
service?  Is a century?  How about 25 millenia?
How about eternity?  What else do you people
have that is so all-fired important?  Death is that
which traps you in LIMBO-LAND, boredom and
self-despising.  We are moving TOWARD LIFE
IN ITS FINEST REALITY—IS THAT NOT
WORTH A LITTLE SERVICE TO OUR
CREATOR?  THAT SERVICE IS  ALSO
SACRED AND ABUNDANTLY REWARDING.

LITTLE CROW:  “Wakan—everything is
sacred and everything has a right to exist and
nothing is greater and nothing is lesser.”

“I learned through my Oral Tradition that
regardless of whatever it is, it’s wakan, it’s
sacred.  From the drunk on the street, to the
President in the White House, to the Pope in
the Vatican, it is all sacred—nothing is more
sacred  or  less—it’s  all  sacred,  it’s  all
the same—white, black, yellow, red, brown,
green.”

This sacred man, Little Crow, is my scribe’s
guide even if neither have known it, and we have
placed our charter on the owanka wakan (a holy
place, altar) in our own dedication unto service.
May each of  you become as  gif ted in  the
exchange.  And, when you get a whiff of the
smoke  of  the  sweetgrass ,  KNOW THAT
GRANDFATHER IS LISTENING.

God promised success in your journey if you
put your heart and soul to the wheel.  He did
not say it would be particularly easy—only

simple in its concept.  Salu.    

Here are the rates for 1 copy of CONTACT , enclosed
in an envelope and mailed, within the United States:

Would you like your
newspaper placed in an
envelope each week?

13 issues  —  $40.00
26 issues  —  $80.00
52 issues  — $140.00
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 (Mitochondria)

FOR PROGRAM  STARTING  PACKAGES and  MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES,  BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM

ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

ItemPRICE
PER UNIT Qty.Item

TOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING
SUB TOTAL

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
$ 0-100 $6.00
$ 101-200 $7.00
$ 201-300 $8.00
$ 301-400 $9.00
$ 401-500 $10.00
$ 501-600 $11.00

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA

$ 0-100 $8.00
$ 101-200 $9.00
$ 201-300 $10.00
$ 301-400 $11.00
$ 401-500 $12.00
$ 501-600 $13.00

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
     For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
     For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
     All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
     for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
     When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

**
**
**

**

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:

Name
Street Address

Daytime Phone No.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Date

(Please Print)

Expiration Date

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code

Signature For Credit Card Orders

Order by Mail Order by Phone
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)

$
$

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas, NV 89126

1998  Order Form
New Gaia Products

Amount

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Please make  all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas
NV 89126

SALES TAX

GAIANDRIANA
40.00
20.00$

$
16 oz.

 32 oz.

$
$

LIQUID
AQUAGAIA

LIQUID
16 oz.

 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz.
20.00
40.00

GAIALYTE  1 liter

2 liters

8.50
15.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA BREEZE 1 liter

2 liters

3.50$
$ 6.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA VINEGAR  16 oz. 6.00$
CARBRAGAIA 8 oz. $ (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)

BEVERAGE POWDERMELLOREAM 3.25 lb 15.00$

— 30 Day Supply

“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 18.00$
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 22.00$

  180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETSA-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 24.95$
CHLORELLA       300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA. 21.00$
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 90 TABLETS 24.50$
GAIATRIM 35.00$
GINKGO BILOBA  180 TABLETS 24.95$ (24% Extract)
OLIVE LEAF 60 TABLETS $24.00
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT

by James R. Privitera, M.D.
 35 PG.

BOOKLET

2.75$

60 CAPSULES 6.00$RARE EARTH CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES 6.00$
ALOE  PLUS  77 60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA. 16.95$

Alfalfa & Minerals

30.00$90 CAPSULESALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS

S&Hincluded

8.50

PRICE
PER UNIT Qty. Amount

PLEASE  USE THE SHIPPING  RATE CHART  (located on the top of this order
form)  WHEN  CALCULATING  SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

Nevada Residents only: add 7%
T

NONI 60 CAPSULES

MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
$
$

22.00
11.00

Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate
 (10X STRENGTH)

$
1 liter $  18.00

 SUPER OXY     (CHERRY-BERRY)     (CRANBERRY-APPLE) 1 quart 18.00
BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. 20.00$
LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. 22.00$
GAIAGLO  LOTION  4 oz. $20.00
HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2 oz. 8.00$
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral     2 oz. 10.00$

16 oz.

 2 oz.

32 oz.  96.00
56.00
10.00$

$
$

GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold

suspended in a distilled water fluid
GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold 16 oz.
32 oz. 192.00

112.00
20.00$

$
 2 oz.

$
GAIA DHEA 2 oz. 20.00$Colloidal  Dehydroepiandrosterone

Colloidal CopperGAIA CU-29 2 oz. 10.00$
Colloidal Titanium 2 oz. 20.00GAIA TI-22 $

2 oz.GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++ 10.00$

$$
$

8.00
45.00
75.00

OXYSOL Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

  2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.

32 oz.

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

8.00$

$

T

$

 5.00
12.50

$
$

VORTEX KIT

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

80.00

$1100.00

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

5 Audio-cassettes

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

GAIASPELT  KERNELS   4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
T

$

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

 4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
GAIASPELT  FLOUR

WHOLE GRAIN
T

GAIASPELT

BREAD MIX  (Pure Spelt)

 (Whole Wheat & Spelt)T
(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINET

3.50$

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 15.00$
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

SUCROSE___   STARCH___
NICOTINE___    CAFFEINE___    ALCOHOL___

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND 2 oz.

each
6.00$

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit” $

GAIACLEANSE KIT
Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM 48.00$

260.00

$
$ 5.00

10.008 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

2.50

130.00

MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$
$

50.00
30.00

ADZUKI  BEANS      50-LB BAG

RED LENTILS          50-LB BAG

T

T

30 CAPSULES

ALOE JUICE

16 oz.

No Longer
Available
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75.   TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES  VOL. III
76.  SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77.  PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78.   IRON  TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79.  MARCHING TO   ZOG
80.  TRUTH  FROM  THE   ZOG BOG
81.  RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82.  RETIREMENT RETREATS
83.  POLITICAL  PSYCHOS
84.  CHANGING  PERSPECTIVES
85.  SHOCK   THERAPY
86.  MISSING  THE  LIFEBOAT??
87.  IN  GOD�S  NAME  AWAKEN!
88.  THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION  LEGION
89.  FOCUS OF DEMONS
90.  TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91.  FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92.  WALK  A  CROOKED  ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93.  CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER  PLAGUES
94.  WINGING IT....
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98.  ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
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222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1
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224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT  JOUR-
NALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS

NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE  A  SERIES  CALLED  THE  Phoenix   Journals  AND  HAVE  BEEN  WRITTEN  TO  ASSIST  MAN TO

BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING  DECEPTIONS  AND  OTHER  MATTERS  CRITICAL  TO HIS SURVIVAL AS  A  SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.  SINGLE Journals  ARE  $6.00;  ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH;  10 OR MORE Journals  ARE  $5.00  EACH
(Shipping extra�see right.)

SUBSCRIBE TO
CONTACT,  CALL:
1-800-800-5565
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CONTACT, Inc.

 Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV  89126
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4.  SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5.  FROM  HERE  TO  ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9.  SATAN�S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
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41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET�

ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS  VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS  VOL. II
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58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. �REALITY� ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE  PSYCHOPOLITICS
67.  THE BEAST AT WORK
68.  ECSTASY TO AGONY
69.  TATTERED PAGES

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565

(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone
to 1-800-800-5565.  Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues (US); $35 (Canada/
Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); $70 (Canada/Mexico); $80
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 (Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign).
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.

Quantity Subscriptions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125 for 25
copies of 13 issues(US); $160 for 50 copies  of 13 issues (US); $275 for 100
copies  of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,100 for
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental U.S. For Foreign
subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

Copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, or
PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each, shipping included,  postpaid in the
Continental U.S.A.   Canada, Mexico and Foreign orders please call or write for
quotes on  additional shipping charges, quantities, special requests.

PLEASE   NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source

Distributors are NOT the
same!  Checks sent for JOUR-
NALS or book orders should

NOT be made out to CON-
TACT�and
vice versa.

THE PHOENIX PROJECT

CONTACT:

805-822-0202
As an adjunct to CONTACT, the

Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current
events and other important
information  that  needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.

The message machine will answer
after 2 rings if  there are any new
messages for that day, and after 4
rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded.  If the Hotline does not answer
your call, then that means there is
currently no Hotline message.

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
  UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l

  Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
  Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l

ALASKA & HAWAII
  Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
  Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l

  UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l

CANADA & MEXICO
  Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
  Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l

FOREIGN
  Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l

  Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate

(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
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